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Study of California’s Court Interpreter Certification and Registration Testing

In June of 2006, the Judicial Council of California, Administrative Office of the Courts (AOC) contracted
ALTA Language Services, Inc. (ALTA) to analyze the examination process and testing instruments for the
certification and registration of California state court interpreters.
ALTA was charged with analyzing the core work qualifications needed for the function of court interpreting,
so as to develop recommendations regarding testing instruments and individual test items to measure
the determined qualifications. Additionally, ALTA examined test administration processes and made
recommendations pertaining to the overall administration of examinations. In an attempt to enhance the
pool of qualified court interpreters, ALTA also addressed and developed recommendations pertaining to the
recruitment and training of future candidates.
After this thorough review of California’s program for certifying and registering court interpreters, ALTA has
found that, while certain areas are in need of improvement, California’s current testing program is credentialing
court interpreters whose knowledge, skills and abilities are well aligned with those needed to perform the
job at a high level of competence. The size and scope of California’s testing program, along with its years of
experience, make California a recognized leader in the field. Implementing the recommendations contained
in this report will serve to further enhance California’s court interpreter testing program, and to further evidence
California’s commitment to quality and leadership in this important aspect of service to the public.
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he Judicial Council of California, Administrative Office of the Courts (AOC) contracted ALTA Language
Services, Inc. (ALTA) to analyze the examination process and testing instruments for the certification
and registration of California state court interpreters. Research conducted throughout the study assisted
ALTA in developing recommendations for future test design and
administration, as well as future recruitment and training efforts.
Through the analysis of data obtained from qualitative interviews
and quantitative surveys, as well as examination of current testing
and rating processes, ALTA identified the knowledge, skills, and
abilities (KSAs) needed for the function of court interpretation,
and assessed how well the current instruments align with
defined KSAs. Additionally, ALTA reviewed current test structure
and administration practices, as well as interpreter training and
recruitment efforts of peer models that certify or qualify court
interpreters, through analysis of data and reviews. Included in
this report are the findings, analyses, and recommendations in
regard to future test instruments, administration practices, and
training and recruitment efforts.

Analysis of Work Qualifications
In the first stage of this study, an analysis of work requirements
was conducted to define the key functions of a state court
interpreter and to create a profile of the requisite knowledge,
skills, and abilities (KSAs) needed for the function of court
interpretation. Findings from the research conducted in this
stage indicate that the job of the court interpreter requires
highly developed knowledge, skills, and abilities in a number
of different areas. To interpret for all oral messages and
utterances, as well as to orally translate written documents,
court interpreters must have a broad range of knowledge and highly competent abilities in the following skill
areas:
Linguistic Skills
Speaking Skills
n
Listening Comprehension Skills
n
Reading Comprehension Skills
n
Interpreting Skills
n	Behavioral Skills
n
n

Based on the findings, the following knowledge, skills, and abilities were determined as essential for the
performance of court interpretation:

Linguistic Skills
	Native-like proficiency in all working languages;
Ability to think and react communicatively in all working languages;
n
Knowledge and use of a broad range of vocabulary, including legal
terminology, subject- specific terminology, and slang; and
n
Knowledge and use of cultural nuances, regional variations, idiomatic
expressions, and colloquialisms in all working languages.
n
n
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n

n
n

Ability to speak with proper pronunciation, diction, and intonation in all
working languages;
Ability to speak with a neutralized accent in all working languages; and
Ability to project and/or speak softly.

Listening Comprehension Skills
n

n

n

Ability to listen to and comprehend different rates of speech in all working
languages;
Ability to listen to and comprehend various regional accents and/or dialectical
differences in all working languages; and
Ability to ignore auditory distractions and focus on source speaker.

Reading Comprehension Skills
n

n

n

Ability to read and comprehend overall meaning and specific details of
written text in all working languages;
Ability to read and recognize various written contexts, including formal
and informal text, subject-specific vocabulary, idiomatic expressions, and
colloquialisms; and
Ability to read quickly and with little preparation.

e x ecuti v e su m m ary

Speaking Skills

Interpreting Skills
n
n
n

n

n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n

Ability to concentrate and focus;
Ability to process linguistic information quickly;
Ability to make quick linguistic decisions regarding word choice or terminology
selection;
Ability to apply short-term memory skills in retaining small units of
information;
Ability to think analytically;
Ability to utilize predictive thinking skills to anticipate incoming messages;
Ability to convey meaning;
Ability to provide transference from one language to another;
Ability to preserve accuracy;
Ability to select appropriate equivalents for vocabulary or phrases;
Ability to accommodate for lack of equivalents in vocabulary or phrases;
Ability to conserve intent, tone, style, and utterances of all messages;
Ability to reflect register; and
Ability to self-monitor and self-correct.

Behavioral Skills
n
n
n
n
n
n

Ability to practice and follow ethical standards;
Ability to conduct business in a professional manner;
Knowledge and awareness of cultural aspects that affect language;
Ability to work in various settings, situations, or conditions;
Ability to project self-confidence and self-awareness when interpreting; and
Knowledge and continued learning of social, technological, and legal
changes that affect language.

	 Diction refers to the ability to speak with clarity.
	 Register refers to the ability to reflect the tone of the language being used, whether formal or informal.

Study of California’s Court Interpreter Certification and Registration Testing
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Recommendations:
Based on this analysis, it is recommended that the testing and hiring processes of California state court
interpreters include these minimum acceptable qualifications needed for the function of court interpretation. The
sub-divided areas (aside from Behavioral Skills) of minimum acceptable qualifications should be included in the
test content of future examinations for certifying and registering state court interpreters in California. Behavioral
skills needed to perform this job may be screened during standardized hiring processes.

Assessment of Current Testing Instruments
After defining the essential knowledge, skills, and abilities needed for the function of court interpretation,
ALTA conducted a review and comparative analysis of the current written and oral instruments used for the
certification and registration of California state court interpreters. Analysis focused on the specific knowledge,
skills, and abilities measured by current testing instruments, and the extent to which tested KSAs align with
the required level of competency needed for court interpretation.
An overview of findings and analyses demonstrates the following:
Original test development of the written and oral
instruments included a job analysis and needs
Court interpretation ‘requires
assessment to determine the knowledge, skills,
and abilities needed for court interpretation;
n	Many
complete fluency in both English
KSAs identified in the original test
development process are measured by the written
and the foreign language. The
and oral exams, although some knowledge, skills,
and abilities reportedly tested are not measured by
level of expertise required for this
the current instruments;
n	Written instruments test skills, such as the
profession is far greater than that
knowledge of writing mechanics, that do not align
with KSAs as determined by ALTA;
n
required for everyday bilingual
A more comprehensive screening assessment of
KSAs could be measured through the use of an
conversation. The interpreter must
oral proficiency screener that assesses productive
language skills in English and the foreign languages
be able to handle the widest range
(see Appendix 6 for more detail);
n
Current written instruments lack equivalence in
of language terms that may be
content and complexity across the 12 distinct
languages;
n
presented in the courts, everything
Oral exams illustrate more equivalence in content
across languages, although some equivalency
from specialized legal and technical
issues exist in foreign language sections of the
scripts and/or answer keys;
n
terminology to street slang.’
Although oral exam content is relatively
equivalent in complexity across languages, the
JCC website, December 2006
ability to accurately perform the simultaneous
mode may differ across language groups due to
incompatibilities between English and some other
than Spanish (OTS) languages (see Appendix 9 for
more detail); and
It is not feasible to use a universal testing instrument to assess the knowledge, skills, and abilities
needed for court interpretation.
n

“

”

n

Recommendations:
n

n



If use of the written exam as a screening device is continued, changes should be made to the content
so that it better aligns with determined KSAs;
Consideration should be given to the use of an oral proficiency screener that assesses proficiency in
English and the foreign languages (see Appendix 6 for more information);
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n

n

n

n

n

n

Oral script content should include subject-specific and everyday vocabulary that mirrors actual court
proceedings;
Sample sight translation documents in English and the foreign languages should reflect documents
frequently used in court proceedings;
Key word units and phrases included in the oral scripts should be designed/selected to measure a
breadth of linguistic elements, including knowledge of vocabulary, proper use of grammatical structures,
knowledge and use of idiomatic expressions, conservation of register, and compensatory strategies
used for particular pitfalls in designated languages;
To the extent possible, key word units should be used in equivalent percentages across languages (see
Appendix 8 for more information);
To prevent awkward translations, foreign language sections in the written and oral exams should be
developed or adapted in the foreign languages, but not translated directly from a base script;
To minimize memorization of test content, multiple versions of written and oral tests should be created
in all designated languages; and
Any and all changes made to test content should be piloted with a representative population and results
should be analyzed.

Assessment of Current Rating Practices
In addition to the analysis of current test instruments, a review was conducted of current rating practices,
including scoring processes used to rate written and oral exams, exam rater selection and training, and
quality assurance procedures.

e x ecuti v e su m m ary

n

An overview of findings and analyses demonstrates the following:
n

n
n

n

n

n

n

Current rating of the written exams uses an equating process in which a scaled score of 70 is needed
in both English and the foreign language sections in order to pass;
Oral exams are scored using a combined method of holistic scoring and objective scoring units;
Rating teams are comprised of subject matter experts (SMEs), with many of the raters being certified
court interpreters in California;
The rating system utilized in California relies heavily on the holistic assessment of a candidate’s
performance, with objective scoring units used as a supporting tool, while some other peer testing
bodies that certify or qualify court interpreters place primary emphasis on the use of objective scoring
units;
Interviewed raters of OTS languages reported that the simultaneous component of the oral exam is
more challenging for candidates;
Interviewed raters of the Spanish oral exam stated that the consecutive component of the exam is more
challenging for candidates, or that all components are equally challenging; and
Current rating practices would need to be modified if future efforts include changes in test retake
policies and/or the adoption of a tiered scoring/placement system (see Appendices 13 and 14 for more
detail).

Recommendations:
n

n

n
n

n

n

If written test content is equalized across languages, one cut-score should be established for all versions
and languages;
If oral test content is equalized across languages, one cut-score of correctly rendered key words should
be established;
Consideration should be given to placing emphasis on objective scoring units in the oral exams;
Scoring units should be designed to cover all areas of productive language use (see Appendix 8 for
more details);
To prevent passage of candidates who may correctly render key word units, but still lack overall
interpreting skills, holistic assessment should be used as a supporting tool;
To minimize perceived bias, the selection of raters should include SMEs with linguistic, interpreting,
and/or court interpreting experience from geographic regions inside and outside California;

	 According to the Test Construction Manual published by the Consortium for State Court Interpreter Certification, key word units are
“special linguistic characteristics that interpreters must be able to render to deliver a complete and accurate interpretation” (2000).
Throughout this report, key word units are also referred to as objective scoring units.

Study of California’s Court Interpreter Certification and Registration Testing
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n

n

n

To accommodate linguistic differences that may compound the complexity of performing accurate
simultaneous interpretation for some OTS language groups, modifications should be made to the
test structure and/or scoring practices used to assess simultaneous interpretation for specified OTS
language groups (see Appendix 9 for more information);
Any and all changes made to rating practices should be piloted with a representative population and
results should be analyzed; and
Training and ongoing monitoring should be given to raters if any changes are made to test content or
scoring practices.

Review of Test Structure and Administration
In addition to analyzing test content and rating procedures, an analysis of the current test structure and
administration practices was conducted. Analysis included examination of the use of a written screener and
review of overall test purpose, as well as a comparative analysis of California’s testing system with peer and
alternative court interpretation testing bodies (see Appendices 10 and 11).
Findings and analyses of the test structure and administration include the following:
	Most court interpretation testing bodies utilize a written screening test;
Reviewed state and national court interpretation testing bodies assess the three modes of
interpretation: simultaneous interpretation, consecutive interpretation, and sight translation; however,
the administration of testing components differs slightly among models; and
n
Some reviewed testing bodies utilize a tiered system to identify candidates with mastery-level skills, as
well as test-takers with minimum skills who could improve with training and/or mentoring.
n
n

Recommendations:
To better identify relevant productive language skills needed for communication and to assess nativelike ability of all working languages, an oral proficiency screener should be used in lieu of or in addition
to the written screener (see Appendix 6 for more information);
n	Videotaped simulations of courtroom procedures should be provided during the administration of
the simultaneous and consecutive components so as to provide candidates with visual cues as they
interpret;
n
Consideration should be given to employing retest policies that do not require a test-taker to retake a
screener once passed, and require candidates to retake only components that were failed; and
n
Although no recommendation has been made in regard to the operational use of a tiered placement
system for interpreters, options for such a system are included in Appendix 14.
n

Review of Available Training
Throughout the examination of test content, scoring practices, and administration procedures, an analysis
was also conducted in regard to materials and programs that may assist candidates with passage of the
exams and/or job preparation.
Findings and analyses for this section include the following:
	Many surveyed interpreters and test-takers attended interpreter training prior to taking the written or
oral exams;
n
Analysis of qualitative interviews illustrates that many interpreters believe that practical, hands-on
training assists with job preparation and exam passage;
n
Very few training programs are available for OTS language groups;
n

	 Peer systems were defined as programs that reflected similar demographic and/or language challenges to California, as well
as systems or programs that had highly developed interpretation certification standards equivalent to those used in California.
Alternative structures included programs of varying size with innovative policies that could be of interest to California in regard to
test design, test administration, and/or scoring practices.
	 Simultaneous interpretation is the mode in which the interpreter lags slightly behind the source language speaker, interpreting the
message into the target language at almost the same time as the original message is being said. In consecutive interpretation, the
interpreter listens to a unit of speech, approximately 40-60 words at a time, in the source language and then conveys that message
into the target language. Sight translation is the oral interpretation of a written document.
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Recommendations:
To provide equal access to preexam training and test preparation,
preparatory materials should be
made available to all designated
OTS languages;
n
Interpreter training programs should
be created and expanded to include
more languages and geographic
locations;
n	Mentoring programs and/or on-thejob training should be provided to
post-examination candidates prior
to entering the court interpretation
field to assist them in learning
about courtroom procedures and
protocols;
n
Training should be offered to bench officers, attorneys, and court personnel about the role of the
interpreter and how to work with interpreters in the courtroom; and
n	Bench officers and court personnel who work with or are impacted by interpreters should also be
offered training on the linguistic differences that may compound the complexity of performing accurate
simultaneous interpretation for some OTS language groups, as well as how to work with interpreters of
such languages.
n

e x ecuti v e su m m ary

	Many surveyed interpreters support training about courtroom procedures and protocols for newlycertified and newly-registered interpreters; and
n
The majority of surveyed interpreters support training for bench officers/court personnel about the role
of the interpreter.
n

Review of Recruitment Efforts
Finally, in addition to the examination of test content, administration, and training efforts, aspects of interpreter
recruitment have been analyzed. Research has focused on how current interpreters learned about the field
of court interpretation, as well as recommendations interpreters and stakeholders have made in regard to
attracting new candidates to the job.
Findings and analyses regarding interpreter recruitment include the following:
n

n

n

The majority of surveyed interpreters and test-takers are native speakers of languages other than
English (OTE) who have gained non-native language skills through adolescent and adult education and
living experiences;
Interpreters and test-takers reported learning about the job through school, family and friends, prior
work experience, and advertisements; and
Recruitment efforts utilized by peer models alert candidates about upcoming exams, as well as job
opportunities.

Recommendations:
n

n

n

n

Recruitment efforts should include, but not be limited to, outreach to candidates who reflect characteristics
of the current pool: native speakers of languages other than English who have gained skills through
education and life experiences;
Recruitment efforts should include providing bilingual individuals with information about court
interpretation, as well as information pertaining to training;
Outreach should target school and/or community programs, foreign language media sources, and
interpreter training programs; and
Efforts should be made to contact past candidates of exams to alert them of upcoming exams or
training programs.

Study of California’s Court Interpreter Certification and Registration Testing
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Project
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n June of 2006, the Judicial Council of California, Administrative Office of the Courts (AOC) contracted
ALTA Language Services, Inc. (ALTA) to analyze the statewide examination process and testing
instruments for the certification and registration of California state court interpreters. ALTA was charged
with analyzing the core work qualifications needed for the function of court interpreting, so as to develop
recommendations regarding testing instruments and individual test items to measure the determined
qualifications. Additionally, ALTA examined test administration processes and made recommendations
pertaining to the overall administration of examinations. In an attempt to enhance the pool of qualified court
interpreters, ALTA also addressed and developed recommendations pertaining to the recruitment and training
of future candidates.
In order to produce a comprehensive report presenting specific recommendations concerning the testing
methods and tools used in the certification and registration of California court interpreters, the following
deliverable items were included in the scope of services:
A. Analysis of Work Qualifications: An analysis was conducted to determine the knowledge, skills, and
abilities needed for the function of court interpretation. From this research, a profile of the minimum
acceptable qualifications needed to perform the job was developed.
B. Survey of the Interpreter Pool: A survey analysis was conducted with the current pool of certified and
registered court interpreters to obtain quantifiable data regarding the knowledge, skills, and abilities
needed for the performance of court interpretation. The survey was also used to gather descriptive
information about the current pool of qualified interpreters to assist with future recruitment and training
efforts.
C. Assessment of Current Tests: An analysis of the current certification and registration tests was
conducted to assess the applicability of the tests to the work qualifications needed for performing
the function of court interpretation. Recommendations were made to better align the tests to the
qualifications needed for the job.
D. Assessment of Current Testing Process: An assessment of the AOC’s current exam administration
process was also conducted. ALTA reviewed and commented on the process of registering for the
tests, as well as the administration of each test part. Additionally, ALTA analyzed the current recruitment
and training efforts for test raters, and presented recommendations to strengthen the overall rating
process.
E.	Review of Other Models: An assessment of testing models used by other state and national systems
for certifying oral language interpreters was conducted to identify standards that may be of practical use
to California’s court system, and recommendations were made concerning the feasibility of a universal
test for all languages.
F.

Analysis of Test Passage Rate: A comparative analysis of California’s test passage rate to other state
and federal systems was conducted, and recommendations were made for improving that rate while
maintaining acceptable standards of performance.

G. Stakeholder Analysis: Analysis of stakeholder concerns, recommendations, and suggestions was
also conducted throughout the study.
H.	Report and Recommendations: A final comprehensive report has been created that addresses each
of the deliverables. Methodology, findings, analyses, conclusions, and recommendations at both the
policy and operational level have been included.
In this final deliverable, ALTA was asked to present a comprehensive report including major findings and
analysis from research and information obtained through the various stages of this study. In addition to a
presentation of the methodology, findings, analysis, and conclusions of completed deliverables, ALTA was
also asked to present recommendations at both the policy and operational levels. In this report, information
pertaining to methodology, findings, analysis, conclusions, and recommendations included in the seven
completed deliverables has been sub-divided to represent six primary areas of study:
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n
n

Analysis of Work Qualifications
Assessment of Current Testing Instruments
Assessment of Current Rating Practices
Review of Test Structure and Administration
Review of Available Training
Review of Recruitment Efforts

Project Methodology
To present a final report on the qualifications needed for the function of court interpretation, and to present
an assessment of current testing instruments, rating practices, and test administration procedures, various
methodological steps were taken, including the collection and analysis of qualitative and quantitative data,
as well as the examination of peer models, related literature, public reports, and pertinent studies. Specific
research processes utilized throughout the study include the following:
A. Literature Review: Throughout the scope of the project, literature was reviewed to assist in the understanding of the function of court interpretation, as well as to aid in the assessment of testing instruments and
rating practices. In regard to the job of court interpretation, literature reviewed focused on the practical and
theoretical elements of court interpretation, as well as the linguistic and cognitive skills and abilities needed
for the three modes of interpretation:
simultaneous interpretation, consecutive interpretation, and sight translation. Literature pertaining to testing
processes included specific subject
matter regarding test construction,
test applications, and testing practices used for employment and certification standards.
B. Qualitative Interviews: Interviews
were conducted with a random
sample of current certified and registered interpreters in California, as
well as selected stakeholders who
work with or are impacted by court
interpretation. Interviews were conducted to obtain in-depth information regarding the knowledge, skills,
and abilities needed for court interpretation and to gather opinions and
recommendations concerning testing, training, and recruitment efforts.
During a later stage in the study,
interviews were also conducted
with current raters of the certification and registration exams. These
interviews focused on current rating practices, including scoring guidelines, rater selection and training,
and quality assurance protocols.
C. Survey Processes: Throughout the course of the study, two survey processes were conducted. To
obtain quantifiable data regarding the knowledge, skills, and abilities essential for court interpretation,
a written survey (Appendix 4) of the entire pool of certified and registered interpreters was conducted.
Surveys were also conducted with recent test-takers of the oral and written exams to determine
possible correlations between candidate characteristics and test passage rates, as well as to obtain
recommendations concerning testing and training.
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D. Consultation with Subject Matter Experts (SMEs): Linguists, court interpreters, and other language
experts participated in the assessment of current testing instruments, including a review of test content
of both written and oral tests. Linguists with expertise in specific languages also provided individual
Study of California’s Court Interpreter Certification and Registration Testing
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reports regarding linguistic elements that may compound the complexity of performing accurate
simultaneous interpretation for some language groups due to a lack of symmetry between English and
the foreign languages.
E.	Review of International, National, and State Testing Systems: Throughout the scope of this study,
analysis of peer testing systems was conducted, including examination of test development procedures,
test content and structure, and administration practices used by international, national, and state bodies
that provide certification and qualification of court interpreters, conference interpreters, and medical
interpreters. Additional review was conducted with leaders in language testing.
F.

Analysis of Exam Content, Scoring Systems, and Passage Rates: Research conducted in regard
to testing focused on analysis of test content of the written and oral exams, scoring guidelines, rating
procedures, and test administration policies. In addition to a general study of the testing system, a
comparative examination of test content across languages, average examination score per designated
language, and passage rates across languages was also conducted.

G. Interpreter Profile Review: In addition to collected literature, ALTA also compiled and examined profiles
of interpreter qualifications published by the federal court system, as well as other state and international
court systems with established interpreter programs. Based on material published by the National
Center of State Courts, ALTA developed a chart of current testing and/or certification qualifications
required by states with established court interpreter programs. To supplement this information, ALTA
also assembled and examined profile qualifications for interpreters in other fields, such as the medical,
conference, and business communities. These profiles were analyzed and compared with those of
legal interpreters to better understand the unique skills and abilities needed for court interpreting.
H.	Document Review: To analyze the complexity of legal language and identify possible variations
and/or levels of complexity, ALTA collected and examined 100 documents from various court cases,
proceedings, and stages within proceedings (Appendix 5). Based on research and qualitative interviews
with interpreters, ALTA chose to include documents used most frequently in courtroom procedures.
I.

Court Visitation: Throughout the course of the study, ALTA representatives visited and observed
courtroom proceedings in California. These observations were conducted in an attempt to better
understand the complexity of legal language used in courtroom proceedings, as well as to acquire
more information regarding the role of the interpreter, courtroom procedures, and environmental factors
contributing to the knowledge, skills, and abilities needed for the function of court interpretation.
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I

n the first stage of this study, an analysis of work requirements was conducted to define the key functions of
a state court interpreter and to create a profile of the requisite knowledge, skills, and abilities (KSAs) needed
for the function of court interpretation. Through the collection of qualitative and quantitative data, the KSAs
essential for the function of court interpretation were examined to assist in the development of recommendations
for future test design and administration, as well as in future recruitment and training efforts.

Methodology
To assess the knowledge, skills, and abilities needed for the function of court interpretation, a multi-step
analysis was employed which included a job review process and survey of the entire pool of state certified
and registered interpreters. Throughout the examination of the knowledge, skills, and abilities necessary for
the function of court interpretation, the following methodological steps were taken:
Literature Review: Throughout the analysis of work qualifications needed for court interpretation, ALTA
conducted an in-depth review of literature pertaining to the job function (Appendix 1). Literature reviewed
examined the California court interpreter’s job from many angles. Literature pertaining specifically to the
demographics and immigration trends facing California was reviewed to assist in the examination of current
linguistic and cultural factors impacting the job. Information reviewed also focused on the U.S. criminal justice
system, courtroom procedures, legal terminology, and historical references to the utilization of interpretation
services in the legal arena. Reviews of this nature were helpful in understanding the historical development of
the court interpreter’s job, as well as current conditions that shape the function of court interpretation today.
Study focused on theoretical and practical descriptions of court interpretation, including in-depth analyses
of the three modes practiced: simultaneous interpretation, consecutive interpretation, and sight translation.
Literature reviewed in this section covered the overall complexities of interpretation from linguistic and
cognitive standpoints, as well as the individual skills needed for each mode of interpretation.
Additionally, ALTA reviewed studies and articles describing the role of the interpreter, model profiles of
interpreter characteristics, and fairness reports that illustrate the importance of interpreters in relation to
access to justice.
Interpreter Interviews: To gather in-depth qualitative information regarding the knowledge, skills, and abilities
needed for court interpretation, interviews were conducted with a random sample of current certified and
registered interpreters in the state of California. A total of 170 certified state court interpreters and registered
interpreters were contacted to participate in the interviews. This number represents approximately 10% of
the current pool of certified and registered interpreters from the Judicial Council of California’s Master List.
Approximately 60% of the 170 sampled interpreters participated in the interviews. A total of 63 interpreters of
Spanish and 36 interpreters of languages other than Spanish (OTS) contributed to the sample, representing
approximately 60% of each sampled language subgroup. All interviews followed a standard questionnaire
(Appendix 2) and responses were maintained in a database that was available to only ALTA staff members
to ensure confidentiality.
Stakeholder Interviews: To contribute to the analysis of work qualifications, interviews were conducted
with representatives of key stakeholder groups throughout California. Individual participants were selected
based on recommendations from the AOC, its regional administrative directors, and local court executives.
Stakeholders invited to participate in the interviews represented various positions and fields, including:
n
n
n

Branch leadership
Judicial officers
Court administration and staff

	 Interpreters who pass the Court Interpreter Certification Examination and fulfill the corresponding Judicial Council requirements
are referred to as certified interpreters. Currently, there are certification examinations for 12 designated languages: Arabic, Eastern
Armenian, Cantonese, Japanese, Korean, Mandarin, Portuguese, Russian, Spanish, Tagalog, Vietnamese, and Western Armenian.
All other languages are considered non-designated. Interpreters of non-designated languages must pass an English proficiency
exam to become registered.
	 The random sample was stratified to ensure adequate representation from the current pool.
	 The random sample included representatives of all designated languages, as well as non-designated languages in high demand in
California courts.
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n
n
n
n
n

AOC staff
External advisors to branch leadership
Labor representatives
Attorneys
Interpreter educators
Representatives of consumer groups

Representation included 16 counties within the Northern/Central, Bay Area/Northern Coastal, and Southern
regions listed as having high interpreter use rates (based on 2004-2005 fiscal data). All interviews followed
a standard questionnaire (Appendix 3) and responses were maintained in a database available only to ALTA
staff.
Interpreter Survey: To obtain quantifiable data regarding the knowledge, skills, and abilities essential for
the function of court interpretation, a written survey (Appendix 4) of the entire pool of certified and registered
court interpreters in California was conducted. Surveys were mailed to a total of 1,564 certified and registered
interpreters and an online version was made available to all recipients.10 A total of 721 completed surveys
were received, representing 46% of the contacted pool of interpreters. Responses included representation
of a total of 38 languages, including designated and non-designated languages. Additionally, responses
represented a total of 42 counties, including all counties
recognized as having high interpreter use in the 2005
Language Need and Interpreter Use Study. As with other
The interpreter ‘must retain every
collected data, information obtained was maintained in a
database available only to ALTA staff.
single element of information

“

Document Review: To analyze the complexity of legal
language and identify possible variations and/or levels of
complexity, ALTA collected and reviewed 100 documents
from various court cases, proceedings, and stages
within proceedings (Appendix 5). Based on research and
qualitative interviews, documents included in the review
represented those most frequently used in the courtroom
proceedings. Documents were classified by level of
complexity,11 using a rubric created based on the U.S.
Government’s Interagency Language Roundtable (ILR)
reading comprehension scales. The rubric was designed
for the analysis of legal documents, and was not developed
to be used with general documents of a non-legal nature.

that was contained in the original
message, in as close to a verbatim
form as English style, syntax,

”

and grammar will allow.’

California’s Professional Ethics and the
Role of the Court Interpreter
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n

Court Visitation: Throughout the analysis of work qualifications, ALTA representatives visited and observed
courtroom proceedings in California. Visitations were made to observe the complexity of legal language
used in courtroom proceedings, as well as to acquire more information regarding the role of the interpreter,
courtroom procedures, and environmental factors that may contribute to the knowledge, skills, and abilities
needed for the function of court interpretation.

Findings
The Role of the Court Interpreter
In analyzing the KSAs essential for court interpretation, it is first imperative to understand the job function
of a court interpreter. Use of an interpreter is mandated in any criminal proceeding in which there is a
person involved who has limited English proficiency. However, as stated on the Judicial Council’s website,
	 ALTA did not survey court users during this study. To adhere to the methodological standards of this study, ALTA would need to
survey a representative sample of court users with recognized limited English proficiency, which was beyond the scope of this study.
ALTA recommends that future efforts include research pertaining to the understanding and satisfaction of court users in regard to
court interpretation.
10 A total of 1,564 certified and registered interpreters were identified in California’s Court Interpreters Data Collection System (CIDCS)
in September of 2006.
11 For an explanation of the levels of complexity assigned, refer to pages 81 and 82 of Appendix 5.
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“

A court interpreter is ‘a bilingual
person who has the duty to act as the
medium between the court and the
non-English-speaking person.’

”

Gonzales, Vasquez, Mikkelson, 1991

or altering the content.

court interpreters can be used for both criminal and civil
proceedings, interpreting for a witness or defendant
who speaks or understands little or no English (JCC
website, December, 2006).
According to the definition presented in Fundamentals
of Court Interpretation, a court interpreter is “a bilingual
person who has the duty to act as the medium
between the court and the non-English-speaking
person” (Gonzales, Vasquez, Mikkelson, 1991). Court
interpreters must accurately transfer all oral messages
from the source language into the target language,
conveying the meaning without summarizing, changing,

In response to questions pertaining to the function of court interpretation, interviewed interpreters echoed the
general themes listed above. Included in their responses were definitions such as:
n
n
n
n
n
n

Court interpreters are facilitators of communication;
Court interpreters are conduits for languages;
Court interpreters act as the bridge of communication;
Court interpreters are the mouthpieces of the court;
Court interpreters provide equal access to justice; and
Court interpreters provide equal footing for non-English speakers.

Trends in responses demonstrate the broad scope of the court interpreter’s job. Not only are court interpreters
charged with orally transferring all messages in order to facilitate the communication of all parties in the
court, but in doing so, they are also supporting equal access to justice for all court users with limited English
proficiency.

Utilization of Court Interpreters
Court interpreters in California superior courts can be and are used in every judicial proceeding, from
arraignments to trials. Interpreters can be used in all stages of these court proceedings, including client/
attorney interviews, jury selection, witness testimony, and more.
In performing interpretations in the outlined areas, interpreters are required to interpret content in three
recognized modes: simultaneous interpretation, consecutive interpretation, and sight translation. Although
the frequency of use of these modes may vary slightly among courts, counties, and specific languages, court
interpreters are widely expected to be able to successfully perform interpretations using all three modes.

Core Functional Skills and Competencies
As the facilitators of communication, the job of the court interpreter requires highly developed knowledge,
skills, and abilities in a number of different areas. To interpret for all oral messages and utterances, as well
as to orally translate written documents, court interpreters must have a broad range of knowledge and highly
competent abilities in the following skill areas:
Linguistic Skills
Speaking Skills
n
Listening Comprehension Skills
n
Reading Comprehension Skills
n
Interpreting Skills
n	Behavioral Skills
n
n

Findings in each of these areas are identified below:
A. Linguistic Skills: Responses obtained during the interview and survey process indicated that the
foundation of interpretation relies on exceptionally developed linguistic skills. To be able to facilitate
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	When asked about the importance of the proper use of spoken English and the target language in court
interpretation, 100% of the interpreter participants in the interview process stated that proper usage
was of utmost importance. For all of the respondents, the proper use of the languages was considered
“paramount,” “critical,” and “absolutely necessary” for court interpretation. Interpreters interviewed
stated that a mastery of both languages “left very little room for error” and helped with the “prevention
or avoidance of misunderstandings.”
To add to the complex nature of the job, interpreters are not only expected to know the source and target
languages completely, but also to know and use various forms of those languages. Court interpreters
regularly work with a range of people, including judges, attorneys, witnesses, litigants, and experts in
subject-specific fields. To interpret for such a broad scope of courtroom participants, an interpreter must
have a considerably ample bank of vocabulary that includes legal language, subject-specific language,
formal standard English, and colloquial expressions in both the source and target languages.
B. Speaking Skills: A number of interpreter and stakeholder interviews noted that interpreters must have
very strong speaking skills to ensure that the interpreter is understood by all parties involved. Competent
speaking skills include proper pronunciation and intonation, neutralized accent, good diction, and the
ability to speak softly or project when necessary.
Interpreters must project their voices when needed or speak softly, yet audibly, when required.
Interpreters cannot be inaudible, inappropriately loud, or have diction problems such as slurring or
mumbling. For those interpreters of many Asian languages, tonality and tonal variances must also be
maintained so as to preserve meanings attributed to specific tones.
C. Listening Comprehension Skills: Interpretation is not possible without highly developed listening skills.
Listening comprehension and competence in attentive listening are integral parts of the interpretation
process.
During the interview process, approximately 30% of the interpreters spoke about the importance of
exceptional listening skills, specifically noting the importance of understanding different rates of speech,
as well as different accents. Approximately 84% of interpreters interviewed noted that they encounter
different rates of speech “all of the time,” while 67% of the interpreters stated that understanding different
accents within both the target and source languages was important.
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communication or act as a bridge between languages, an interpreter must have full proficiency in
both the source and target languages. The native-like proficiency needed for the function of court
interpretation requires both a broad base of knowledge of the languages, as well as a pragmatic
command of the languages.

D.	Reading Comprehension Skills: In ALTA’s analysis of English language documents typically found in
the courtroom, language complexity differed broadly. The level of complexity of the documents reviewed
ranged in regard to the type of proceedings, as well as the individual stages of a proceeding. The
documentation analysis demonstrated that a court interpreter must be able to read and comprehend a
broad range of grammatically complex structures and specific terminology (Appendix 5).
In addition to the ability to read and comprehend a vast array of documents, interpreter interviews
revealed that interpreters are required to read quickly and with very little or no preparation. As a result,
interpreters must be able to read for both meaning and detail in a limited amount of time.
E. Interpreting Skills: The interpreter and stakeholder interviews both confirmed that the primary
responsibility of an interpreter is to convey meaning accurately from one language to another. In doing
so, an interpreter is expected to be able to listen to a message in the source language, process the
message almost instantaneously, and then convey the concept of that message in the target language.
The conveyance of the message is generally not a literal word-for-word translation, but rather a molded
version of the original message in which the underlying meaning is expressed. An absolute command
of both working languages is needed in order to perform this conveyance properly.
In providing transference of a message from the source language to the target language, the interpreter
must have complete focus on the essence of the message, as opposed to a concentration on only
Study of California’s Court Interpreter Certification and Registration Testing
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“

[An interpreter] must have
the ability to transfer concepts
between languages.

”

– Court interpreter

individual words. When a direct equivalent for a word or phrase
does not exist, the interpreter must utilize their full understanding
of both languages to render a transferable equivalent, which
often consists of many more words than the original version.
Similarly, many languages utilize grammatical structures that
differ significantly from standard English, requiring the interpreter
to continually make adjustments for grammatical concepts that
do not symmetrically transfer from one language to another.

When asked about the necessary skills needed for conveying
meaning, approximately 30% of the interpreters mentioned
that beyond full proficiency in both languages, a development
of mental agility and alertness was necessary, noting that the
process of conveyance must be done quickly, therefore requiring expert reaction abilities between
languages. Interpreters also cited a need for highly developed multi-tasking skills, stating that interpreters
must have the ability to listen and process while either taking notes or transferring messages.
F.

Simultaneous Interpretation: Simultaneous interpretation is the mode in which the interpreter lags
slightly behind the source language speaker, interpreting the message into the target language at
almost the same time as the original message is being said.
Figure 1: Frequency of Mode Type12
Total

Spanish	OTS

Simultaneous Interpretation

86%

65%

19%

Consecutive Interpretation

18%

6%

11%

2%

1%

1%

Sight Translation

Reviewed literature supports that in judicial settings, simultaneous interpretation is most frequently
practiced from English into other languages. It is used for most stages in proceedings that heavily involve
speaking by or between attorneys and judges, such as arraignments, motions, and jury instructions.
Because the majority of proceedings take place primarily in English with attorneys and judges speaking,
many interpreters use simultaneous interpretation more frequently than any other mode.
Interpreter and stakeholder interviews, interpreter surveys, and observed court visits confirmed that
simultaneous interpretation is used most frequently in court situations, as illustrated in the survey
results represented in Figure 1.
Supporting literature and interpreter interviews highlighted that the accurate performance of simultaneous
interpretation requires an expansive vocabulary in both working languages, quick mental processing
skills, and predictive thinking strategies. Additionally, because the simultaneous mode is often used
when interpreting messages in English for litigants with limited English proficiency, messages interpreted
in the simultaneous mode often do not create the record. Therefore, the interpreter has an obligation
to maintain self-awareness throughout the simultaneous interpretation process, auditing all input and
output, and notifying the court of any possible errors.
G. Consecutive Interpretation: In consecutive interpretation the interpreter listens to a unit of speech
in the source language and then conveys that message into the target language. Although the length
of the passages rendered can vary, most literature points to a standard norm of approximately 40-60
words at a time. In the courts, consecutive interpretation is commonly used for interpreting messages
from a litigant with limited English proficiency, which most often occurs in client/attorney interviews, or
on the witness stand.
12 Percentages found in figures throughout the report illustrate the number of responses received in relation to all survey responses.
Summary results do not always equal 100% due to duplicate responses and/or lack of responses. All percentages have been
rounded, causing a 1% difference among numbers in some cases.
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To assist with memory retention of details, such as names or numbers, interpreters often take shorthand
notes while performing consecutive interpretation. The written clues help interpreters recall and retrieve
important aspects of the message. Reviewed literature supports that good note-taking skills aid the
interpreter, while not interfering with the interpreter’s ability to attentively listen and analyze incoming
information in the source language.
H. Sight Translation: Sight translation is the oral interpretation of a written document. In courtroom
settings, sight translation is often used to provide oral interpretations of routine standardized written
documents in English, such as waiver of rights forms, DUI forms, and police reports. In many routine
procedures the sight translation of such documents is performed so that a defendant with limited English
proficiency is able to understand. Occasionally, informal or formal documents in the foreign language
are presented and the interpreter must interpret these into English for the court’s benefit.
Although interpreters may be given the opportunity to review a document prior to performing a sight
translation, many interviewed interpreters stated that it was very important to be able to read quickly
and anticipate the content of the written text without fully reading the entire text. Comparable to the skills
needed for simultaneous interpretation, sight translation necessitates that the interpreter use predictive
thinking skills to help him/her process information and create context for an incomplete message.
Interpreters interviewed reported reading ahead to process upcoming information even as they are
conveying a unit of the text.
I. 	Behavioral Skills: In addition to language proficiency and competent interpreting skills, court interpreters
need to possess a number of standard behavioral traits pertinent to the profession. The importance of
following ethical practices was cited by both interviewed interpreters and stakeholders. In regard to job
performance, interviewed interpreters and stakeholders linked ethical practices to the importance of
rendering an accurate interpretation. In following ethical standards, the interpreter is required to interpret
information as accurately as possible, preserving the linguistic elements, the register, and the intent
of the message. Interpreters are not permitted to edit the message in any way, through paraphrasing,
omission, or embellishment. This means that even if a litigant with limited English proficiency does
not understand the possibly
high language level of a source
message, the interpreter cannot,
Figure 2: Behavioral Skills Needed
under any circumstances, lower
the register so the litigant can better
understand. Additionally, if the
Strongly Agree
interpreter does not understand a
term or phrase, it is the interpreter’s
Agree
ethical responsibility to notify the
Disagree
court and ask for permission to
Culture
clarify.
Strongly Disagree
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In performing this mode, the interpreter must store heard information, recall the information, and then
restructure the information in the appropriate linguistic form. The speed of the delivery of information,
as well as the complexity of the subject matter or length of the speech, will likely alter depending on
the speaker, requiring the interpreter not only to listen attentively to the delivered orations, but also to
listen and process different levels and types of discourse. The possible range of content and potentially
unpredictable nature of the discourse necessitates that an interpreter have an expansive vocabulary
and complete competence in both languages.

Reflect Register

Ethical Practices
In addition to the knowledge and
No Opinion
practice of professional ethical
0%
20%
40%
60%
80%
100%
standards, interviewed interpreters
and stakeholders noted the
importance of professionalism,
professional conduct, knowledge
and understanding of the culture of the foreign language, flexibility, self-awareness, self-confidence, and
a commitment to lifelong learning. Figure 2 illustrates that surveyed interpreters confirm the importance
of behavioral skills, with the majority of respondents agreeing or strongly agreeing with statements
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affirming the importance of reflecting register, following ethical practices, and understanding cultural
differences while interpreting.

Analysis
Identification of the KSAs
The role of the court interpreter is to accurately transfer oral messages from the source language into the target
language, conveying the meaning without summarizing, changing, or altering the content. The performance
of court interpretation requires a broad range of knowledge, skills, and abilities (KSAs). In determining the
specific KSAs needed to perform court interpretation, consideration was given to knowledge, skills, and
abilities that were mentioned continuously throughout the research, including KSAs noted in interviews and
surveys, observed in courtroom visitations, and/or mentioned in supporting literature.13
Based on these findings, the following knowledge, skills, and abilities were determined as essential for the
performance of court interpretation:

Linguistic Skills
	Native-like proficiency in all working languages;
Ability to think and react communicatively in all working languages;
n
Knowledge and use of a broad range of vocabulary, including legal
terminology, subject- specific terminology, and slang; and
n
Knowledge and use of cultural nuances, regional variations, idiomatic
expressions, and colloquialisms in all working languages.
n
n

Speaking Skills
n

n
n

Ability to speak with proper pronunciation, diction, and intonation in all
working languages;
Ability to speak with a neutralized accent in all working languages; and
Ability to project and/or speak softly.

Listening Comprehension Skills
n

n

n

Ability to listen to and comprehend different rates of speech in all working
languages;
Ability to listen to and comprehend various regional accents and/or dialectical
differences in all working languages; and
Ability to ignore auditory distractions and focus on source speaker.

Reading Comprehension Skills
n

n

n

Ability to read and comprehend overall meaning and specific details of
written text in all working languages;
Ability to read and recognize various written contexts, including formal
and informal text, subject-specific vocabulary, idiomatic expressions, and
colloquialisms; and
Ability to read quickly and with little preparation.

13 See Appendix 1 for a complete list of reviewed literature. References that greatly contributed to the findings presented here include:
The Bilingual Courtroom (Berk-Seligson, 2002); Fundamentals of Court Interpretation (Gonzalez, Vasquez, and Mikkelson, 1991);
and Fundamental Aspects of Interpreter Education (Sawyer, 2004).
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n
n
n

n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n

Ability to concentrate and focus;
Ability to process linguistic information quickly;
Ability to make quick linguistic decisions regarding word choice or terminology
selection;
Ability to apply short-term memory skills in retaining small units of information;
Ability to think analytically;
Ability to utilize predictive thinking skills to anticipate incoming messages;
Ability to convey meaning;
Ability to provide transference from one language to another;
Ability to preserve accuracy;
Ability to select appropriate equivalents for vocabulary or phrases;
Ability to accommodate for lack of equivalents in vocabulary or phrases;
Ability to conserve intent, tone, style, and utterances of all messages;
Ability to reflect register; and
Ability to self-monitor and self-correct.

Behavioral Skills
n
n
n
n
n
n

Ability to practice and follow ethical standards;
Ability to conduct business in a professional manner;
Knowledge and awareness of cultural aspects that affect language;
Ability to work in various settings, situations, or conditions;
Ability to project self-confidence and self-awareness when interpreting; and
Knowledge and continued learning of social, technological, and legal changes
that affect language.

Conclusions
As facilitators of communication, it is clear that the interpreter’s function in the courtroom is essential, and that
the role of the interpreter carries great responsibility. Acting as the communication bridge between the court and
a non-English speaking litigant, interpreters must convey not only the words of a message, but also the essence,
or meaning of that message, becoming the voice of all courtroom participants. The transference process of
interpretation is not simply a linguistic exercise in which words are translated into equivalent matches. It is a
process that involves a complex set of skills of “language and gesture interpreting in a way that is sensitive to the
audience and speaker and their relations and goals, sensitive to world knowledge and context as well as topic,
and sensitive to status relations, loyalty shifting, and nuance as well as literal meaning” (Sawyer, Fundamentals
of Interpreter Education, 2004).
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Interpreting Skills

In order to perform court interpretation, bilingualism is a must, but being bilingual is not enough. Rather, to perform
the three modes of interpretation (simultaneous, consecutive, and sight translation) in a courtroom setting, an
interpreter must exhibit the minimum acceptable knowledge, skills, and abilities listed in this report.

Recommendations
Based on this analysis, it is recommended that the testing and hiring processes of California state court interpreters
include these minimum acceptable qualifications needed for the function of court interpretation. The sub-divided
areas (aside from Behavioral Skills) of minimum acceptable qualifications should be included in the test content
of future examinations for certifying and registering state court interpreters in California. Behavioral skills needed
to perform this job may be screened during standardized hiring processes.
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fter defining the essential knowledge, skills, and abilities needed for the function of court interpretation,
ALTA conducted a review and comparative analysis of the current written and oral instruments used
for the certification and registration of California state court interpreters. Analysis focused on the
specific knowledge, skills, and abilities measured by current testing instruments, and to what extent tested
KSAs align with the minimum level of competency needed for court interpretation. Additional analysis was
conducted to review and compare the overall equivalence of exam content, complexity, and performance
rates across the 12 designated languages.

Methodology
To assess the current tests used in the certification and registration of California state court interpreters, ALTA
analyzed the testing instruments using a multi-step approach, including:
Test Content Review: To fully understand the content of the written and oral tests used in the certification
and registration of California state court interpreters, a comprehensive review of test content was conducted.
Analysis of the written and oral test scripts provided by Cooperative Personnel Services (CPS)14 included
a holistic review of the testing instruments, as well as examination of the individual sections of the written
and oral tests in English and the 12
designated languages.15 The review
focused on understanding the purpose of
the written and oral exams, as well as the
development processes employed in the
creation of the individual exams.16
In addition to analyzing the exam purpose
and developmental procedures, an internal
review of exam content was administered.
During this process, an analysis was
conducted to determine to what extent
the current testing instruments align
with the knowledge, skills, and abilities
(KSAs) needed for the function of court
interpretation.
Comparative Analysis of Exams: To recognize and address a possible lack of equivalency among the
tests used for certification in the 12 designated languages, a comparative analysis of the written and oral
exams was conducted. In the first stage of this process, an analysis was performed to compare the English
components used in all written and oral exams to identify possible differences in levels of complexity or
selected terminology. This process was followed by independent test content reviews conducted by two
to four language experts, linguists, and/or court interpreters per designated language. Language-specific
reviews were then comparatively analyzed to identify any differences in levels of complexity and/or language
use among the 12 distinct languages.
Analysis of Examination Scores: To assess test parts in relation to candidate performance, an analysis
of test scores was conducted. Overall test scores were examined from a holistic standpoint in addition
to analysis of individual sub-sections. Holistic and individual sub-section scores were then compared to
test content reviews performed by subject matter experts (SMEs) to identify if lower or higher test scores
correlated to particular test items or sections. Additionally, test scores and correlative performance patterns
were compared across languages to identify any trends that may suggest differences in equivalency among
the 12 distinct languages.

14 Analysis included sample tests provided by the previous test administrator, CPS, ALTA did not analyze test sections or versions that
were not provided. ALTA recommends that further examination, including detailed item analysis, be performed on all test versions
in all languages currently in circulation.
15 There are currently 12 designated languages with certification tests in California: Arabic, Eastern Armenian, Western Armenian,
Cantonese, Japanese, Korean, Mandarin, Portuguese, Russian, Spanish, Tagalog, and Vietnamese.
16 Information included in this analysis is based on quarterly reports and supportive documentation provided by CPS to the AOC.
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Literature Review: Throughout the assessment of the current tests, ALTA conducted a review of literature
(Appendix 1). Literature related specifically to test construction, test applications, and testing practices used
for employment and certification purposes was reviewed to assist ALTA in the evaluation of testing instruments
used for the certification or registration of state court interpreters in California.
In addition to content related to testing standards and practices, continued study also focused on interpretation
and interpreting studies. Particular concentration was given to the cognitive processes and compensatory
strategies needed for simultaneous interpretation. Focus on this literature has assisted in the further
understanding of possible linguistic distinctions that may contribute to difficulties for some language groups
when performing simultaneous interpretation.

Findings
Written Test Purpose and Construction
The first step in the certification or registration process for state court interpreters is to take and pass a
written screening exam, which includes a total of 155 multiple-choice questions distributed over 9 sections,
consisting of:
English Vocabulary: 20 questions
	Foreign Language Vocabulary: 20 questions
n
English Grammar and Word Usage: 20 questions
n	Foreign Language and Word Usage: 20 questions
n
Reading Comprehension - English: 15 questions
n
Reading Comprehension - Foreign Language: 15 questions
n
English to Foreign Language Vocabulary: 15 questions
n	Foreign Language to English Vocabulary: 15 questions
n	Foreign Language Sentence Translation: 15 questions
n
n

For non-designated languages, the written exam consists of the three English-only portions listed above:
English Vocabulary, English Grammar and Word Usage, and English Reading Comprehension.17
According to reports provided by Cooperative Personnel Service (CPS), initial written test construction was
based on a job analysis and continued revision practices, including reviews by subject matter experts (SMEs).
Additionally, a validation report provided to the AOC by CPS in 1998 indicated that relevancy ratings were
assigned to individual test components to illustrate a link between test items and KSAs needed for court
interpretation. As reported by CPS, the following KSAs are measured by the written exams:
n
n
n
n

n
n

n
n

17

Ability to read English fluently
Ability to speak English fluently
Ability to effectively follow written instructions
Knowledge of English vocabulary to interpret written documents into English from the foreign
language
Ability to read the foreign language fluently
Knowledge of the foreign language vocabulary sufficient to translate written documents into the foreign
language from English
Knowledge of proper grammar in the foreign language
Ability to recognize linguistic incompatibilities
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Review of Collected Data: To supplement and confirm findings, data obtained from interview and survey
processes was reviewed. Particular attention was given to interpreter responses pertaining to test content
obtained through the qualitative interview process and quantitative survey results. Responses regarding
particular test items, test sections, or test design were compared to test content reviews, comparative
analyses across languages, and examination scores.

A 2006 website for CPS also indicated that the written exam for non-designated languages includes a section on “interpreting
principles, practices, and procedures.” This information could not be found in current public documentation regarding the written
exams (http://www.cps.ca.gov/tlc/jc/index.asp?page=written).
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Oral Test Purpose and Construction
Once a candidate has passed the written screening exam, an oral performance examination must be taken
and passed. For designated languages, the oral examination currently measures a test-taker’s ability to
perform the interpreting modes used in court interpretation:
n
n
n
n

Consecutive Interpreting
English to Foreign Language Sight Translation
Foreign Language to English Sight Translation
English to Foreign Language Simultaneous Interpreting

The consecutive interpreting component is designed as a role-play exercise with roles for a judge, attorney,
and witness typically included. Tape-recorded passages consisting of 1-40 words in length are played for the
test-taker. The test-taker is permitted to take notes, and must render an interpretation immediately following
each passage. Applicants may ask for a total of 6 repetitions throughout the consecutive portion.
During the testing of sight translation, the candidate is asked to orally interpret one document written in
English into the foreign language, and one document written in the foreign language into English. The testtaker is given two minutes to review each document before beginning the sight translation, and must render
each interpretation within four minutes.
The testing of the simultaneous mode involves the test-taker listening to a pre-recorded court proceeding
in English. The candidate listens to the material, recorded at 120-140 words per minute, and renders an
interpretation in the foreign language simultaneously, lagging only slightly behind the English recording. The
entire exercise is approximately three and a half minutes in length.
For those languages in which an oral certification exam is unavailable, an English proficiency exam is given.
This oral exam is approximately 35 minutes in length and requires the candidate to read two passages
and explain the content in English, respond to a variety of questions in English, and answer questions in
reference to provided pictures.
As with the written exam, oral test construction was based on a job analysis. Quarterly reports provided to
the AOC by CPS indicated that oral script development for newly-certified languages and revisions of existing
scripts were based on actual court transcripts. Reports further illustrate that oral scripts developed for newlycertified OTS languages used base scripts from Spanish oral exams, which were modified to represent
cultural scenarios common to the different language groups.
Information posted on CPS’s website prior to the change of test administrators stated that the oral examinations
used for certifying court interpreters measured a number of KSAs,18 including:
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n

Ability to read the foreign language fluently
Ability to read English fluently
Ability to recognize linguistic incompatibilities
Ability to perform duties under pressure
Ability to effectively follow oral instructions
Ability to interpret consecutively
Ability to speak English fluently
Ability to communicate complex information in an easily understood manner
Ability to read and understand technical material written in another language
Ability to digest a statement of information and relay a summary interpretation
Ability to speak quickly without hesitation
Ability to interpret simultaneously
Ability to comprehend and retain testimony for at least 15 seconds

18 CPS administered the certification and registration exams for state court interpreters in California until mid-2006. Thomson Prometric
has administered the exams since September of 2006.
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n
n
n

n
n

n

Ability to comprehend and retain testimony for at least 30 seconds19
Knowledge of the appropriate role of the interpreter
Knowledge of skills and techniques of interpreting
Knowledge of English vocabulary to interpret written documents into English from the foreign
language
Knowledge of proper grammar in the foreign language
Knowledge of the foreign language vocabulary sufficient to translate written documents into the foreign
language from English
Knowledge of legal vocabulary required by the court

Scoring Guidelines
Written screening tests are objectively scored by machine. To be eligible to take the oral interpreting exams,
a test-taker must pass the English and foreign language sections of the written test with a scaled score of 70
in both language sections.
The oral exams are rated using a combined scoring method of holistic evaluation and objective scoring units.
Both language proficiency and interpreting skills are evaluated during the oral exam. Overall scores are
based on a 1-5 scale. To pass, candidates must score a 4 or above in language proficiency skills, as well as
“a 4 or above in all interpreting components, or score a 4 in three of the four tested components and score
a 3+ in any one remaining component except the Consecutive, which must remain at 4 or above” (California
Certified Interpreter Oral Performance Evaluation Guide, 2006).
Tests are rated by teams of at least two trained examiners who independently score oral exams and compare
results.20 If a discrepancy occurs when comparing results, examiners discuss specific candidate behaviors
and attempt to reach a consensus. If consensus cannot be reached, an additional evaluator is contracted to
resolve any differences.

Analysis
KSAs and the Written Exam
In examining the KSAs measured by the written exam, there are several areas in which the receptive test
items may not measure productive competency skills as stated.21 Because the written test relies on the proper
selection of answers from a limited range of responses, only passive knowledge of English and the foreign
language is directly being tested.22 In reference to the KSAs tested, as reported by CPS, only the knowledge
of proper grammar, the ability to recognize linguistic incompatibilities, and the ability to effectively follow
written instructions are directly being tested through the written exam. For all non-designated languages,
the KSAs tested would only be in relation to passive knowledge of English, resulting in the measurement
of knowledge of proper grammar and the ability to follow written instructions, but not the ability to recognize
linguistic incompatibilities between two languages.
It should be noted that the written exam also measures knowledge, skills, and abilities not identified by CPS
or ALTA as being linked to the function of court interpretation. To select the correct choice for some questions,
candidates must know elements of writing mechanics, including the standard rules of punctuation and the
proper spelling of words. Although it could be argued that such knowledge may be beneficial to the job of
court interpretation, knowledge of punctuation and spelling is not linked directly to the KSAs identified as
necessary for the function of court interpretation.
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n

19 Results for this KSA may pertain specifically to OTS languages. As was reported in a validation report provided to CPS in 1999,
“subject matter experts for Japanese, Korean, Chinese, and Arabic maintain that they must listen to the entire statement before they
can render an interpretation. Consequently, it is not uncommon for interpreters in these languages to store and retrieve information
for periods longer than 30 seconds” (Davis, Court Interpreter Technical Report, 1999).
20 Rating practices are based on information reported by CPS.
21 Receptive test items refer to those items that require the test-taker to select a response rather than produce one (Brown, 2005).
22 Passive knowledge refers to receptive skills, usually reading and listening, as opposed to productive or active skills, such as writing
and speaking.
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Comparative Analysis of Written Exams
In addition to examining the KSAs measured by the written exam, further analysis was conducted to compare
the equivalence of the written exams in regard to complexity and overall construction. Specifically, the
analysis focused on whether or not the written exams had been developed to measure the same constructs,
to the same degree and complexity, across the 12 distinct language combinations. Additionally, further study
examined the equivalence of difficulty among different sections of the exams, and if specific sections were
determined to be more difficult than others in certain languages.
Analysis of the written exams illustrated that sections of the written exam that measure English alone are
identical across languages, indicating that the same knowledge, skills, and abilities in reference to English
are being tested by all. However, English and foreign language words and grammatical structures present in
the foreign language sections of the exam lack equivalence across the 12 distinct language versions tested.
Differences in exam content across languages consist of the following:
n
n
n
n
n

Differences in use of low-frequency and high-frequency words
Differences in use of distracters23 for multiple-choice answers
Awkward translations found in some versions
Incorrect grammatical phrasing found in some versions
Archaic or dated material found in some versions

Variance found in complexity and construction of different test versions may explain the use of a scaled
score for the written examinations instead of one pre-determined cut-score across the languages.24 By
using a scaled score, test administrators can attempt to ensure comparability of tests across languages by
establishing different standards for different tests. However, documentation provided to ALTA did not include
historical evidence that scaled scores are used to accommodate for a lack of equivalency across the distinct
language versions.

KSAs and the Oral Exam
In the analysis of the oral exam, KSAs as defined by ALTA were aligned to various test sections to determine
how and to what extent particular KSAs are measured by the current oral instruments used for certification.
Similar to the list of KSAs determined by CPS, the majority of KSAs established by ALTA are tested in the
oral exams. All linguistic, speaking, interpreting, and reading comprehension skills are tested by two or more
sections. Of the 26 measurable KSAs recommended by ALTA to be included in the exams,25 25 were found
to be represented in one or more components of the oral exam. The only KSA not covered is the ability to
ignore auditory distractions and focus on the source speaker.

Comparative Analysis of Oral Exams
To compare the construction and overall complexity of oral exams across the 12 languages, linguists, language
experts, and/or court interpreters also conducted independent analyses of the oral examination instruments.
Similar to the comparative analysis of written exams, language specialists examined individual sections
of the exams. Language experts were asked to review and report on the specific terminology used in key
word units,26 identifying the purpose of the units in regard to measuring the knowledge of legal terminology,
grammar, word usage, idiomatic expressions, and/or other language skills. Additionally, language experts
reported on any confusing elements, such as awkward translations and/or multiple translation possibilities,
when comparing the English and foreign language versions of the underlined key units.27

23 Distracters are the choices that are counted as incorrect in a multiple-choice test. They should distract or divert the test-taker’s
attention if the correct answer is really not known (Testing Language in Programs, Brown, 2005).
24 A cut-score is a specified point on a score scale, such that scores at or above that point are interpreted or acted upon differently from
scores below that point (APA, 1999).
25 ALTA defined a total of 32 KSAs as necessary for the function of court interpretation. A total of 6 of the 32 KSAs were identified as
behavioral skills that were not recommended to be assessed through standardized exams. A total of 26 of the determined KSAs
were recommended to be assessed through standardized exams.
26 Key words and units of meaning are selected by the test developers to measure the breadth and depth of the candidate’s linguistic
repertoire (California Certified Interpreter Oral Performance Evaluation Guide, 2006).
27	Underlined key units are provided on scripts in both English and the foreign language so raters can compare the original text to the
test-taker’s interpreted version.
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“

Outside of the oral script content, some language experts
commented on confusing elements found in the translated
options of the key units. Although the underlined key
phrases in the English script were found to be typical and
appropriate examples of courtroom language, confusing or
inappropriate translation options were found in the foreign
language key words. These translated underlined units
in the foreign language are used by raters to discern if
interpreters have rendered the underlined English versions
correctly. Confusion with translated options does not
contribute to the complexity of the test, but may contribute
to complications in the overall assessment process.

many of the objects and concepts
that are familiar to people living
in the American culture.

”

Bliatout, Downing, Lewis, Yang, 1998

Discussion of Analysis
Possible Use of an Oral Proficiency Screener
As has been discussed in this report, the written instrument currently used for screening interpreters in
California consists of multiple-choice questions that measure candidates’ recognition of correct answers in
regard to vocabulary, grammar, reading comprehension, and sentence translation. In using this instrument
as a screener, it is assumed that successful demonstration of such receptive skills is a predictor of success
on the oral performance exam.
According to evidence gathered through the qualitative interviews, quantitative surveys, and reviewed
literature, interpreters must have near-native ability in the two working languages. Passive knowledge or
recognition of language aspects is not enough; complete communicative competence is needed, including
“underlying knowledge about language and communicative language use, and skill in performing in actual
communicative situations with this knowledge base” (Gonzalez, Vasquez, Mikkelson, 1991). In recognizing
that communicative competence is the foundation of interpretation, such productive abilities should be tested
in the screening process to determine candidates with these foundational skills. Rather than predicting
communicative ability through passage of a written instrument, an oral screening process that assesses both
passive knowledge and active use of language should be implemented in addition to or in lieu of the written
examination.
Following the direction of many established leaders in language testing, oral proficiency in English and
the foreign languages can be assessed through an interactive dialogue between test-taker and a trained
speaker of the tested language. Replicating what candidates would actually have to do with the language
in the target situation, the oral proficiency test can be designed to engage candidates in an interactive,
communicative process that samples from a range of grammatical structures, specific terminology, and levelappropriate vocabulary illustrative of the defined domain (court interpretation). In the case of an oral screener
for interpreting candidates, proficiency exams can be developed to engage test-takers and elicit responses
that include grammatical structures, legal terminology, medical terminology, and level-appropriate vocabulary
that is relevant to the function of court interpretation. In testing productive communicative skills, an oral exam
would identify candidates who can competently handle and manipulate the tested language(s) at near-native
levels of ability.
Study of California’s Court Interpreter Certification and Registration Testing
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Overall analysis of the scripts used in the various components illustrated that English used in the oral scripts
was comparable in construction and complexity across languages. However, analysis of foreign language
sections illustrated some differences across language versions, particularly in the sight translation component
that requires English interpretation of a document written in the foreign language. With the foreign language
sight translation component, the purpose of individual key words and phrases differed across languages.
Analysis of the oral scripts in some language test versions
illustrated that the majority of underlined units measured
legal terminology, while other language versions focused
Hmong simply doesn’t have any
on the testing of colloquial expressions or everyday
vocabulary.
commonly accepted terms for
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In addition to using an oral proficiency exam as a screener for the interpreting test, such a screener could
be utilized in the assessment process for registered languages. Currently, the oral proficiency test for
candidates of non-designated languages assesses English proficiency skills only. However, oral testing of
foreign language skills could be added to this process to measure proficiency in both English and the foreign
language. (For additional operational information regarding oral proficiency assessments, see Appendix 6.)

Feasibility of a Universal Test
The certification or qualification of interpreters requires the testing of language proficiency and interpreting
skills in two languages: English and the foreign language. In considering the testing of English, a universal
assessment tool may be possible since English is a common denominator required by all interpreters.
However, because the foreign languages tested vary greatly, no one test could be used for these languages.
Although it is commonly believed that one standard template could be developed and translated into the
foreign languages for use in testing, recent research has illustrated that this practice alone is not sufficient for
the development of valid testing instruments.

“

…it has been pointed out many times that
merely translating or adapting a test from
one language to another does not mean that
the alternate-language versions of the test
are equivalent. In fact, merely adapting
a test from one language to another may
result in producing a test of questionable

In addition to linguistic differences that
contribute to the difficulty of test adaptation,
cultural distinctions also challenge the
process. Testing across languages implies
testing across cultures. “Familiar features
of tests in one culture may be completely
unfamiliar in another culture” (Sireci,
Guidelines for Adapting Certification Tests
for Use Across Multiple Languages).
Research suggests that cultural norms
and illustrations of cultural understanding
should be included in test design, which
would not occur through a translation of a
universal instrument.

Finally, in considering this research as it
pertains to interpreting skills, a universal test
or utilization of a universal format could not
Sireci, 1999
be used to measure skills across languages
or cultures. The testing of interpreting skills
includes the assessment of ability, as well
as lack of ability, in interpreting. To measure
a candidate’s ability to fluidly transition from
one language to another while maintaining accuracy and conveying the message, tests must be designed to
specifically target the two languages in question. Although interpreting requires comprehensive knowledge,
skills, and abilities that are shared among languages, linguistic differences between English and the target
language can present distinct challenges which may vary among language combinations. For example,
particular pitfalls that challenge Spanish/English interpretation may not be the same as those found in Korean/
English interpretation. To test the particular linguistic elements present in language combinations, interpreting
tests must be designed in accordance with the languages.

psychometric quality

”

Conclusion
Through this review of the content of the written and oral exams, it appears that, although original construction
and revision has focused on alignment with knowledge, skills, and abilities of the court interpretation job,
some improvements could be made to exams to better align them with the determined KSAs, as well as
to create equivalence among test versions across languages. Additionally, the use of an oral proficiency
screener either in lieu of or in addition to the written screening exam may assist in testing the productive
bilingual language skills that are foundational to interpreting.
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Based on the analysis of the test purpose and construction of the written and oral exams, as well as the
comparative analysis of test content across language versions, the following is recommended:

Written Exam Content
If use of the written exam as a screening device is continued, changes should be made to the content so that
it aligns better with determined KSAs. To measure word usage, rather than just word recognition, vocabulary
should be presented in context. Additionally, test content should focus on the correct usage of grammatical
structures and vocabulary, but not on writing mechanics such as the standard use of punctuation or the
proper spelling of words.
Material used in the written test content should reflect language and scenarios common to the subject matter
found in courts. Material that requires other topic knowledge and/or knowledge of arcane language should
be removed.

Oral Exam Content
Oral script content should include subject-specific and everyday vocabulary that mirrors actual court
proceedings. Because survey results indicate that interpreters are primarily used in criminal courts, oral
exam content should reflect language used in criminal courts, although inclusion of language found in other
court proceedings should be considered. Similarly, sight translation documents in English and the foreign
languages should reflect documents frequently used in court proceedings.
Key word units and phrases included in the oral scripts should be designed and/or selected to measure
knowledge of vocabulary, proper use of grammatical structures, knowledge and use of idiomatic expressions,
conservation of register, accurate renderings of names and numbers, and compensatory strategies used
for particular pitfalls in the designated languages. To the extent possible, key word units should be used in
equivalent percentages across languages (See Appendix 8).

Exam Development
To prevent awkward translations, foreign language sections in the written and oral exams should be developed
or adapted in the foreign languages, but not translated directly from a base script. Additionally, to minimize
memorization of test content, additional versions of written and oral tests should be created in all designated
languages. Any and all changes made to test content should be piloted with a representative population and
results should be analyzed.
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III

Assessment of
Current Rating
Practices

I I I . A ssess m ent of C urrent R ating P ractices

A

fter analyzing current test instruments, a review was conducted of current rating practices, including
scoring processes used to rate written and oral exams, exam rater selection, rater training, and
quality assurance procedures. Further examination focused on a comparative analysis of rating
procedures and protocols used by other national and state models that provide certification or qualification
of court interpreters.

Methodology
To assess the current rating process utilized in the scoring of the written and oral exams administered for the
certification and registration of state court interpreters in California, the following methodological approaches
were utilized:
Review of Reports and Postings: To better understand the rating practices employed by test administrators,
reports provided to the AOC by CPS were reviewed in addition to public postings maintained by both CPS
and Thomson Prometric.
Rater Interviews: Individual interviews with current raters of the oral exams used for certification and
registration of state court interpreters were conducted to contribute to the findings on current rating practices.
A total of 30 current raters representing all designated languages except Tagalog participated in the interview
sessions.28 Information obtained from these interviews was analyzed and responses pertaining to rating
procedures, rater training practices, test development issues, and quality assurance protocols were examined.
As with other interviews conducted, information obtained was maintained in a database available only to
ALTA staff to ensure confidentiality.
Review of other Court Interpretation Testing Bodies: To identify rating practices and protocols that might
be of interest to California, the rating practices and protocols of other testing systems were reviewed. Particular
attention was given to testing bodies that would be considered peer systems and/or alternative structures to
the certification and registration process utilized for state court interpreters in California. Peer systems were
defined as programs that reflected similar demographic and/or language challenges to California, as well
as systems or programs that had highly developed interpretation certification standards equivalent to those
used in California. Alternative structures included programs of varying size with innovative policies that could
be of interest to California in regard to scoring practices.29
Literature Review: In addition to examining reports and public postings generated by the test administrators,
a thorough review of literature pertaining to test rating practices was conducted. Literature reviewed included
material pertaining to standards in scoring and reporting. Particular attention was given to the creation of
rating scales, rater training, and quality assurance practices in scoring.

Findings
Test Rating Practices
As noted in the analysis of testing instruments, written examinations are scored using a machine-based
system. Once rated, 20% are then checked by hand and compared to the machine-based score as a quality
assurance measure.30
Oral tests are rated on a pass/fail basis, using a combination of holistic evaluation of performance (based
on a 1-5 scale) and objective rating, in which the “number of key words and units of meaning that the
candidate is able to render correctly” is counted (California Certified Interpreter Oral Performance Evaluation
Guide, 2006). Holistic test performance is rated based on language proficiency and interpreting skills, and
follows outlined criteria. Passing candidates must score a 4 or above in all language proficiency components.
In regard to interpreting skills, test-takers must “score 4 or above in all interpreting skill components, or
28 ALTA was unable to engage Tagalog raters in the interview process.
29 Information included is based on public information and/or private conversations. All information is reported as current, to the extent
possible.
30 Information is based on the rating practices of CPS, unless noted otherwise.
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Throughout their history with CPS, interviewed raters reported working in teams of two or more. Some teams
were comprised only of court interpreters, while others consisted of court interpreters and other language
experts. Although a few raters mentioned scoring in teams over the phone, most stated meeting face-to-face
to rate together.31 In these cases, candidates’ recordings were listened to together, but scored independently,
and scores were then compared and reviewed. If a discrepancy occurred, the recording in question would
be sent back to CPS for additional
evaluation.
During the scoring of oral exams, raters
reported referring to the evaluation
guidelines, specified criteria, key word
tables with acceptable and unacceptable
renditions of words and phrases,
and reference books and glossaries.
Illustrating that the use of key word
units is secondary to holistic scoring,
many raters had differing opinions on
the appropriate assignment of points
awarded to predetermined scoring units.
For example, raters differed in regard to
awarding partial credit for answers that
were considered somewhat correct.
Additionally, the percentages of key word
units deemed appropriate for passing also
differed across raters and languages.

Rater Selection and Training
According to current raters who were
interviewed, CPS selected raters
with linguistic expertise and/or court
interpreting expertise. Raters mentioned having specific qualifications, including interpreting experience,
teaching experience at the high school or university level, experience in test development, and/or former
experience rating exams for other organizations. Raters interviewed are primarily based in California, and
have been working as raters for a range of 1.5 - 20 years. Many have been included in test development
activities for their specified languages, and some rate and/or develop tests for more than one language
combination.
Upon employment, all raters received training to assist them in understanding the criteria and to discuss
norming standards.32 According to interviews, initial training usually consisted of one or two weekends of
sessions, with some raters not being able to rate officially for several months. For many of the raters, continued
training was provided, either once a year or once every two years. These sessions generally consisted of
continued norming training and discussion of test revision.
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score 4 or above in three of the four interpreting skills components and score a 3+ in any one remaining
component except the Consecutive, which must remain at 4 or above” (California Certified Interpreter Oral
Performance Evaluation Guide, 2006). Although the rating guide made available by CPS does not state
defined percentages of key words that must be rendered correctly for passing candidates, it states that a
total of 150 key words or units are used throughout the oral exam, and “are selected by the test developers
to measure the breadth and depth of the candidate’s linguistic repertoire” (California Certified Interpreter Oral
Performance Evaluation Guide, 2006).

31 At the time of these interviews, Thomson Prometric had begun sending candidate tapes to two separate raters to be scored
individually and then compared. No rater interviewed had yet participated in this new process.
32 Norming sessions as used by CPS refer to “frame-of-reference” training to provide raters with a common reference standard and
calibrate or standardize raters’ perceptions of performance (as stated in a CPS report to the AOC, 2005).
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Review of Rating Practices of other Testing Models
In addition to rater interviews, scoring systems were reviewed for the following national and state court
interpretation testing models:
n
n
n
n

The Federal Court Interpretation Certification Examination Program (FCICE)
The Consortium for State Court Interpreter Certification (the Consortium)
The National Association of Judiciary Interpreters and Translators (NAJIT)
The New York State Unified Court System Court Interpreting Services (NYSUCS)

Passage points and/or scoring systems vary for each testing body reviewed. (For detailed information on
the scoring systems used by these models, see Appendix 7.) In using criterion-referenced examinations,33
FCICE, the Consortium, and NAJIT all have pre-determined
cut-scores that define a particular passage point or score that
all successful test-takers must obtain. Because the California
Court Interpreters Program (CCIP) offers written exams in twelve
distinct language combinations (English/foreign language), a
process of equating is used to ensure comparability across
language exams. Rather than using a pre-determined cutscore, the written exams are scored using an equating method
in which candidates must obtain a scaled score of 70 in both
the English and foreign language sections in order to pass.
For NYSUCS, the scoring of the written examination is slightly
different. NYSUCS uses a norm-referenced scoring method
for the written tests,34 with a specialized process for scoring
Spanish/English written exams. For NYSUCS, test-takers of
the Spanish/English examinations are rank-ordered according
to score with the top-scoring applicants progressing to the oral
exams.
The scoring processes used for the oral exams are comparable
among the models, with all using a combination of holistic scores
and pre-determined scoring units. FCICE, the Consortium, and
NAJIT present passing scores as the percentage of correct
answers based on the scoring units. Although CCIP also uses
scoring units, final scores are presented as a range of 1 - 5
for both language proficiency and interpreting skills. To pass,
candidates must meet minimum standards of competence,
indicated by a 4 in the majority of tested components. As with the written examination, NYSUCS uses a rankordered scoring system for Spanish/English oral exams, and a pass/fail determination for all other tested
language combinations.
Most reviewed testing systems use either one rater or a combination of two raters to routinely score exams,
and, if a consensus cannot be reached on a particular exam, the exam is sent to an additional rater. However,
FCICE always uses three raters to score each oral exam, which may minimize error and ensure higher interrater reliability,35 possibly affecting overall test passage rates. Additionally, raters for the Consortium are from
many different areas of the United States and not concentrated in one particular region. In contrast, many of
the raters of CCIP’s oral exams are working interpreters in the state of California.

33 Criterion-referenced tests are used to make score interpretations in relation to a functional performance level (APA, 1999).
34	Norm-referenced test interpretation bases scores on a comparison of a test-taker’s performance to the performance of other people
in a specified reference population (APA, 1999).
35 Inter-rater reliability refers to the consistency with which two or more judges rate the work or performances of test-takers (APA,
1999).
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Test Rating Practices
As mentioned in the findings, scoring of the written exams is performed using a machine-based system,
which allows for objective scoring of all test versions in all languages. Because the written exam has been
created in 12 different language combinations (English/foreign language), a system of equating has been
used across languages. Although the process of equating is a standard practice in testing, and in theory
should provide for accurate score conversions for different examinee populations, having scaled scores
across language groups may cause a perception of bias among test-takers.
Oral examinations are scored by a team of raters using a specified criterion that outlines performance
expectations in regard to language proficiency and interpreting skills. Rating is based primarily on the
holistic evaluation of a candidate’s performance; raters listen for specific performance attributes of language
proficiency in both English and the foreign language, as well as the demonstration of ability to interpret in the
three modes. To support the holistic rating process, raters also account for the number of objective key words
or units of meaning that candidates render correctly.
Many peer court interpreter testing bodies on the national and state level also use a combination of subjective
holistic scoring procedures in addition to objective rating processes. However, these other models rely
heavily on the use of objective scoring units. As opposed to placing emphasis on the holistic judgment of a
candidate’s performance, other models place significant weight on the percentage of key words or units of
meaning that a candidate renders correctly, with holistic scoring used as a supporting tool.
In placing significance on pre-selected scoring units, an established cut-score can be used across all language
tests, requiring candidates to correctly interpret the same percentage of units regardless of test version,
language group, or rating team. Although the determination of whether a key word or unit of meaning has
been rendered correctly still requires subjective rating, the pre-selected key words would act as a framework
for the subjective assessment process. (For detailed information regarding the use of objective scoring units,
see Appendix 8.)
It should be noted that several interviewed raters of the California court interpreter exams stated that
holistic assessment was necessary because candidates who have taken the tests multiple times often
have memorized key words or units of meaning, therefore allowing them to “hit” these correctly without
demonstrating adequate interpreting or language proficiency skills. Because memorization of the test may
allow a candidate to accurately render key words, while still demonstrating poor interpreting skills, the holistic
evaluation should always complement the quantitative scoring of accurately rendered units. Additionally,
further consideration should be given to the development of multiple test versions for designated languages
so that memorization of test content would be minimized.

Rater Selection and Training
Oral exam raters selected by CPS have been recruited on the basis of reported knowledge, experience, and
professional expertise. While selection procedures seem to ensure that raters have essential qualifications
and experience to assess candidates, a number of surveyed test-takers, current interpreters, and
stakeholders perceive that rater bias contributes to the low passage rate of oral exam candidates. For those
who commented on potential bias, concerns focused on the use of raters who currently work as certified
interpreters in California courts.
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Analysis

To prevent or minimize perceived bias in the rating process, various decisions in regard to rater selection
could be made, including the recruitment of court interpreters outside the state of California to act as raters.
However, it should be noted that many interpreters and stakeholders believe that California state court
interpreters represent the highest quality and level of professional standards needed for the job. Additionally,
interpreter certification in Eastern Armenian, Western Armenian, Japanese, and Tagalog are currently offered
only in California. To ensure that certified court interpreters with considerable knowledge and expertise are
involved in the rating process, recruitment of raters in these languages would have to draw from interpreters
certified in California. Because of these factors, it may be necessary or desirable to select raters who are
certified court interpreters in California. However, to avoid perceived bias, raters who are court interpreters
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in California should participate in rating teams comprised of academics, language experts, or certified
interpreters from other states or systems.
In regard to rater training, the majority of interviewed interpreters reported satisfaction with the initial training
received, although some commented on the need for more follow-up sessions. Analysis of rater responses
also indicates that further training may be needed to standardize rating practices across languages and
raters. As noted, responses regarding the use of partial credit, as well as the operational use of key word
units illustrate some variance across languages. Because rater responses regarding these areas differed,
further training, as well as ongoing monitoring, may be needed to ensure fairness and standardized practices
in the rating process.

Discussion of Analysis
Raters as Test Developers
During the rater interviews, several raters reported being involved in test development processes for their
designated languages. The involvement of raters as subject matter experts (SMEs) in this process follows
a participatory approach to test development in which those familiar with a particular subject matter or test
population may be involved in the development of test items or scoring rubrics. Although the participation
of SMEs in test development is standard practice, it is essential that participating SMEs have training and
guidance from testing experts and psychometricians regarding test item development, of which some raters
reported needing more.
To minimize perceived bias in the test development process, measures should be taken to ensure that
development teams are comprised of a combination of SMEs, including linguists and testing experts. Particular
attention should be given to ensuring that test development teams do not consist of only certified interpreters
working in California, since test-takers may perceive a conflict of interest or biased practices.

Rating of the Simultaneous Component
Of the 30 raters interviewed, 23 reported rating designated OTS languages, while a total of 7 reported rating
Spanish exams. Interestingly, when asked if a particular section of the exam was more difficult for candidates
of the specified languages, all 23 raters of OTS languages reported the simultaneous section as being more
difficult, while raters of the Spanish exams stated that the
consecutive portion was more difficult, or that all portions
were equally challenging.

“

[With] some languages [the
interpreters] can’t do the

simultaneous as easily because
they have to be able to wait until
a whole sentence is completed
so that they can turn it around
and reformulate it into the other
language because of the way that
their grammar is structured.

”

– Court personnel
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When looking at the interview results in more detail, many
of the OTS language raters who reported simultaneous
interpretation as being more difficult for candidates
attributed complexity to linguistic aspects, including:
Different syntactic structures between English and
the foreign language;
n
Differences in word order between English and the
foreign language;
n	Need for longer lag time, which requires more use
of memory skills; and/or
n
Lack of tense/pluralized nouns/gender in foreign
language.
n

The responses obtained from raters during the interviews
mirror trends found in qualitative interviews, independent
reviews from SMEs, and supporting literature, all of which
indicate that linguistic differences and/or a lack of symmetry
between English and some foreign languages may
contribute to the difficulty for some OTS language groups
of accurately performing the simultaneous mode. For some
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Conclusion
The review of rating procedures illustrates that many current processes follow standardized guidelines, but
that improvements could be made to strengthen these systems, including modifications to the current oral
exam rating process and rater selection and training. Additionally, in accordance with trends found in rater
interviews, as well as other research, further consideration should be given to the modification of the test
structure and/or scoring practices for the simultaneous component for particular languages.

Recommendations
Based on the findings and analysis of the current rating process, the following is recommended:

Rating Guidelines
If improvements are made to equalize written test versions across languages, passage points should be
determined to reflect this standardization, with one percentage rather than scaled cut-score established for all
versions and languages. Similarly, if oral tests are equalized across languages, one percentage cut-score of
correctly rendered key word units should be established.
In addition to creating equivalence across language versions, further consideration should be given to placing
scoring emphasis on objective scoring units in the oral exams. Scoring units should be designed to cover all
areas of language use, including grammatical concepts, knowledge and use of specialized and generalized
vocabulary, understanding and proper use of idiomatic expressions, and specific linguistic pitfalls for designated
languages. To prevent passage of candidates who may correctly render key word units, but still lack overall
interpreting skills, holistic assessment should be used as a supporting tool.

Rater Selection
To minimize real or perceived biases in the rating process, the selection of raters and test developers should
include SMEs with linguistic, interpreting, and/or court interpreting experience. Rating teams should include
SMEs representing different academic and/or professional backgrounds. To the extent possible, teams should
be comprised of SMEs from different geographic locations, including language experts from inside and outside
California.

Rating of the Simultaneous Mode
To accommodate linguistic differences that may compound the complexity of performing accurate simultaneous
interpretation for some language groups, further consideration should be given to modifications to the test
structure and/or scoring practices used to assess simultaneous interpretation.

Quality Assurance
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language groups, linguistic incompatibilities between English and the foreign languages may result in inaccurate
or grammatically awkward renderings of the source message when interpreting in the simultaneous mode at
the current tested speed.36 (For information pertaining to the performance of simultaneous interpretation, see
Appendix 9.)

Any and all changes made to rating practices should be piloted with a representative population and results
should be analyzed. To standardize rating practices, training and ongoing monitoring should be given to raters
if any changes are made to test content or scoring practices.

36 Rater comments have not been associated with individual languages so as to maintain confidentiality. However, trends in comments
reflect trends found in other research, including literary references that indicate linguistic difficulties for particular language groups to
accurately perform simultaneous interpretation.
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IV

Review of Test
Structure and
Administration
Practices
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n addition to analyzing test content and rating procedures, an analysis of the current structure and
administration practices of the written and oral exams was conducted. Analysis of the current exam
structure examined California’s overall test purpose and use of a written screener. Review of administrative
practices included an examination of test cycles, test retake policies, and operational administration of
various test components. To assist in this review, a comparative analysis was conducted with other peer and
alternative court interpretation testing bodies to identify practices that may be of interest to California.

Methodology
To assist in the analysis of current test structure and administration practices, the following methodological
approaches were utilized:
Review of Reports and Postings: To better understand administration practices followed by the test
administrators, an analysis of reports provided to the AOC by CPS were reviewed in addition to public postings
maintained by both CPS and Thomson Prometric. Reviewed information included explanations regarding test
administration, prequalification, and test retake policies.
Review of other Court Interpretation Testing Bodies: Throughout the research, various aspects of peer
or alternative court interpretation testing bodies were examined, including differences and similarities in the
following: test purpose, test structure/content, exam cycles, exam locations, and test retake policies.
Analysis of collected data: Supplementing the reviewed reports and data obtained from peer models, data
collected from the qualitative interview process and quantitative surveys were analyzed. Specific focus was
given to responses pertaining to test administration practices to identify concerns and recommendations
voiced by interview and survey participants.

Findings
Test Administration Practices
According to reports provided to the AOC, as well as information available on CPS’s former website, three to
four test cycles for the oral and written exams have been given per fiscal year and are given in designated
test center locations throughout California, including Sacramento, Fresno, the Bay Area, Los Angeles, and
San Diego.
Registration information posted on Thomson Prometric’s website states that candidates can register for
the written exams by phone, fax, or mail. To qualify for the oral examinations, candidates must pass the
written exam, and then register for the oral exam within 48 months of passing the written exam. As with the
written exam, candidates must provide a registration form and choices for testing locations by phone, fax, or
mail. Candidates who have passed the most recent cycle of the written examination do not have to pay an
additional fee for the oral exam. However, those candidates who have passed the written exam on any other
date within the four-year eligibility period must pay for the exam.
Candidates who do not pass the written test can retake the exam at any time and as many times as desired.
Candidates who fail the oral exam can also retake the exam in their specified language at any time, but if the
oral exam is not passed within 48 months of passing the written exam, the written exam must be taken and
successfully completed again before retesting in the oral components is permitted. Additionally, candidates
are required to retake all components of the oral exam each time they test, regardless of previous passage
or failure in particular areas.

Review of State and National Court Interpretation Testing Bodies
In reviewing the test structure and administration practices utilized by other state and national court
interpretation testing bodies, particular attention was paid to national systems with developed, recognized
examination tools and processes, including the following four organizations:
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n
n
n

The Federal Court Interpretation Certification Examination Program (FCICE)
The Consortium for State Court Interpreter Certification (Consortium)
The National Association of Judiciary Interpreters and Translators (NAJIT)
The New York State Unified Court System Court Interpreting Services (NYSUCS)

For each of the reviewed testing organizations, a written examination is given as the preliminary assessment
to measure a candidate’s language knowledge. The written examinations for all models include multiplechoice questions that are designed to test a candidate’s English language skills in regard to vocabulary
knowledge, grammar usage, and reading comprehension. The models vary in regard to the measurement
of language skills in designated foreign languages. (For complete information regarding tests used by these
models, see Appendix 10.)
Administration of the written exams varies by organization, with the time allowed for the tests ranging from
two hours and fifteen minutes to four hours and fifteen minutes. Candidates who do not pass the written exam
are permitted to retake the exam at any time in California, but must wait for specified periods of time before
retaking the exams administered by FCICE, NAJIT, or NYSUCS.
All of the models reviewed have varying exam cycles and operational practices. NYSUCS administers tests
in OTS languages on an as-needed basis, with Spanish tests offered every four years. Other organizations
have more formally defined exam dates, with Consortium exam dates varying by member state. California
offers a relatively high number of exam cycles per year, with three to four, and FCICE offers a relatively low
number, offering its exams on an every-other-year rotation - written one year and oral the next. In addition
to different test cycles, the number of exam locations also varied by organization. For example, the number
of Consortium exam locations varies
by the member state administering the
exam, while California Court Interpreters
Program (CCIP) and NYSUCS offer
exams throughout their respective
states. Because FCICE provides federal
certification, exams are offered in various
locations nationwide.
In reviewing the format of the oral exams
for these testing bodies, many similarities
can be found. The three modes used
in court interpretation — simultaneous
interpretation, consecutive interpretation,
and sight translation — are all tested in
the oral examinations of these included
organizations. However, some differences
can be seen in the administration of the
oral exams. The Consortium, NAJIT, and CCIP use pre-recorded audio simulations of courtroom activity
for simultaneous and consecutive portions of the test, while NYSUCS uses videotaped scenarios, and the
FCICE uses a live representation during the consecutive portion.37 Retake policies for candidates who fail the
oral exam vary. California requires candidates to retake all exam parts within 48 months of passing the written
exam. If a candidate does not successfully pass during this time, he/she must also retake and pass the
written exam. In New York, candidates who are unsuccessful in passing the oral exam must wait a minimum
of one year before retesting. Some Consortium states also require proof of progress, such as completion of
coursework, before a candidate is allowed to retake the written and/or oral tests.
In addition to the testing bodies reviewed, test administration practices utilized by the following states were
also reviewed:
n
n
n

New Jersey
New Mexico
Washington
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37 FCICE now offers “traditional” and “alternate” testing options. The “traditional” option consists of a live panel of raters, simulating
courtroom activity. The “alternate” option is pre-recorded on a CD.
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The three states presented here are all members of the Consortium for State Court Interpreter Certification,
which allows them access to the written and oral examinations created and administered by the Consortium.
However, although members of the Consortium, each of these states uses or administers tests in a slightly
different manner than other member states. (For complete information on the testing practices of these
states, see Appendix 11.)
New Mexico certifies interpreters based on the Consortium oral exams, but does not offer a written exam at
all. Washington and New Jersey utilize the Consortium written exams of 135 multiple-choice questions, but
New Jersey employs a distinct tiered scoring system. (For more information on tiered systems in New Jersey
and other states, see Appendix 12.)
New Jersey administers its written exam eight times per year and its oral exam on an ad-hoc basis, while
Washington has one written exam administration and one oral exam administration per year. New Mexico
does not offer a written exam and administers its simultaneous screener, as well as the remaining oral
sections two times per year. The number of exam locations ranges from one to several locations depending
on the state.
Although the oral examinations used for
these state models all include the testing of
simultaneous interpretation, consecutive
interpretation, and sight translation, the
administration of the tests varies from
state to state. Washington provides
testing of the oral interpretation modes
for five language combinations, and
requires passage of an oral proficiency
interview (OPI) in English and the foreign
language for all languages in which an
oral interpreting test is unavailable.38
Simultaneous exams are used as
qualifying screening tests in both New
Jersey and New Mexico. Test-takers in
these states must pass the simultaneous
portion of the oral exam before taking the
consecutive or sight translation portions. As with the written examination in New Jersey, oral exams are
scored based on a tiered system, in which Master, Journeyman, or Conditionally Approved statuses are
determined by performance.

Analysis
Test Purpose
For many of the testing systems presented, testing is utilized for employee selection or placement. The
examinations are used by organizations or testing bodies to determine if a candidate has the requisite skills
for a job, which would, in turn, theoretically predict future job behaviors. The difference that exists among
the models is that some bodies use testing for credentialing, while other bodies use tests for individual
personnel decision-making purposes. The testing systems offering “certification” as a result of test passage,
such as FCICE, the Consortium, or CCIP, would be considered credentialing bodies. Candidates who pass
the certification exams are recognized as having the necessary credentials to be employed in a particular
occupation, regardless of employment opportunities. Employment tests, such as that used by NYSUCS,
assess applicants and place top-ranking candidates in open employment positions. These interpreters are
deemed qualified to interpret for NYSUCS, but are not credentialed in a broader manner.

38 Other states that require oral proficiency interviews include Georgia, Maryland, and Tennessee.
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Test Structure
The developmental decisions made with regard to test purpose are often seen in the development of test
structure. Many of the presented models that have specifically focused on credentialing or qualifying interpreters
have a preliminary screening format in place. Although most of the testing organizations use written exams
as screening tests, New Mexico does not administer written exams at all (see Appendix 11). Rather than
providing a written screening tool, New Mexico requires candidates to take a qualifying simultaneous exam
which presumably identifies candidates who likely would pass the other oral components, while screening
out those who would not.39
The reviewed oral exams are similar in purpose and structure in that they are designed to measure actual
execution of interpreting skills. Any differences that exist pertain to the administration of the simultaneous
portions. California uses a simultaneous test that is shorter than the other peer models. The simultaneous
portions of FCICE and New York require testing in both a monologue format, as well as a simulated version
of witness testimony, while all other testing bodies require simultaneous interpretation of a monologue from
English to the target language (see Appendix 10). The testing of simultaneous interpretation also differs in
New Jersey and New Mexico, where the simultaneous exams are treated as qualifying exams (see Appendix
11). In these two states, candidates must demonstrate interpreting ability in the simultaneous mode before
proceeding to take the consecutive or sight translation components. Although no published documentation
has indicated why the simultaneous component is used as a qualifying exam, a probable reason is the
frequent use of simultaneous interpretation in routine courtroom events.

Test Administration
Of the testing bodies that provide written examinations, little difference can be found in the administration of
the exams (see Appendix 10). However, in comparing the administration of oral exams, it is interesting to note
the different ways in which the tests are given. Some of the reviewed models, including the Consortium and
CCIP, use recorded audio simulations of courtroom activity for candidates to listen to and interpret. However,
NYSUCS provides the simulated activities in a video format, so that candidates can watch the recorded
action and interpret. FCICE goes one step further, providing oral exams in person, using live dramatizations
of simulated activity. As mentioned by many interpreters during qualitative interviews, interpretation can
often rely on visual cues given through body language. If visual cues contribute to an interpreter’s ability to
understand and convey accurate messages, then a video recording of the simulated courtroom activity would
be beneficial to test-takers.
In addition to the differences seen in the administration of oral exams, several of the testing organizations
presented have different policies regarding retesting. In analyzing the overall exams, retesting falls into three
general categories: no limitations, limitations based on time, and limitations based on proof of progress. Time
limitations and/or required coursework may not necessarily guarantee future success, but the underlying idea
of necessary improvement before retesting is enforced through these measures. (For detailed information on
operational aspects of retesting, see Appendix 13.)
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Distinctions between tests used for personnel decisions and tests used for credentialing often correlate to
test development and scoring practices. Employment tests created to aid in personnel decisions can be
designed to meet specific employment needs of the organization. For example, an organization in need
of employees may use employment-based testing to ensure that candidates have the minimum skills
and competencies needed to be hired, but such organizations may offer additional on-the-job training or
mentoring on an as-needed basis as a means of improving work performance. However, tests designed for
credentialing purposes should be created to determine practitioners who have mastered the necessary skills
for a particular occupation. Although supplemental training or mentoring may assist employees, candidates
who pass a credentialing test are believed to “possess knowledge and skills in sufficient degree to perform
important occupational activities safely and effectively” (APA, 1999).

39	New Jersey also provides a simultaneous qualifying exam, but it is used after the mandatory passage of a written screening tool.
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Discussion of Analysis
Use of a Tiered System
This review illustrates the use of assessments for both credentialing and employment purposes. As mentioned,
credentialing tests serve to certify candidates who have mastered skills deemed appropriate for a particular
occupation, while employment-based assessments are used to identify test-takers with sufficient skills for
employment. As illustrated by the testing organizations with tiered systems, tests can be used both to identify
mastery of a particular skill set, as well as to determine those candidates with sufficient skills to be placed in
determined employment positions. In looking to other models as examples, it may be of interest to California
to consider the use of a tiered system that would allow for credentialing of master-level interpreters, while still
utilizing interpreters with identified minimum skills who could potentially improve their skills through mentoring
and/or on-the-job training. Through the use of a tiered scoring system, testing could identify master-level
candidates appropriate for credentialing, as well as candidates with minimum skills who could work in defined
settings while developing their abilities. (For more information on a tiered scoring system, see Appendix
14.)

Use of an Oral Proficiency Screener
Screening tests are used “to make broad categorizations of examinees as a first step in selection decisions or
diagnostic processes” (APA, 1990). Many of the interpreter certification and qualification testing organizations
utilize written exams as preliminary screeners of linguistic competence. Written assessments examining
the knowledge of grammar, word usage, reading
comprehension, and translations are currently used to
The court interpreter’s familiarity with
measure a candidate’s competence in English and/or
the foreign language. As screening tools, the written
the languages involved, the subject
exams are used as part of a selection process which
presupposes that candidates who pass the written
matter of the testimony or argument,
exams have requisite knowledge and understanding
of the languages included in the tests, and therefore
and the speaker’s patterns of discourse
can proceed to the oral performance tests.

“

contributes to the interpreter’s

As reported previously in this report, the knowledge,
skills, and abilities needed for court interpretation
ability to analyze the message and
focus extensively on productive language proficiency
skills, including listening comprehension, speaking,
draw conclusions about its likely
and interpreting abilities. Because the job of the court
interpreter requires a foundation of bilingual, nearoutcome.
native, productive language skills in both English
and the foreign language, as well as comprehensive
Gonzalez, Vasquez,
abilities in all interpreting modes, a screening
Mikkelson, 1991
examination that concentrates on receptive language
abilities, such as multiple-choice word selection
and reading comprehension may not be effectively
“screening in” or “screening out” candidates with the
appropriate skills needed for the oral performance tests. If the screening examination is meant to broadly
identify candidates who would likely perform well on the oral performance test, then the screener should also
focus on productive language skills:

”

In terms of validity there is a strong case for testing spoken language
performance directly, in realistic situations, rather than testing hypothetical
knowledge…If we wish to make statements about capacity for spoken
interaction we are no longer interested in multiple-choice, pencil-andpaper tests, that is, indirect tests of speaking where spoken language is
conspicuously absent (Language Testing and Validation, Weir, 2005).
Although many of the court interpreter certification and qualification bodies currently utilize written examinations
as screening tools, most of the leaders in language testing assess language proficiency through oral
examinations done over the phone, face-to-face, or through computer programs. In analyzing the purpose of
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Testing of the Simultaneous Mode
As reported in the findings, the testing of the simultaneous mode varies among reviewed models, with
NYSUCS testing simultaneous monologues in both Spanish and English, and both NYSCUS and FCICE
testing simultaneous interpretation of witness testimony (see Appendix 10). Additionally, the length of the
simultaneous script and spoken words per minute also differ among models. Consideration should be given
to the different means of testing simultaneous interpretation skill and how changes in test content may affect
future passage rates. Additionally, further consideration should be given to changes in the simultaneous
test structure for candidates in particular OTS language groups that may have more difficulty accurately
performing the simultaneous mode due to linguistic differences. (Refer to Appendix 9 for more information.)
Specifically, changes in structure may include the testing of running summary interpretation,40 as opposed
to simultaneous interpretation. As detailed in Fundamentals of Court Interpretation, linguistic differences
between Navajo and English were taken into account during the development of the Navajo/English federal
certification exam:
The linguistic and conceptual differences between Navajo and English
render simultaneous interpretation as it is practiced in court by SpanishEnglish interpreters impossible…Consequently, it is unreasonable to expect
a Navajo interpreter to transfer all of the meaning intact at the same time
as someone is speaking English in court. For this reason, simultaneous
interpretation is not required on the certification examination for Navajo
interpreters. A “running summary” instead takes its place (Gonzalez,
Vasquez, Mikkelson, 1991).

Use of Visual Cues
Several models reviewed employed unique administrative practices for their oral exams. For example,
traditionally, FCICE administered its oral exam using a combination of pre-recorded tapes for its simultaneous
and sight translation sections and live simulation of courtroom activities for its consecutive section. Since 2001,
candidates have also had the option of being administered the exam, including the consecutive section, in an
“alternate,” fully pre-recorded, format.41 NYSUCS also administers oral exams in a different manner, with both
the simultaneous and consecutive sections administered using videotaped or DVD simulations of courtroom
activity. As noted in qualitative interviews and surveys, some interpreters feel that visual cues assist in the
interpretation process. Therefore, having the tests administered in a manner which provides candidates with
visual cues when interpreting may lead to higher passage rates.

Test Retake Policies
As suggested by interpreters and stakeholders during the interview and survey processes, changes to current
“all or nothing” retesting policies should be considered. Specific recommendations focused on changes that
would not require candidates to retake the written screener after passage, regardless of performance on the
oral components. Other suggestions included changes that would require candidates to retake only exam
components failed. In comparing California’s current policies with those of other models reviewed, various
approaches to retesting could be considered. In addition to the changes suggested by interpreters and
stakeholders, alternative approaches may include practices utilized by the reviewed models, including time
limitations and/or proof of progress before candidates are admitted to retake exams. However, it should be
noted that similar to the use of a tiered scoring system, changes to test retake policies may require modifications

40 It should be noted that summary interpreting is widely considered unacceptable for use in legal proceedings. However, running
summary interpretation was initially used in the federal certification process of Navajo interpreters. According to information regarding
training provided by the 2007 Navajo Institute, running summary interpretation is taught to Navajo/English bilinguals seeking to be
certified to interpret for New Mexico State Courts and Arizona State Courts (http://nci.arizona.edu/navajoinstitute.html).
41 At the time of interview, data was not available to distinguish between candidates who took “traditional” versions of the FCICE oral
exam and candidates who took “alternate” versions of the oral exam.
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the screening instrument as used to determine candidates eligible for the final oral performance examination,
consideration should be given to substituting the written examination with an oral proficiency assessment in
English and the target language, or adding such an oral proficiency assessment to the screening process.
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to the current rating system. If decisions are made to require candidates to retake only components failed,
scoring procedures would have to be changed to apply pass/fail determinations to individual components.
(For detailed information on retake policies, see Appendix 13.)

Collection of Candidate Characteristics
Although data collection of candidate characteristics was not reviewed in relation to other models, test
administration efforts should include the collection of test-taker data that may assist in future analysis of test
content and performance rates, as well as contribute to recruitment efforts. To best identify distinguishing
factors that contribute to passage or failure of the exams, as well as to identify test content that may create
artificial barriers for candidates, the following information should be collected of all test-takers:
Date of birth;
	Native language(s);
n
Experience speaking non-native language(s);
n
Country/geographic region of origin;
n
Highest level of education;
n
Prior work experience; and
n
Prior interpreter training experience and/or test preparation experience.
n
n

Conclusion
This review of administration practices illustrates the distinctive ways in which California and other testing
systems certify or qualify interpreters through credentialing and employment-based tests. Through this review,
different administration processes have been highlighted to exemplify how various practices meet the goals
of the assessments. Through the analysis of test administration of California and other models, different
approaches to testing can be considered, including variations in test purpose, structure, and operational
procedures.

Recommendations
Based on the findings and analysis reported here, the following is recommended in regard to test
administration:

Use of Oral Proficiency Screener
To better identify relevant productive skills needed for communication and to assess native-like command
of all working languages, an oral proficiency screener should be used in lieu of or in addition to the written
screener. This oral proficiency screener should be created so as to sample relevant grammatical structures,
general and technical vocabulary, idiomatic expressions, and formal and informal register. Such an oral
proficiency assessment tool could also be used to test English and foreign language proficiency for all nondesignated languages that currently do not have a certification process.

Administration Practices
To accommodate for the linguistic differences that may make the performance of accurate simultaneous
interpretation more difficult for some OTS language groups, consideration should be given to modifying the
current structure of the simultaneous component. For language groups in which linguistic compatibility between
English and the foreign language does not prevent accurate simultaneous interpretation, consideration
should be given to lengthening the simultaneous section, as well as to modifying the standard words per
minute to conform to testing industry standards of 120 words per minute. Additionally, videotaped simulations
of courtroom procedures should be provided during the administration of the simultaneous and consecutive
components so as to provide candidates with visual cues as they interpret.
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Consideration should be given to changing test retake policies so that candidates are not required to retake
a screener once passed, regardless of performance on the oral interpreting exams. Consideration should
also be given to employing retest policies that require testtakers to retake only interpreting components that were
failed. If adopted, scoring practices should be modified
to determine passage or failure of individual interpreting
components, as opposed to pass/fail determination based
on the overall performance score.

Tiered System
As employed by other peer court interpretation systems,
a tiered placement of interpreters may be of interest to
California. Specific consideration should be given to the
use of a tiered testing system that would serve to credential
master-level interpreters, while also identifying interpreters
with minimum skills who could improve interpreting skills
through training and/or mentoring. Analysis of legal
language found in courtroom documentation (Appendix
5) illustrated that language complexity in regard to subject
matter, register, and specialized terminology can range
across proceedings and stages of proceedings, indicating
that particular proceedings or assignments are not more
or less challenging from a linguistic perspective. However,
trends in survey and interpreter responses illustrated
that some proceedings may be considered more or less
challenging for the interpreter based on other factors,
such as the routine nature of an assignment and/or the
perceived stakes associated with the proceeding. Although
no recommendations have been made in regard to the
operational aspects of a tiered placement system, options
regarding tiered systems are detailed in Appendix 14. If a
tiered system is adopted, current scoring practices would have to be modified so as to identify candidates
with master-level credentials, as well as those with minimum skills who could qualify for employment at a
lower level while receiving additional training.

Collection of Candidate Characteristics
To assist with continued analysis of test content and to contribute to recruitment strategies, future test
administration practices should include the collection of the following test-taker characteristics: date of
birth, language background and experience, country/geographic region of origin, and previous educational
experience, training, and test preparation.
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hroughout the examination of test content, scoring practices, and administration procedures, analysis
was also conducted on training materials and programs that may assist candidates with passage of
the exams and/or job preparation. In addition to analyzing the correlation between training and exam
passage/job preparation, examination of qualitative interviews and quantitative surveys helped to illustrate
training about the role of the interpreter that may be beneficial to bench officers and other court personnel.

Methodology
To assist in the review and analysis of training materials and programs that may contribute to exam passage
and/or job preparation, the following methodological steps were taken:
Review of Available Information: To identify available court interpretation training programs and exam
preparatory materials, public information regarding such programs was reviewed. Analysis included programs
and materials in California and elsewhere, including programs and materials associated with peer court
interpretation testing models.
Analysis of Collected Data: To determine how training programs and preparatory materials may contribute to
exam passage, data collected from the qualitative interview process and quantitative surveys was analyzed.
Specific focus was given to responses pertaining to the types of programs and materials cited as being
beneficial to pre-test candidates preparing for the exams, as well as to post-test candidates preparing for the
job. ALTA also equated test-taker survey responses with pass-fail outcomes of candidates.

Findings
Training Prior to Certification
The majority of surveyed interpreters indicated participating in some form of training prior to certification, with
69% reporting independent study, while 55% reported attending interpreter training programs to prepare for
the certification and registration exams. As seen in Figure 3, much smaller numbers of interpreters received
interpreter training through college programs.
Figure 3: Training Prior to Certification
Total

Spanish	OTS

College Degree in Interpretation

8%

6%

2%

College Courses in Interpretation

21%

17

4%

Interpreter Training Program

55%

45%

9%

Self-Study

69%

46%

21%

6%

3%

3%

None

Subgroup analysis of results shows some difference between Spanish and OTS languages in regard to
preparation for the certification and registration exams. Of the 69% of the interpreters who stated using
self-study methods, 46% of the respondents were Spanish interpreters, while 21% were interpreters of
OTS languages. Of the respondents who reported attending interpreter training, 45% were interpreters of
Spanish, while 9% were of OTS languages (Figure 3). Based on this data, Spanish interpreters have attended
interpreter training programs at a much higher rate than their OTS counterparts.
Survey results of recent test-takers of the written exams illustrate results similar to the survey results of
the current pool of interpreters. Approximately half (50%) of the respondents reported attending interpreter
training programs prior to taking the written exams (Figure 4). However, differing from the current pool, a
smaller number of respondents (37%) cited studying independently for the exams. As with the current pool of
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Figure 4: Written Exam Test-Takers and Prior Training
		
% of
Total	Respondents
Respondents

328

100%

Interpreter Training Program

163

50%

Self-Study

120

37%

College Courses in Interpretation

50

15%

College Degree in Interpretation

21

6%

Survey results of recent test-takers illustrate that a larger percentage of respondents participated in some
training prior to taking the oral exams. As shown in Figure 5, approximately half of the respondents (51%)
indicated studying independently, while 66% reported attending interpreter training programs prior to taking
the oral exams.
Figure 5: Oral Exam Test-Takers and Prior Training
		
% of
Total	Respondents
Respondents

251

100%

Interpreter Training Program

165

66%

Self-Study

127

51%

College Courses in Interpretation

50

20%

College Degree in Interpretation

26

10%
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interpreters, fewer test-takers reported taking college courses in interpretation (15%) or obtaining a college
degree in interpretation (6%).

Pre-Test Prep Materials/Workshops
To examine test preparatory materials and training programs available to interpreter candidates inside and
outside California, national and state models were reviewed to identify preparatory materials and pre-test
training available to potential test candidates.42 While all of the organizations provide some form of pre-test
training, the type of materials and training found varies by organization.

Peer Models
Several types of preparatory material were identified for the national models. CCIP, FCICE, and the Consortium
have practice exams available in Spanish, while CCIP and the Consortium also have English-only material
for OTS languages. Several of the organizations, including FCICE and the Consortium, provide candidates
with handbooks detailing test content and/or test construction practices. These handbooks also include selfassessments to help potential test candidates determine whether they are prepared to take the interpreter
exams. The Consortium provides a simultaneous interpreting practice kit to Spanish candidates. CCIP has a
wide variety of material available on its website as well as on the website of its test administrator, Thomson
42 National and state models reviewed included peer and alternative systems reviewed in other sections of this report. National models
included the Federal Court Interpretation Certification Examination Program (FCICE), the Consortium for State Court Interpreter
Certification (Consortium), and the New York State Unified Court System Court Interpreting Services (NYSUCS). States included in
this review were: New Jersey, New Mexico, and Washington.
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Prometric, including a suggested reading list and a list of interpreter training programs in California. NYSUCS
provides candidates and employees with an interpreter manual detailing professional and ethical standards
of practice.
Practice materials are available in all of the states reviewed. All of the Consortium member states have
access to simultaneous practice kits in Spanish, which New Jersey has made available to several libraries
in the state and surrounding areas. Washington has a program manual and information packet as well as an
English-only written and oral exam overview available to its candidates. California and New Jersey offer test
preparation materials in both Spanish and English-only formats.

Available Training Programs
Of the states reviewed, most had available interpreter training programs in their surrounding areas. (See
Appendix 15 for a description of these programs.) These programs were reviewed and compared to interpreter
programs offered in California. (See Appendix 16 for a description of training programs in California.)
Interpreter programs reviewed were offered by community colleges, public universities, private universities
and institutions, as well as commercial organizations. The training programs identified offer certificates in
translation and/or interpretation, with some offering specific certificates in court interpretation and medical
interpretation. Of the programs reviewed outside of California, only one offered an interpreting certificate in
a language other than Spanish. Similarly, only one of the non-degree interpreter training programs reviewed
was identified as offering training in languages other than Spanish.
Although program length and specific costs varied, most certificate programs, including those in California,
can be completed in a period of two years or less for under $3,000.00. Admission requirements vary for each
program reviewed. All of the programs require fluency in English and the target language, with various testing
systems implemented to ensure proficiency before admission into a program.
Finally, it is important to note that surveyed test-takers reported attending interpreter training programs
primarily located in southern counties, such as Los Angeles, Riverside, and San Diego. Other programs listed
are located in the Central Valley, the coastal area of Monterey, and the San Francisco Bay area.43

Additional Training
In addition to training that may assist candidates with passage of the exams and/or job preparation, findings
from quantitative surveys indicate that many interpreters have strong opinions about training efforts that
could improve aspects of the job for future and current interpreters. Many interpreters agree or strongly
agree that training about court procedures should be offered to new interpreters (Figure 6), and the majority
of surveyed interpreters, 75%, also feel that training should be offered to bench officers, attorneys, and court
personnel about working with interpreters (Figure 7).

Figure 6: "Training should be offered to
new interpreters about court procedures."
Strongly Agree
Agree
Disagree
Strongly Disagree
No Opinion
0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

43 Information reflects responses gathered from the test-taker surveys. Other interpreter training programs are listed on the California
Court Interpreter Program information page (www.courtinfo.ca.gov). Some of these additional programs are located in areas not
mentioned here.
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about working with interpreters."
Strongly Agree
Agree
Disagree
Strongly Disagree
No Opinion
0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

Analysis
Test Preparation/Training Prior to Certification
Findings reported here illustrate that many of the interpreters in the current pool, as well as many interpreter
candidates reportedly attended interpreter training programs and/or studied independently before taking the
written or oral exams. However, analysis of results obtained from surveyed interpreters indicates that fewer
numbers of OTS interpreters attended training prior to certification, which could be due to a lack of available
training programs for candidates of OTS languages.
As mentioned in this report, the majority of test preparation materials and interpreter training programs cited
inside and outside of California are tailored for Spanish/English interpreters. Test preparation materials are
generally available in English/Spanish formats or English-only formats for test-takers of OTS languages.
Additionally, very few programs exist for interpreters of OTS languages.
As reported, many of the California programs cited by surveyed test-takers are located in major metropolitan
areas. Further research on alternative programs, such as online training, illustrated that very few options are
currently available. Of those available, concentration continues to be on Spanish/English interpretation.
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Figure 7: "Training should be offered to
bench officers, attorneys and court personnel

Additional Training
As illustrated in the findings, many interpreters strongly supported future training efforts that would benefit
both current and future interpreters. While approximately half of the surveyed interpreters supported pre-job
training for newly-certified and newly-registered interpreters, two-thirds supported training for bench officers,
attorneys, and court personnel about how to work with court interpreters. It should be noted that although this
opinion was shared by interpreters of all languages and geographic locations, an additional percentage of
mostly Spanish interpreters wrote supplemental comments pertaining to training for bench officers, indicating
that this effort would be strongly supported by interpreters of Spanish.

Discussion of Analysis
Training Correlated to Test Passage
Results obtained from test-taker surveys illustrate that a significant percentage of candidates attended
interpreter training programs and/or other preparatory programs before taking the written or oral exams.
However, examination of training in correlation to test passage illustrates that attending interpreter training
programs does not necessarily contribute to passage of the exams. (For detailed information, see Appendix
17.)
Analysis of data obtained from the survey of the current pool of interpreters shows that substantial percentages
of current interpreters reported participating in training. Because the current pool is comprised of interpreters
Study of California’s Court Interpreter Certification and Registration Testing
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who have passed the certification or registration exams, a correlation between training and passage may be
made. However, survey results from the current pool also illustrate that many interpreters took the exams
multiple times, with no indication of when they attended training. Therefore, it is difficult to determine if
interpreter training leads to passage of the exam, or if, in fact, a combination of familiarization with the test,
self-study, and skills learned in interpreter training programs contributes to test passage.
When responses from the qualitative interviews were analyzed, further information was provided not only
on interpreter training, but also in regard to the type of interpreter training that may lead to exam passage.
Interview responses from primarily Spanish interpreters noted that practical, hands-on training and skillsbuilding seminars were more beneficial than courses focusing on theoretical knowledge. Additionally,
a substantial number of interviewed interpreters noted that coursework or programs geared towards test
preparation were beneficial in assisting with passage of the exams. Based on this information, it is possible
that programs that focus on building interpreting skills and providing practical experience may contribute to
higher passage rates.

Additional Training Regarding Simultaneous Interpretation
Although not covered in the findings of this section, training should be offered to the bench and court personnel
about linguistic differences that may contribute to difficulties for interpreters of some OTS language groups
to accurately perform simultaneous interpretation. If recommendations are adopted to modify the scoring
systems or test structure of the simultaneous component for some OTS language groups, information
regarding such changes should be offered to those working with or impacted by interpreters to foster better
understanding.

Recommendations
Based on the findings and analysis reported here, the following is recommended in regard to training:

Pre-Exam Training
To provide equal access to pre-exam training and test preparation, pre-exam preparatory materials should be
made available for all designated OTS languages. As with materials provided for English/Spanish candidates,
materials should include foreign language sections that illustrate sample test content. Additionally, interpreter
training programs should be created and expanded to include more languages and geographic locations and
further consideration should be given to the creation and implementation of online practical programs and
materials.

Post-Exam Training
Mentoring programs and/or on-the-job training should be provided to post-examination candidates prior to
entering the court interpretation field. In addition to the initial orientation and ethics coursework provided by the
Judicial Council, post-exam training should be provided to newly-certified and newly-registered interpreters
to assist them in learning about courtroom procedures and protocols.

Additional Training
As mentioned by interviewed and surveyed interpreters, training should be offered to bench officers, attorneys,
and court personnel about the role of the interpreter and how to work with interpreters in the courtroom.
Bench officers and court personnel who work with or are impacted by interpreters should also be offered
training on the linguistic differences that may compound the complexity of performing accurate simultaneous
interpretation for some OTS language groups, as well as how to work with interpreters of such language
groups.
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hroughout various stages of this study, aspects regarding interpreter recruitment have been examined.
Research has focused on how current interpreters learned about the field of court interpretation, as
well as recommendations interpreters and stakeholders have in regard to attracting new candidates
to the job. To compare California’s recruitment strategies to efforts of other testing systems, a review of
recruitment programs and materials utilized by peer models was also conducted.

Methodology
To analyze interpreter recruitment efforts currently used by California, as well as to identify suggestions and
recommendations regarding future recruitment efforts, the following methodological steps were taken:
Analysis of Collected Data: To determine target populations to be included in future recruitment efforts,
demographic characteristics of the current pool of interpreters and recent test-takers were analyzed.
Additionally, to identify the ways in which current interpreters learned about the field of court interpretation, an
analysis of qualitative interviews and quantitative surveys was conducted. Recommendations made during
interpreter and stakeholder interviews were also reviewed and trends in responses were analyzed.
Review of Peer Models: In an effort to identify recruitment strategies that could be of interest to California,
a review of recruitment programs and materials utilized by other court interpretation systems was reviewed.
As with other sections of this report, national and state court interpretation testing bodies were included in
the review.

Findings
Demographic Characteristics of Interpreters and Test-Takers
To determine recruitment strategies to be used for attracting new candidates to the field of court interpretation,
it is first imperative to identify the characteristics of the current pool of interpreters.
Of the surveyed interpreters, the majority
stated being native speakers of languages
other than English (OTE) who had gained
non-native language skills through adolescent
and adult education, as well as through living
experiences (Figure 8).
Similar results can be seen when looking at
surveyed test-takers. Of the 328 respondents
who took the written exams and the 251 testtakers of the oral exams, the majority were
native speakers of languages other than
English who also gained non-native language
skills through adolescent and adult education
and life experiences (Figures 9 and 10).
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Figure 8: Ways in Which Non-Native
Language Was Acquired
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% of
Total	Respondents
Respondents

328

100%

Native OTE Speakers

215

66%

84

26%

10+ Years of English

228

70%

Non-Native Skills Through High School

173

53%

Non-Native Skills Through University/College

180

55%

Non-Native Skills Through Living Abroad

133

41%

Native English Speakers

Figure 10: Oral Exam Test-Takers and Background
		
% of
Total	Respondents
Respondents

251

100%

Native OTE Speakers

151

60%

78

31%

10+ Years of English

162

65%

Non-Native Skills Through High School

139

55%

Non-Native Skills Through University/College

160

64%

Non-Native Skills Through Living Abroad

119

47%

Native English Speakers

Recruitment of Current Interpreters and Test-Takers
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Figure 9: Written Exam Test-Takers and Language Background

When asked about ways in which they learned about the field of court interpretation and the certification
process, interviewed interpreters responded with a range of answers, including:
n
n
n
n
n
n

Recruited by other court interpreters
Told by friends/family
Through school programs
Through former interpretation/translation work
Through internet
Through local advertisements

Quantitative responses obtained from current test-takers indicate that the majority of court interpreter
candidates learn about the profession and/or certification process through school programs, family or friends,
and through advertisements on the internet or other local media sources (Figure 11).
Stakeholder responses regarding recruitment of interpreters included some suggestions that reflected trends
in obtained data. Specific strategies highlighted for reaching potential candidates included:
	Broadcasting on local foreign language radio stations;
	Broadcasting commercials on local foreign language TV stations;
n
Placing ads in local foreign language newspapers;
n
Recruiting from high schools, local colleges, and universities;
n
n
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n
n
n

Recruiting from language associations/organizations;
Placing ads in ethnic chambers of commerce/foreign consulates; and
Placing
ads
in
local
community organizations,
such as churches and
Figure 11: How Test-Takers Learned about Exams
schools.

Recruitment Efforts Utilized
by Peer Models

200

150
Of the national and state models
44
reviewed, almost all had recruitment efforts in place. Recruitment
100
varied by organization, but most
mentioned community outreach
and the Internet as sources for
50
enlisting interpreters. Some organizations’ recruitment efforts are
0
geared towards increasing exam
School Program
Internet/Media
Career Fair
participation and certification rates.
Family/Friends
For example, before each exam
cycle, FCICE sends postcards to
all participants who have taken
written or oral exams in the past and have not passed to alert them about upcoming exams. Other organizations
focus on recruiting for actual job openings. Still, other recruitment efforts focus on increasing exam participation,
introducing candidates to the job market, as well as hiring interpreters to work in the courts.

Of the states reviewed, all consider the available materials and information on their websites, as well as job
listings, a form of community outreach and recruitment. Washington State has successfully worked with local
high schools and colleges to increase recruitment, and a New Jersey representative speaks at interpreting
and translating programs when invited. In the past, New Jersey has also distributed flyers detailing the
court interpreter program to approximately 800 organizations, while California has posted information in its
courthouses.

Analysis
Demographic Characteristics of Interpreters and Test-Takers
Analysis of interpreter and test-taker survey results indicate that the majority of test-takers and current
interpreters are native speakers of languages other than English who have gained language skills through
education and life experiences. Although these characteristics may not be the only indicators of who takes
and/or passes the exams, it is clear from the data that those currently attracted to the field, as well as those
currently participating in the field of court interpretation have similar backgrounds. Because the demographic
makeup of the current pool of interpreters and test-takers largely consists of native speakers of foreign
languages who have gained language skills through higher education and life experiences, recruitment
efforts should include, but not be limited to, outreach to school and/or community programs that cater to this
population.

Recruitment of Current Interpreters and Test-Takers
Results obtained from the qualitative interviews and surveys illustrate interpreters and test-takers learn about
the profession and/or exams through a number of different sources, including school programs, family and
friends, and advertisements. Although the quantitative results do not specify beyond general categories,
44 National and state models reviewed included peer and alternative systems reviewed in other sections of this report. National models
included the Federal Court Interpretation Certification Examination Program (FCICE), the Consortium for State Court Interpreter
Certification (Consortium), and the New York State Unified Court System Court Interpreting Services (NYSUCS). States included in
this review were: New Jersey, New Mexico, and Washington.
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Recruitment Efforts Utilized by Peer Models
Similar to test preparation and training, most of the models reviewed also had recruitment efforts in place.
Some efforts implemented have focused on increasing numbers in testing, by directly targeting candidates
who are already interested in becoming certified and have direct experience with the exam. Other efforts
seek to market the interpretation field to a wider audience by targeting young bilingual students. Although no
link could be found between particular recruitment efforts and passage rates, recruitment to the test and/or
the profession may increase testing participation, thereby increasing potential passage rates.

Discussion of Analysis
Recruitment of Bilingual Individuals
Because bilingualism is the foundation of all court interpretation skills, it seems obvious that interpreter
recruitment efforts should include strategies that target bilingual individuals. However, as highlighted in the
findings and analysis of the KSAs essential for court interpretation, bilingualism alone does not make a
court interpreter. Therefore, recruitment of bilingual individuals should focus on introducing the career, while
providing information on training and/or techniques that will assist bilingual individuals in the development
of interpreting skills. Although such individuals may not be ready to take and pass the certification or
registration exams, with training, bilingual individuals may be able to gain the necessary skills needed for
court interpretation.

Recommendations
Based on the findings and analysis of recruitment efforts, the following is recommended:

Recruitment Efforts
Recruitment efforts should include, but not be limited to, outreach to candidates who reflect characteristics
of the current interpreter pool: native speakers of languages other than English who have gained skills
through education and life experiences. Although bilingualism is foundational to court interpretation, being
bilingual does not equate to being able to interpret. Therefore, recruitment efforts should include providing
bilingual individuals with information about the career of court interpretation as well as information pertaining
to training needed to develop interpreting skills.

V I . R e v iew of R ecruit m ent E fforts

qualitative interview responses illustrate that some interpreters learned about the profession through other
court interpreters and prior interpretation and translation experiences. Analysis of both quantitative and
qualitative results suggest that although a number of respondents learned about the job or exams through
advertisements, many also learned through word-of-mouth experiences in school or work or through family
and friends.

To attract potential candidates to the field of interpretation, recruitment efforts should include outreach to
school and/or community programs that cater to populations with characteristics of the current pool. Efforts
should also include outreach to local foreign language media sources, as well as to interpreter training
programs. Additional efforts should be made to contact past candidates of written and/or oral exams to alert
them of upcoming exams or training programs.
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Q u e sti o n s

,QWHUYLHZIRU$QDO\VLVRI.QRZOHGJH6NLOOVDQG$ELOLWLHV
8VHGLQ6WDWH&RXUW,QWHUSUHWLQJ
7KLVLVWKHIRUPIRUGRFXPHQWLQJLQIRUPDWLRQIURPDQLQWHUYLHZ7KHSXUSRVHRI
WKHLQWHUYLHZLVWRLGHQWLI\WKHHVVHQWLDONQRZOHGJHVNLOOVDQGDELOLWLHVXVHGLQWKH
SHUIRUPDQFHRIVWDWHFRXUWLQWHUSUHWDWLRQV
6RPHTXHVWLRQVZLOODVNDERXWWKHSURIHVVLRQDQGWKHVNLOOVXVHGLQLQWHUSUHWLQJ
2WKHUTXHVWLRQVZLOOVSHFLILFDOO\DVNDERXW\RXUH[SHULHQFH4XHVWLRQV
FRQFHUQLQJ\RXUH[SHULHQFHZLOOKHOS$/7$LQFUHDWLQJDTXDQWLWDWLYHVXUYH\IRU
ODWHUXVH$QVZHUVJLYHQZLOOEHFRQILGHQWLDO$OODQVZHUVZLOOEHOLQNHGWRDQ
LGHQWLILFDWLRQQXPEHUQRWWR\RXUQDPH

,QWURGXFWRU\4XHVWLRQV


'R,KDYHSHUPLVVLRQWRUHFRUGRXULQWHUYLHZ"BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB



,QZKDWFRXQWLHVGR\RXFXUUHQWO\ZRUNDVDQLQWHUSUHWHU"'R\RXZRUN
DVDQHPSOR\HHRUDQLQGHSHQGHQWFRQWUDFWRU"
BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB
BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB




:KDWODQJXDJHRUODQJXDJHVGR\RXLQWHUSUHWLQWKHFRXUW"
BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB
BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB




+RZGLG\RXDFTXLUHWKHODQJXDJH\RXLQWHUSUHW"
BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB
BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB




+RZGLG\RXDFTXLUH\RXU(QJOLVKODQJXDJHVNLOOV"
BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB
BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB



:KDWRWKHUW\SHVRILQWHUSUHWLQJKDYH\RXSHUIRUPHG IRUH[DPSOH
PHGLFDOEXVLQHVVFRQIHUHQFHVHWF ",I\RXKDYHKDVWKLVKHOSHG\RX
DVDFRXUWLQWHUSUHWHU",IVRLQZKDWZD\V"
BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB
BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB
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)RUKRZORQJKDYH\RXEHHQDSURIHVVLRQDOFRXUWLQWHUSUHWHU"
BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB
BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB




:KHQGLG\RXEHFRPHFHUWLILHGRUUHJLVWHUHGLQ&DOLIRUQLD"
BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB
BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB



+RZPDQ\GD\VKDYH\RXZRUNHGDVDFRXUWLQWHUSUHWHURYHUWKHSDVW
\HDU"
BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB
BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB



 'R\RXLQWHUSUHWIRUGLIIHUHQWW\SHVRIFRXUWFDVHVRUSURFHHGLQJV IRU
H[DPSOHFULPLQDOWULDOVIDPLO\FRXUWFDVHVWUDIILFFRXUWFDVHVHWF "

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB
BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB
 ,Q\RXURSLQLRQZKDWLVWKHIXQFWLRQRIFRXUWLQWHUSUHWLQJLQWKH
FRXUWURRP"

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB
BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB
 ,Q\RXURSLQLRQZKDWW\SHRIHGXFDWLRQDOEDFNJURXQGRUWUDLQLQJLV
QHFHVVDU\IRUFRXUWLQWHUSUHWLQJ"

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB
 ,QDGGLWLRQWRWKHLQLWLDORULHQWDWLRQDQGHWKLFVZRUNVKRSVUHTXLUHGE\WKH
-XGLFLDO&RXQFLOZKDWRWKHUWUDLQLQJLIDQ\KDYH\RXUHFHLYHGRUWDNHQ
UHODWHGWRFRXUWLQWHUSUHWLQJ"3OHDVHH[SODLQ

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB
 :KDWDUHWKHHVVHQWLDOVNLOOVXVHGLQFRXUWLQWHUSUHWLQJ":KDW
WHFKQLTXHVLIDQ\KHOSWRHQKDQFHWKHVHVNLOOV"

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB
BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB
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,VLWHTXDOO\LPSRUWDQWWREHH[SHULHQFHGLQVLPXOWDQHRXVLQWHUSUHWDWLRQ
FRQVHFXWLYHLQWHUSUHWDWLRQDQGVLJKWWUDQVODWLRQ"([SODLQ
BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB
BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB

/DQJXDJH6NLOOV2UDO
 +RZZRXOG\RXGHVFULEHWKHLPSRUWDQFHRIWKHSURSHUXVHRIVSRNHQ

(QJOLVKLQFRXUWLQWHUSUHWLQJ"7DUJHWODQJXDJH"
BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB
BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB
 :KDWW\SHVRIHUURUVLQ(QJOLVKRUWKHWDUJHWODQJXDJHPLJKWRFFXU
GXULQJDQLQWHUSUHWDWLRQ"([SODLQ
BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB
BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB
 +RZPXFKRIFRXUWLQWHUSUHWLQJUHTXLUHVNQRZOHGJHRIVSHFLDOL]HG
YRFDEXODU\LQ(QJOLVKDQGWKHWDUJHWODQJXDJH"([SODLQ
BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB
BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB
 +RZPXFKRIFRXUWLQWHUSUHWLQJUHTXLUHVNQRZOHGJHRIJHQHUDOL]HG
YRFDEXODU\LQ(QJOLVKDQGWKHWDUJHWODQJXDJH"([SODLQ
BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB
BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB
 +RZLPSRUWDQWLVWKHNQRZOHGJHRIUHJLRQDOYDULDWLRQVRUK\EULGVRIWKH
WDUJHWODQJXDJHLQFRXUWLQWHUSUHWLQJ"([SODLQ
BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB
BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB
 +RZRIWHQDUHLGLRPDWLFFROORTXLDOH[SUHVVLRQVDQGRUVODQJXVHGLQD
FRXUWLQWHUSUHWLQJVHVVLRQ"
BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB
BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB
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+RZLPSRUWDQWLVLWWRXQGHUVWDQGDQGUHFRJQL]HGLIIHUHQWDFFHQWVLQ
 FRXUWLQWHUSUHWLQJ"([SODLQ
BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB
BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB
 ,VLWHYHUGLIILFXOWWRXQGHUVWDQGFRXUWURRPSURFHHGLQJVRUDFOLHQW":K\"

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB
BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB
 +RZGRGLIIHUHQWFRXUWURRPVHWWLQJV LHIXOOFDOHQGDUDUUDLJQPHQWVRYHU
FURZGHGFRXUWKRXVHHWF FRQWULEXWHWRWKHDELOLW\RULQDELOLW\RIDFRXUW
LQWHUSUHWHUWRFRPSUHKHQGZKDWKHVKHQHHGVWRLQWHUSUHW"

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB
BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB
 'R\RXXVHDQ\NLQGRIKHDGVHWRUWHFKQRORJLFDOGHYLFHZKLOH
LQWHUSUHWLQJ",I\HVZKDWGR\RXXVHDQGGR\RXILQGLWKHOSIXO",IQRGR
\RXWKLQNLWZRXOGEHKHOSIXO"

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB
BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB
 ,VLWQHFHVVDU\WROLVWHQWRGLIIHUHQWUDWHVRIVSHHFKLQFRXUWLQWHUSUHWLQJ"
([SODLQ

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB
BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB
 +DYH\RXHYHUSHUIRUPHGDWHOHSKRQLFLQWHUSUHWDWLRQ" ,I\HVH[SODLQ

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB
BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB
 'RWKHODQJXDJHVNLOOVXVHGLQWHOHSKRQLFLQWHUSUHWDWLRQVGLIIHUIURPWKH
VNLOOVQHHGHGIRURQVLWHLQWHUSUHWDWLRQV"([SODLQ

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB
BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB
 +RZDQGLQZKDWFLUFXPVWDQFHVGR\RXWKLQNWHOHSKRQLFLQWHUSUHWLQJFDQ
EHXVHG"([SODLQ

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB
BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB
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/DQJXDJH6NLOOV/LVWHQLQJ&RPSUHKHQVLRQ
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/DQJXDJH6NLOOV6SHDNLQJ&RPPXQLFDWLRQ
 +RZLPSRUWDQWLVWKHNQRZOHGJHRI(QJOLVKJUDPPDULQFRXUW
LQWHUSUHWLQJ"7DUJHWODQJXDJH"

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB
BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB
 +RZRIWHQDUHFRPSOH[JUDPPDWLFDOVWUXFWXUHVLQ(QJOLVKXVHGLQFRXUW
LQWHUSUHWLQJ"7DUJHWODQJXDJH"

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB
BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB
 +RZLPSRUWDQWLVLWWRPDLQWDLQUHJLVWHULQFRXUWLQWHUSUHWLQJ"([SODLQ
BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB
 BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB
 :KDWFRPPXQLFDWLRQFKDOOHQJHVLIDQ\DUHHQFRXQWHUHGLQFRXUW
LQWHUSUHWLQJ"

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB
BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB
 ,VLWPRUHGLIILFXOWWRLQWHUSUHWOHJDOODQJXDJHWKDQHYHU\GD\ODQJXDJH"
([SODLQ

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB
BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB
 +RZGRHVWKHFRPSOH[LW\RIVNLOOYDU\ZKHQFRPSDULQJFRQVHFXWLYH
LQWHUSUHWDWLRQVLPXOWDQHRXVLQWHUSUHWDWLRQDQGVLJKWWUDQVODWLRQ"

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB
BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB
 'RHVWKHFRPSOH[LW\RIODQJXDJHGLIIHUGHSHQGLQJRQWKHW\SHRIFRXUW
 FDVHRUSURFHHGLQJ"([SODLQ
 BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB
 BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB
 'RHVWKHFRPSOH[LW\RIODQJXDJHGLIIHUGXULQJGLIIHUHQWVWDJHVRIDFRXUW
 SURFHHGLQJ"

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB
BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB
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 ,QUHODWLRQWRODQJXDJHZKDWDUHWKHPRVWGLIILFXOWWDVNVSHUIRUPHGLQ
FRXUWLQWHUSUHWLQJ"

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB
BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB
 'R\RXSUHIHURQHW\SHRILQWHUSUHWLQJ KHDULQJGHSRVLWLRQZLWQHVV
WHVWLPRQ\HWF WRDQRWKHU":K\"

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB
BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB

/DQJXDJH6NLOOV5HDGLQJ&RPSUHKHQVLRQ
 :KHQGR\RXUHDGDQGRUZULWHDVDQLQWHUSUHWHUDQGIRUZKDWSXUSRVH"
 :KDWW\SHVRIGRFXPHQWVDUHFRPPRQO\UHDG"

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB
BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB
+RZLPSRUWDQWLVWKHNQRZOHGJHRIVSHFLILFWHUPLQRORJ\LQ(QJOLVKZKHQ 
 UHDGLQJIRUVLJKWWUDQVODWLRQ"([SODLQ7DUJHWODQJXDJH"([SODLQ

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB
BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB
 +RZLPSRUWDQWLVWKHNQRZOHGJHRIJUDPPDWLFDOUXOHVLQ(QJOLVKZKHQ
UHDGLQJIRUVLJKWWUDQVODWLRQ"([SODLQ7DUJHWODQJXDJH"([SODLQ

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB
BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB
 :KDWSHUFHQWDJHRIWKHFRXUWLQWHUSUHWDWLRQMRELVVSHQWGRLQJVLJKW
WUDQVODWLRQRURWKHUW\SHVRIUHDGLQJFRPSUHKHQVLRQ"

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB
BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB

%HKDYLRUDO6NLOOV
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 ,QUHODWLRQWRODQJXDJHZKDWDUHWKHHDVLHVWWDVNVSHUIRUPHGLQFRXUW
LQWHUSUHWLQJ"

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB
BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB

 'HVFULEHWKHLPSRUWDQFHRIHWKLFDOEHKDYLRULQFRXUWLQWHUSUHWLQJ

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB
BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB
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 $UH\RXIDPLOLDUZLWKWKHGRFXPHQW&DOLIRUQLD¶V3URIHVVLRQDO(WKLFVDQG
WKH5ROHRIWKH,QWHUSUHWHU",I\HVLVLWKHOSIXOWRWKHMRE"

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB
BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB
 :KDWFKDUDFWHUDQGRUSURIHVVLRQDOWUDLWVDUHPRVWLPSRUWDQWIRUFRXUW
 LQWHUSUHWLQJ"

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB
BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB

&XOWXUDO6NLOOV
 :KDWFXOWXUDOFKDOOHQJHVPD\RFFXUZKHQZRUNLQJZLWKVSHFLILF
SRSXODWLRQV"

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB
BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB
 +RZFDQFXOWXUDOGLIIHUHQFHVLQIOXHQFHZRUGVHOHFWLRQLQFRXUW
LQWHUSUHWLQJ"

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB
BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB
 :KDWODQJXDJHFKDOOHQJHVLIDQ\PD\RFFXUZKHQZRUNLQJZLWK
GLIIHUHQWFXOWXUHV"

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB
BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB

&XUUHQW7HVWLQJ3URFHVV
 +RZGLG\RXOHDUQDERXWWKHFHUWLILFDWLRQUHJLVWUDWLRQSURFHVVIRUFRXUW
LQWHUSUHWHUV":DVWKHLQIRUPDWLRQHDV\WRDFFHVV"([SODLQ
BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB
BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB
 :DVWKHSURFHVVIRUUHJLVWHULQJWRWDNHWKHH[DPLQDWLRQHDV\",IQRW
ZKDWFKDOOHQJHVGLG\RXIDFH"

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB
BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB
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 :KHQGLG\RXODVWWDNHWKHZULWWHQLQWHUSUHWDWLRQH[DPLQDWLRQ"2UDO"

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB
BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB
 'LG\RXWDNHWKHZULWWHQH[DPPRUHWKDQRQFH",IVRKRZPDQ\WLPHV"
'LG\RXWDNHWKHRUDOH[DPPRUHWKDQRQFH",IVRKRZPDQ\WLPHV"

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB
BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB
 ,I\RXDWWHQGHGWUDLQLQJSULRUWRSDVVLQJWKHH[DPLQDWLRQZDVWKHWUDLQLQJ
KHOSIXO":K\RUZK\QRW"([SODLQWKHQDWXUHRIWKHWUDLQLQJDQGKRZWKH
VHVVLRQRUVHVVLRQVKHOSHG\RX

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB
BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB
 :KDWGR\RXWKLQNZRXOGEHKHOSIXOWRDVVLVWIXWXUHFDQGLGDWHVZLWKWKH
H[DPLQDWLRQ"

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB
BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB
 :KLFKVHFWLRQVRIWKHZULWWHQH[DPLQDWLRQLIDQ\ZHUHPRUHGLIILFXOW"

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB
BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB



 :KLFKVHFWLRQVRIWKHZULWWHQH[DPLQDWLRQLIDQ\ZHUHHDVLHU"
BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB
BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB
 :KLFKVHFWLRQVRIWKHRUDOH[DPLQDWLRQLIDQ\ZHUHPRUHGLIILFXOW"

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB
BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB
 :KLFKVHFWLRQVRIWKHRUDOH[DPLQDWLRQLIDQ\ZHUHHDVLHU"

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB
BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB

A ppe n di x 2 – I n terpreter I n tervie w Q u estio n s




 ,I\RXFRXOGLPSURYHWKHUHJLVWUDWLRQSURFHVVIRUWKHH[DPLQDWLRQZKDW
UHFRPPHQGDWLRQVZRXOG\RXPDNH"
BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB
BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB
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 'R\RXIHHOWKDWDOOVHFWLRQVRIWKHH[DPLQDWLRQDFFXUDWHO\PHDVXUHWKH
VNLOOVXVHGLQFRXUWLQWHUSUHWLQJ"([SODLQ

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB
BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB
 ,QSHUIRUPLQJWKHMREDVDQLQWHUSUHWHUGR\RXIHHOWKDWWKHH[DPLQDWLRQ
VKRXOGWHVWIRUDQ\RWKHUVNLOOVWKDWDUHFXUUHQWO\QRWPHDVXUHGE\WKH
H[DP",IVRZKDWVNLOOVVKRXOGEHWHVWHG"

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB
BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB
 :KDWRYHUDOOLPSURYHPHQWVLIDQ\ZRXOG\RXPDNHWRWKHSURFHVVRI
EHFRPLQJDFHUWLILHGRUUHJLVWHUHGLQWHUSUHWHU"

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB
BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB
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Discussion Topics for Stakeholders:45
1

Describe the ways in which you work or interact with court interpreters.

2. Tell me about the knowledge, skills, and abilities used in court interpreting.
	What do you consider to be the most important skill used in court interpreting?

n

2a.	What oral skills are used in court interpreting?
How important is the knowledge of grammar in court interpreting?
How important is the knowledge of slang or colloquial expressions in court interpreting?
n
How important is the knowledge of specialized vocabulary and legal terminology in court
interpreting?
n
How important is accuracy in court interpreting?
n
How important is speed (rate of speech) in court interpreting?
n
How important is memory or language retention in court interpreting?
n	What other oral skills are needed in court interpreting?
n
n

2b.	What reading/writing skills are used in court interpreting?
Is sight translation (the interpretation of written documents) performed often in court
interpreting?

n

2c. How is an understanding of ethics useful in court interpreting?
	What ethical practices should court interpreters know and follow when performing court
interpretations?

n

2d. How is an understanding of culture useful in court interpreting?
n

How can the knowledge of culture contribute to an interpretation?

3. Tell me about the skills needed for different modes of interpretation: simultaneous interpretation
(interpretation from source language to target language while source speaker is talking); consecutive
interpretation (interpretation occurs after source speaker or target speaker has finished); and sight
translation (interpretation of a written document).
3a. How can the complexity of skills differ within court proceedings?
n

n

Do different stages in court proceedings (for example: voire dire, motions, etc.) have different
levels of complexity of language? If so, explain.
Does the complexity of language differ when comparing civil proceedings (for example:
family law, small claims court, civil litigation) to criminal proceedings? If so, explain.

A ppe n di x 3 – S takeholder I n tervie w Q u estio n s

A ppe n d i x 3 – S take h o l d er  I n ter v iew 
Q u e sti o n s

3b. How do you think telephonic interpretation can be used?

45 These topics represent the general format of questions used. Alternate versions of interview questions were tailored for some
stakeholder groups based on area of interest or specialization.
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4. Describe the training you feel is necessary for candidates preparing to become certified or registered
court interpreters.
	What training should candidates receive (in relation to language skills, ethics, culture, legal
proceedings, other)?

n

4a. Describe the continuing education you feel is necessary for court interpretation.
	What subject matter should be included in workshops or courses (in relation to language
skills, ethics, culture, legal proceedings, other)?
n
If the use of court interpreters is expanded at some point in the future into civil matters, what
additional training or continuing education, if any, would be necessary?
n

5.	What language shortages exist in interpreter availability?
	Which languages, if any, lack a sufficient representation of certified or registered interpreters?
	Which counties, if any, lack a sufficient representation of certified or registered interpreters?

n
n

5a. How could recruitment efforts be improved?
5b. How could retainment efforts, or the retention of interpreters, be improved?
6.	What do you think the court interpretation exam should test?
	For what language skills should the exam test?
	For what skills other than language should the exam test?

n
n

6a. Do you have any suggestions regarding the test administration process?
n

Do you have any suggestions regarding the examination registration process?

7. Are there any additional comments or final statements you would like to make?
Although some stakeholder interviews deviated from the outlined questions, all interviews followed a
standardized format. Two ALTA employees conducted the interviews, and quality assurance processes were
followed throughout the process to ensure that standardized guidelines were being followed.
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$/7$/DQJXDJH6HUYLFHV,QF

7HO)D[ZZZDOWDODQJFRP

&DOLIRUQLD6WDWH&RXUW,QWHUSUHWHU6XUYH\
,QVWUXFWLRQV3OHDVHFRPSOHWHWKHIROORZLQJVXUYH\DQGUHWXUQWR$/7$/DQJXDJH6HUYLFHVLQWKHHQFORVHG
VWDPSHG HQYHORSH 3OHDVHDQVZHUTXHVWLRQVEDVHGRQ\RXUH[SHULHQFHLQWHUSUHWLQJLQ&DOLIRUQLDFRXUWVRQO\
 /DQJXDJHV\RXLQWHUSUHW3ULPDU\BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB2WKHUBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB
 $JH








RYHU



 3OHDVHLQGLFDWHWKHEDVHFRXQW\LQZKLFK\RXSULPDULO\ZRUNDVD&DOLIRUQLDLQWHUSUHWHUBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB
 &DOLIRUQLDFHUWLILFDWLRQVWDWXVIRUSULPDU\ODQJXDJH FKHFNDOOWKDWDSSO\ 
&DOLIRUQLD6WDWH&HUWLILHG

<HDU&HUWLILHG BBBBBBBBBBBBBB
&DOLIRUQLD6WDWH5HJLVWHUHG
<HDU5HJLVWHUHGBBBBBBBBBBBBBB
)HGHUDOO\&HUWLILHG<HDU&HUWLILHG BBBBBBBBBBBBBB
 <HDUVRIH[SHULHQFHDVD&DOLIRUQLDVWDWHFRXUWLQWHUSUHWHU LQFOXGLQJ\HDUVSULRUWRFHUWLILFDWLRQRUUHJLVWUDWLRQ 
BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB
 (PSOR\PHQWVWDWXV

)XOOWLPHVWDIIHPSOR\HH

3DUWWLPHVWDIIHPSOR\HH
2SWRXWLQGHSHQGHQWFRQWUDFWRU
5HJXODULQGHSHQGHQWFRQWUDFWRU
2WKHU SOHDVHVSHFLI\ BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB

 ,QGLFDWHWKHQXPEHURIGD\V\RXKDYHZRUNHGDVDSURIHVVLRQDOFRXUWLQWHUSUHWHULQ&DOLIRUQLDRYHUWKHSDVW\HDU
 



RYHU
 3OHDVHLQGLFDWH\RXUQDWLYHODQJXDJH V BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB
 3OHDVHLQGLFDWHWKHZD\VLQZKLFK\RXDFTXLUHG\RXUQRQQDWLYHODQJXDJH V  FKHFNDOOWKDWDSSO\ 
(OHPHQWDU\VFKRRO
/LYLQJDEURDG
+LJKVFKRRO 
+RPH)DPLO\
8QLYHUVLW\&ROOHJH
2WKHU SOHDVHVSHFLI\ BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB
 3OHDVHLQGLFDWHWKHKLJKHVWOHYHORIHGXFDWLRQRUWUDLQLQJ\RXKDYHDWWDLQHG
+LJKVFKRRO 
0DVWHUVGHJUHH
$VVRFLDWHVGHJUHH
3K'
%DFKHORUVGHJUHH
2WKHU SOHDVHVSHFLI\ BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB
 3OHDVHFKHFNDQ\WUDLQLQJ\RXDWWHQGHGRUUHFHLYHGSULRUWRWDNLQJWKHFHUWLILFDWLRQUHJLVWUDWLRQH[DPLQDWLRQ
FKHFNDOOWKDWDSSO\ 
1RQH
6HOIVWXG\
,QWHUSUHWHUWUDLQLQJSURJUDP SOHDVHVSHFLI\ BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB 
&ROOHJHFRXUVHVLQLQWHUSUHWLQJWUDQVODWLQJ SOHDVHVSHFLI\ BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB
&ROOHJHGHJUHHLQLQWHUSUHWLQJWUDQVODWLQJ SOHDVHVSHFLI\ BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB
2WKHU SOHDVHVSHFLI\ BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB

A ppe n di x 4 – I n terpreter S u rvey Q u estio n s

A pp e n d i x 4 – I n t e r p r e t e r S u r v e y
Q u e sti o n s
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$/7$/DQJXDJH6HUYLFHV,QF

7HO)D[ZZZDOWDODQJFRP

 3OHDVHFKHFNWKHW\SHVRISURFHHGLQJVLQZKLFK\RXLQWHUSUHWLQDQDYHUDJHZRUN\HDU FKHFNDOOWKDWDSSO\ 
7UDIILF&RXUWSURFHHGLQJV
&ULPLQDO&RXUWSURFHHGLQJV 0HQWDO+HDOWK&RXUWSURFHHGLQJV
)DPLO\&RXUWSURFHHGLQJV
&LYLO&RXUWSURFHHGLQJV
6PDOO&ODLPV&RXUWSURFHHGLQJV
'UXJ&RXUWSURFHHGLQJV
3UREDWH&RXUWSURFHHGLQJV
&KLOGUHQ¶V&RXUWSURFHHGLQJV
-XYHQLOH&RXUWSURFHHGLQJV
2WKHU SOHDVHVSHFLI\ BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB
 3OHDVHLQGLFDWHWKHRQHW\SHRISURFHHGLQJLIDQ\LQZKLFK\RXPRVWIUHTXHQWO\LQWHUSUHWLQDQDYHUDJHZRUN\HDU
BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB
 3OHDVHFKHFNWKHHYHQWW\SHVWKDW\RXLQWHUSUHWIRULQDQDYHUDJHZRUN\HDU FKHFNDOOWKDWDSSO\ 
'HSRVLWLRQV 
3UHOLPLQDU\KHDULQJV
&OLHQW$WWRUQH\LQWHUYLHZV 
7ULDOV

$UUDLJQPHQWV

+HDULQJV
2WKHU SOHDVHVSHFLI\ BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB
 3OHDVHLQGLFDWHWKHRQHHYHQWW\SHLIDQ\LQZKLFK\RXPRVWIUHTXHQWO\LQWHUSUHWLQDQDYHUDJHZRUN\HDU
BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB
 3OHDVHLQGLFDWHWKHPLQLPXPOHYHORIHGXFDWLRQDOEDFNJURXQGWUDLQLQJRUH[SHULHQFH\RXIHHOLVQHFHVVDU\IRUFRXUW
LQWHUSUHWLQJ FKHFNDOOWKDWDSSO\ 
+LJKVFKRRO 
$GYDQFHGGHJUHH 
6SHFLILFWUDLQLQJLQFRXUWLQWHUSUHWLQJ
$VVRFLDWHVGHJUHH
&XOWXUDOXQGHUVWDQGLQJ
6SHFLILFWUDLQLQJLQFRXUWSURFHGXUHV
%DFKHORUVGHJUHH
/DQJXDJHSURILFLHQF\
3DVVDJHRIVWDWHFHUWLILFDWLRQUHJLVWUDWLRQH[DP
2WKHU SOHDVHVSHFLI\ BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB
 3OHDVHLQGLFDWHWKHW\SHVRIFRQWLQXLQJHGXFDWLRQZRUNVKRSVRUVHPLQDUV\RXIHHODUHQHFHVVDU\IRUFXUUHQWFHUWLILHG
DQGUHJLVWHUHGLQWHUSUHWHUV FKHFNDOOWKDWDSSO\ 
'UXJWHUPLQRORJ\

6ODQJ


(WKLFV

:HDSRQVWHUPLQRORJ\ 
0RGHSUDFWLFH

&DVHODZFKDQJHV
/HJDOWHUPLQRORJ\

0HGLFDOWHUPLQRORJ\ 
&XOWXUDOZRUNVKRSV
/HJDOV\VWHPSURFHGXUHV
2WKHU SOHDVHVSHFLI\ BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB
 3OHDVHFKHFNWKHPRGHWKDW\RXPRVWIUHTXHQWO\XVHLQFRXUWLQWHUSUHWLQJ FKHFNRQH 
6LPXOWDQHRXVLQWHUSUHWDWLRQ
&RQVHFXWLYHLQWHUSUHWDWLRQ  6LJKWWUDQVODWLRQ
 :KDWSHUFHQWDJHRIFRXUWLQWHUSUHWLQJUHTXLUHV
6SHFLDOL]HGYRFDEXODU\ OHJDOWHUPVVXEMHFWVSHFLILF 




*HQHUDOL]HGYRFDEXODU\ HYHU\GD\ODQJXDJH 









 :KDWSHUFHQWDJHRIWKHFRXUWLQWHUSUHWDWLRQMRELVVSHQWGRLQJVLJKWWUDQVODWLRQ"





 3OHDVHFKHFNWKHGRFXPHQWVWKDW\RXIUHTXHQWO\VLJKWWUDQVODWHDVDFRXUWLQWHUSUHWHU FKHFNDOOWKDWDSSO\ 
3UREDWLRQUHSRUWV

3ROLFHUHSRUWV
:DLYHURIULJKWV
)LQDQFLDOVWDWHPHQWV
6RFLDOZRUNUHSRUWV 
/HWWHUV

3OHDDJUHHPHQWV
%LUWK'HDWKFHUWLILFDWHV
0DUULDJHFHUWLILFDWHV 
0HGLFDOIRUPV
2WKHUBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB
 3OHDVHFKHFNWKHRQHSURFHHGLQJIRUZKLFKLWLVWKHPRVWFKDOOHQJLQJWRLQWHUSUHW FKHFNRQH 
$UUDLJQPHQWV 

3UHOLPLQDU\KHDULQJV
3UHWULDOSURFHGXUHV
7ULDOV 


6HQWHQFLQJ 





2WKHU SOHDVHVSHFLI\ BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB
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 3OHDVHFKHFNWKHRQHSURFHHGLQJIRUZKLFKLWLVWKHOHDVWFKDOOHQJLQJWRLQWHUSUHW FKHFNRQH 
$UUDLJQPHQWV 

3UHOLPLQDU\KHDULQJV
3UHWULDOSURFHGXUHV
7ULDOV 


6HQWHQFLQJ 





2WKHU SOHDVHVSHFLI\ BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB
 3OHDVHFKHFNWKHRQHDVVLJQPHQWIRUZKLFKLWLVWKHPRVWFKDOOHQJLQJWRLQWHUSUHW FKHFNRQH 
&OLHQW$WWRUQH\LQWHUYLHZV
3UHWULDOPRWLRQV 
3OHDEDUJDLQV
-XU\VHOHFWLRQ 

-XU\LQVWUXFWLRQV

:LWQHVVWHVWLPRQ\
([SHUWZLWQHVVWHVWLPRQ\
'HSRVLWLRQV 

2SHQLQJ&ORVLQJVWDWHPHQWV
2WKHU SOHDVHVSHFLI\ BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB
 3OHDVHFKHFNWKHRQHDVVLJQPHQWIRUZKLFKLWLVWKHOHDVWFKDOOHQJLQJWRLQWHUSUHW FKHFNRQH 
&OLHQW$WWRUQH\LQWHUYLHZV
3UHWULDOPRWLRQV 
3OHDEDUJDLQV
-XU\VHOHFWLRQ 

-XU\LQVWUXFWLRQV

:LWQHVVWHVWLPRQ\
([SHUWZLWQHVVWHVWLPRQ\
'HSRVLWLRQV 

2SHQLQJ&ORVLQJVWDWHPHQWV
2WKHU SOHDVHVSHFLI\ BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB









 3OHDVHUDWHWKHOHYHORIGLIILFXOW\RILQWHUSUHWLQJLQWKHIROORZLQJPRGHV


1RW
&KDOOHQJLQJ

6RPHZKDW
&KDOOHQJLQJ

&KDOOHQJLQJ

9HU\
&KDOOHQJLQJ

6LPXOWDQHRXVLQWHUSUHWDWLRQ
&RQVHFXWLYHLQWHUSUHWDWLRQ
6LJKWWUDQVODWLRQ





 +RZPDQ\WLPHVGLG\RXWDNHWKH:5,77(1(;$0LQ\RXUSULPDU\ODQJXDJH"



0RUHWKDQ

2WKHUWKDQSULPDU\ODQJXDJH"



0RUHWKDQ

 +RZPDQ\WLPHVGLG\RXWDNHWKH25$/(;$0LQ\RXUSULPDU\ODQJXDJH"



0RUHWKDQ

2WKHUWKDQSULPDU\ODQJXDJH"




0RUHWKDQ

 3OHDVHUDWHWKHOHYHORIGLIILFXOW\IRUWKHIROORZLQJVHFWLRQVRIWKH:5,77(1(;$0

(QJOLVK9RFDEXODU\
)RUHLJQ/DQJXDJH9RFDEXODU\ 
(QJOLVK*UDPPDUDQG:RUG8VDJH
)RUHLJQ/DQJXDJH*UDPPDUDQG:RUG
8VDJH
5HDGLQJ&RPSUHKHQVLRQ±(QJOLVK
5HDGLQJ&RPSUHKHQVLRQ±)RUHLJQ
/DQJXDJH
(QJOLVKWR)RUHLJQ/DQJXDJH9RFDEXODU\
)RUHLJQ/DQJXDJHWR(QJOLVK9RFDEXODU\
)RUHLJQ/DQJXDJH6HQWHQFH7UDQVODWLRQ 

1RW
6RPHZKDW
9HU\
&KDOOHQJLQJ &KDOOHQJLQJ &KDOOHQJLQJ &KDOOHQJLQJ

1R
([SHULHQFH
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$/7$/DQJXDJH6HUYLFHV,QF

7HO)D[ZZZDOWDODQJFRP

 3OHDVHUDWHWKHOHYHORIGLIILFXOW\IRUWKHIROORZLQJVHFWLRQVRIWKH25$/(;$0

&RQVHFXWLYH,QWHUSUHWDWLRQ
6LJKW7UDQVODWLRQ±(QJOLVK

6LJKW7UDQVODWLRQ±)RUHLJQ/DQJXDJH
6LPXOWDQHRXV,QWHUSUHWDWLRQ

1RW
&KDOOHQJLQJ

6RPHZKDW
&KDOOHQJLQJ

&KDOOHQJLQJ

9HU\
&KDOOHQJLQJ

1R
([SHULHQFH

 ,Q\RXURSLQLRQIXWXUHFDQGLGDWHVZRXOGEHQHILWIURP FKHFNDOOWKDWDSSO\ 
0RUHIHHGEDFNDERXWH[DPUHVXOWV
0RUHWUDLQLQJSURJUDPV
6WXG\JXLGHV *ORVVDULHV
0HQWRULQJSURJUDPV 

2QWKHMREWUDLQLQJ 
3UDFWLFHH[DPV
2WKHU SOHDVHVSHFLI\ BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB
 3OHDVHPDUNDQ\RWKHUDUHDVWKDWVKRXOGEHLQFOXGHGLQWKHIXWXUHH[DPLQDWLRQ FKHFNDOOWKDWDSSO\ 
&RGHRIHWKLFV


/HJDOWHUPLQRORJ\
&XOWXUDOXQGHUVWDQGLQJ

.QRZOHGJHRIWKHOHJDOV\VWHP
2WKHU SOHDVHH[SODLQ BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB
,QVWUXFWLRQV 3OHDVHLQGLFDWH\RXUOHYHORIDJUHHPHQWZLWKWKHIROORZLQJVWDWHPHQWV
6WURQJO\
'LVDJUHH

'LVDJUHH

$JUHH

6WURQJO\
$JUHH

 7KHFXUUHQWH[DPLQDWLRQDFFXUDWHO\PHDVXUHVWKH
VNLOOVXVHGLQFRXUWLQWHUSUHWLQJ
 ,QDGGLWLRQWRWKHLQLWLDORULHQWDWLRQDQGHWKLFV
FRXUVHVSURYLGHGE\WKH-XGLFLDO&RXQFLOWUDLQLQJ
VKRXOGEHRIIHUHGWRQHZLQWHUSUHWHUVDERXWFRXUW
SURFHGXUHV
 7UDLQLQJVKRXOGEHRIIHUHGWREHQFKRIILFHUV
DWWRUQH\VDQGFRXUWSHUVRQQHODERXWZRUNLQJZLWK
LQWHUSUHWHUV
 ,WLVLPSRUWDQWWRUHIOHFWUHJLVWHUZKLOHLQWHUSUHWLQJ
 ,WLVLPSRUWDQWWRIROORZHWKLFDOSUDFWLFHVZKLOH
LQWHUSUHWLQJ
 ,WLVLPSRUWDQWWRUHFRJQL]HDQGXQGHUVWDQG
FXOWXUDOGLIIHUHQFHVZKLOHLQWHUSUHWLQJ
 ,WLVLPSRUWDQWWRKDYHDNQRZOHGJHRILGLRPDWLF
H[SUHVVLRQVDQGRUVODQJZKLOHFRXUWLQWHUSUHWLQJ
,QVWUXFWLRQV 3OHDVHXVHWKHVSDFHEHORZRUDWWDFKDQDGGLWLRQDOVKHHWIRUDQ\FRPPHQWV\RXZLVKWRPDNH
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1R
2SLQLRQ

Document

Level Assigned

State of California Department of Health Services Certificate…

Elementary

Civil Subpoena for Personal Appearance…

Advanced

Victim Notice of Rights

Limited

Order to Show Cause

General

Quit Claim Deed - Example Document

Advanced

Notice of Intent to Appeal

Advanced Professional

Application for Replacement Naturalization Document

General

Probation Officer’s Report

General

Quitclaim Deed

Advanced

Florida Department of Law Enforcement Uniform Alcohol…

Limited

Form Interrogatories - Crime Victim Restitution

General

Protective Order in Criminal Proceeding

Advanced

Judgment of Conviction

Advanced

Plea Agreement

Advanced Professional

Failure to Protect

Limited

Family Violence Ex Parte Protective Order

Advanced

Stipulation and Waiver of Final Declaration of Disclosure

Advanced

Petition to Establish Fact of Marriage

General

Declaration Regarding Service of Declaration of Disclosure

Limited

De Facto Parent Statement

Limited

Request and Order for Free Service of Restraining Order

Limited

Description of Abuse

Limited

Letter From Witness

Limited

Sentencing transcript

General

Order for Restitution and Abstract of Judgment

General

Sheriff’s Entry of Service

General

Employer’s Report of Occupational Injury or Illness

Limited

Indictment

General

Dismissal of a Temporary Protective Order

General

Notice of Hearing - Juvenile Delinquency Proceeding

General
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Document

Level Assigned

Certificate of Live Birth - State of California

Elementary

Summons (Citation Judicial)

General

Plea Questionnaire/Waiver of Rights

General

Petition for Writ of Habeas Corpus

General

General Felony Advisement of Rights, Waiver, and Plea Form

Advanced

Defendant’s Waiver of Personal Presence

Advanced

California Supreme Court Order to Show Cause

Advanced Professional

Order to Show Cause and Temporary Restraining Order

Advanced

Order to Appear and Show Cause

Advanced

Guilty Plea Petition

Advanced

Application for Determination of Civil Indigent Status

General

Application for Criminal Indigent Status

General

Power of Attorney - General

Advanced Professional

Durable Power of Attorney

Advanced Professional

Special Power of Attorney

Advanced Professional

Forensic Sciences - Forensic Report

General

Forensic Sciences - Blood Testing

General

Forensic Access

Advanced

Application for Naturalization

Advanced

Application for Citizenship and Issuance of Certificate Under…

Advanced

Worksheet For Presentence Report

General

Juvenile Probation Report

General

Probation Report

Advanced

County of Metropolis, State of West Dakota Search Warrant

General

County of Metropolis, State of West Dakota Arrest Warrant

General

Sample Automated Law Enforcement Incident Report

Limited

Vehicle Accident Report

Limited

Commonwealth of East Carolina, County of Gotham Search Warrant

Advanced

United States District Court District of Amsterdam Search Warrant

General

Superior Court of South Virginia Search Warrant

Advanced

Florida Department of Law Enforcement Uniform Probable Cause

General

Washington State DUI Arrest Report

Advanced

Driver’s Hearing Request

General

Application for Waiver of Hearing Fee

Limited
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Level Assigned

Notice of Appeal (Infraction)

General

Request for New Trial

General

Notice of Motion and Motion for Continuance…

General

Petition for Restricted License

General

Plea of Not Guilty

General

Massachusetts Sentencing Commission Guideline Form (Superior)

Limited

Waiver of Rights-Juvenile Dependency

General

Serious Physical Harm

Limited

Serious Emotional Damage

Limited

Sexual Abuse

Limited

Notice of Intent to Remove Child and Proof of Notice…

General

Violation of Law by Child

General

Promise to Appear - Juvenile Delinquency

Limited

Disposition - Juvenile Delinquency

Advanced

Family Violence Petition for Stalking Temporary Protective Order

General

San Francisco Declaration of Domestic Partnership

Limited

Application for Confidential Marriage License

Limited

Child Support Registry Form

General

Child Custody, Visitation and Support Request

General

Request for Order

General

Child Support Order

General

Battery - Essential Factual Elements

Limited

Sentencing transcript

General

Opening Arguments transcript

Advanced

Closing Arguments transcript

Advanced

Criminal Complaint

Advanced

Indictment

Advanced

Application for Discrimination Benefits…

General

Workers’ Compensation Claim Form

General

Audit Referral Form

General

Certificate of Live Birth-State of California

Elementary

County of Sonoma Certificate of Death

Elementary

Jury Instructions

Advanced

Defendant’s Financial Statement

General
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To classify the selected documents by level of complexity, the following rubric was created by an ALTA
employee and a Subject Matter Expert (SME) in Linguistics. No rubric specific to classifying the complexity
of legal documents existed, so this rubric was developed using Interagency Language Roundtable (ILR)
reading comprehension scales, using categories such as familiarity of topic, grammar, and vocabulary. The
rubric was designed with the intention of analyzing legal documents, and was not developed to be used with
general documents of a non-legal nature.
Score

1

2

3

Familiarity of Topic

Grammar

Vocabulary

Document can be easily
understood by a native
speaker. Contains no
specialized terminology.
Material is written in simple
form with usual printing
or typescript. Contains
general subject matter,
such as basic informative
material or biographical
information.

Simple grammatical
structures are used.
Structures consist of
short phrases or word
combinations, or high
frequency structural
patterns. Minimal presence
of complete sentences.

Content consists of a
range of generalized
vocabulary. Vocabulary
includes descriptors of
persons, places, or things,
or simple explanations.
Almost all vocabulary is
familiar to the reader.

Almost the entire document
is easily understood. The
document contains mostly
routine, straightforward, or
general topics of everyday
use/interest. Uncomplicated
subject matter that is
presented in a predictable
sequence.

Grammatical structures are
simple and high frequency
sentence patterns are
generally used. Sentences
consist of basic subject/verb
structures. Use of advanced
tenses (present/past perfect,
conditional, past participle)
is limited.

Vocabulary consists of
familiar subject matter
or simple technical
material that is written
for the general reader.
Vocabulary is not typically
nuanced. The few
advanced vocabulary
words that may be present
are heavily supported by
context. The vast majority
of the vocabulary is
familiar to the reader.

The majority of
the document is
understandable. May
contain some unfamiliar
subject matter. Document
does not need to be read
more than twice to be
completely understood by a
native speaker.

Contains more complex
or compound sentence
structures, tenses, and
some use of the passive
voice. Complexity of
grammar may distract, but
should not confuse a native
speaker.

Broad range of vocabulary
with some use of nuances
and advanced word
choice. Vocabulary
consists of subject matter
found in general reports or
technical material. Some
idioms/colloquialisms may
be present, but document
does not rely heavily on
these or other unusual
items.
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4

5

Familiarity of Topic

Grammar

Vocabulary

Topic may be unfamiliar to a
non-specialist. May contain
a large percentage of legal
terminology and some non
standard expressions. The
language is used for official
and professional matters.
Document may require a
few readings by a native
speaker.

Contains many advanced
or complex grammatical
structures. Contains high
frequency use of passives,
formal/informal address, use
of nominalizations (“-ment,”
“-ance,” “-ence” or “-ion”).
Complexity of grammar and
sentence length may distract
and/or confuse a native
speaker.

Advanced broad range
of vocabulary, which
may include idiomatic
expressions, legal
terminology, Latin, etc.
Some use of archaic
vocabulary. Broad use of
legal/technical vocabulary
and use of general
vocabulary denoting
legal meanings (“party,”
“motion,” “sentence”).
Word choice may be
difficult for a native
speaker to understand.

The intention or the overall
meaning of the document
may be extremely difficult
for a native speaker to
comprehend or to associate
him/herself with. May
take several readings
to comprehend the full
meaning.

Contains formal and
informal styles, complex
transitions and advanced
structures, or uncommonly
long sentences. Grammar
structures are complex, and
would easily distract and/or
confuse a native speaker.

Contains a wide range of
vocabulary with advanced
word choice. The majority
of document contains
idiomatic expressions,
legal terminology, Latin
and archaic vocabulary,
and/or general vocabulary
denoting legal meanings
is heavily used. A majority
of words would be
unfamiliar to a general
native speaker, and may
be difficult for a native
speaker to understand
and/or infer their meaning.

Each document was assigned a score value (ranging from 1-5) in the areas of familiarity of topic, grammar,
and vocabulary. An overall score of the three individual categories was then calculated for each document,
and the documents were classified by level of overall score, ranging from elementary (3-4), limited (5-7),
general (8-10), advanced (11-13), and advanced professional (14-15).
Overall Score

Level

3-4

Elementary

5-7

Limited

8-10

General

11-13

Advanced

14-15

Advanced Professional
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The two raters (a linguist and an ALTA employee experienced in scoring tests using the ILR criteria) scored
the documents independently. If a discrepancy occurred between the two raters, a third ALTA rater applied
the rubric to the document in question and the average of the three ratings decided the appropriate level.
Once all documents had been rated, a sample of documents from each level was analyzed to determine
if documents assigned to the same level represented similar proceedings or stages within proceedings.
Documents were grouped according to level and any apparent trends were analyzed.
As a final step in the document review process, ALTA also assigned a readability level according to the
Flesch Reading Ease Scale to a representative sample of documents. The Flesch Reading Ease test uses a
mathematical formula that incorporates the average number of syllables per word and the average number of
words per sentence found in a document or passage to produce a score between 0 and 100. Documents with
higher scores are considered easier to understand. For example, an 8th grade student could easily understand
a document with a readability score of 60-70. The Flesch Reading Ease readability indices assigned to these
documents were compared to the ALTA scores assigned through the use of the developed rubric.
Definite correlations were not found between the two scales. However, this could be attributed to the
difference in qualification measurements. While the readability scale measures average sentence length
and number of syllables found in a document, the rubric developed by ALTA measures overall complexity of
language in reference to familiarity of topic, grammar, and vocabulary. It should be noted that ALTA’s focus
is on the complexity of language contained in the documents as a means of measuring comprehension
ability. Numerous studies have found that readability scales do not fully measure reading comprehension.
“Sentence length and average number of syllables per word alone cannot sufficiently predict coherence and
therefore understanding of a text.” (http://csep.psyc.memphis.edu/cohmetrix/readabilityresearch.htm).
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General overview of oral proficiency assessments:
Oral proficiency assessments are generally created and used to holistically assess a candidate’s functional
speaking ability in a particular language. Although methodology may differ among various models, oral
proficiency assessments use structured question and response formats, or guided conversations, to
elicit communicative participation from the test-taker. Performance on or with structured questions and/or
conversations are compared to defined criterion that indicate a candidate’s speaking ability against specific
determined speaking tasks or performance domains. Overall performance in regard to the speaking tasks is
generally measured on a scale, ranging from no ability to native proficiency.46
Oral proficiency assessments are often administered face-to-face or over the telephone with the assessment
recorded. Recorded assessments are then rated by trained evaluators, who are usually native speakers
of the language in question and have demonstrated other knowledge or skills deemed appropriate for the
position. Depending on rating practices, evaluations may be performed by one or more evaluator(s), and
quality assurance practices are usually implemented to verify inter-rater and intra-rater reliability. Evaluators
score the oral performance based on a rubric of defined criteria, which usually includes comprehension and
productive skills, such as the knowledge and use of grammatical structures, vocabulary, and nuances of the
language. Many rubrics also include defined areas pertaining to how and
a candidate can use
the language in relation to specific tasks, for example in relation to explaining, informing, or convincing.

How an oral proficiency assessment can be used as a
screener:
In using an oral proficiency assessment as a screening tool, fundamental productive linguistic skills can
be determined at a preliminary stage, identifying individuals who can demonstrate the knowledge and use
of English and the foreign language. Additionally, because oral proficiency assessments utilize a scale of
proficiency (from no ability to native ability), candidates can be assessed on not only whether they know and
use the languages, but also how and to what extent they use the languages. By providing proficiency levels
on a scale, scores can better indicate strengths and weaknesses, potentially defining candidates who are
more or less likely to succeed in the interpreting exams and why. For example, candidates who received low
proficiency scores in English and/or the foreign language would not likely improve with minimum or short-term
training, since a lack of fluency in either language would require substantial time, effort, and practice to obtain
near-native ability. Therefore, retesting policies may be created in correspondence, requiring candidates
with lower scores to adhere to time limitations and/or proof of progress before retesting, since time and/or
effort would be needed for improvement. Conversely, candidates who score at a native-like proficiency level
in English and the foreign language demonstrate fluency levels essential for the job. These candidates may
go on to pass or fail the interpreting performance exam; however, for those who fail, deficiencies can be
tied directly to interpreting skills and not language proficiency, thus requiring such test-takers to improve in
particular interpreting abilities before retesting.
Although the written screening instrument can determine knowledge and hypothetical use of the tested
languages, a scale determining how and to what extent languages can be used is not currently utilized,
therefore potentially screening in, and possibly screening out, candidates at various proficiency levels.

46 One recognized oral proficiency scale is that of the Interagency Language Roundtable (ILR), which was initially developed and
standardized for governmental use, and has been adapted to be used by the American Council on the Teaching of Foreign
Languages (ACTFL). Other independent testing organizations and bodies, such as ALTE and ALTA utilize modified frameworks or
criteria that determine language proficiency on a scaled basis. In many cases, as with ALTA, the independent framework used has
been modeled after the ILR scale, and conversions can be made to match the ILR scale.
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As noted previously, oral proficiency tests are generally created and used to holistically assess a candidate’s
functional ability in a specified language. Tests can be designed so as to engage test-takers in various tasks,
including asking and answering questions, describing something, and/or explaining. In thinking about the
utilization of an oral proficiency assessment as a screener for court interpreting, it is important to note the
particular KSAs to be screened, as this will determine the design and administration of the assessment. For
example, if an oral proficiency assessment is being used as a screening device for language proficiency,
tests can be designed to engage the candidate in question and answer sessions, with some purposeful
conversation that samples high and low register content, including material that elicits knowledge and use of
grammatical structures, idiomatic expressions, and generalized and specialized vocabulary.
To create an oral proficiency screener that assesses both language proficiency as well as knowledge of
legal terminology, different design approaches could be considered. The general question/answer, simulated
dialogue format can be modified so that legal terminology or subject-specific vocabulary is included.
This method may provide for expanded discussions that include legal terminology. However, because
oral proficiency assessments often replicate real-life, organic speaking, test-takers may intentionally or
unintentionally answer questions or discuss a topic in a manner that, while demonstrating proficiency, may
not illustrate the candidate’s knowledge or use of defined legal terminology.
A more direct design for testing knowledge of legal terminology would include offering a two-part test with a
general oral proficiency assessment offered first, and a follow-up oral legal vocabulary section administered
after. The legal vocabulary section could provide defined legal terminology and multiple-choice definitions
from which the candidate must choose the correct choice, or a legal term could be given for the candidate to
explain in his or her own words. If done in only English, this legal vocabulary section would pose few problems.
However, some difficulties exist if this legal vocabulary section were offered in the foreign languages as well.
The multiple-choice response version requires that equivalent multiple-choice options, including distracters,
be created in all languages tested; a process which can be extremely difficult in languages in which legal
concepts may not be easily defined, therefore resulting in tests that would be more difficult than those used
for languages with clearly defined legal terms. Additionally, in using the method in which the candidate defines
a legal term in his/her own words, necessary measures would have to be taken to ensure that evaluators
of the foreign languages had equivalent knowledge of legal terminology and concepts to understand, and
consequently, assess any range of answers. Finally, in testing a limited range of vocabulary (in English or the
foreign languages), it is difficult to prevent the test from being compromised. Although a general question/
answer format and simulated dialogue requires true functional ability in a language, vocabulary can be easily
memorized, leading to possible exposure of test content even if multiple versions are created.
However, it should be noted that the testing of legal terminology pertains to choices in test purpose, and does
not necessarily have to be included in an oral proficiency screener. Because the knowledge of and ability to
interpret legal terminology is tested in the interpreting performance exam, it may not be necessary to screen
for such knowledge in this preliminary stage. If, in fact, it is decided that a screener should only test for nativelike proficiency in English and the foreign languages, legal terminology would not have to be tested in the
screening process.
In addition to the decisions regarding the testing of legal terminology in a screener, consideration should also
be given to the testing of comprehension of different rates of speech and/or regionalisms at this preliminary
stage. Different rates of speech and dialectical or regional versions of a language are often provided in the
scripts used for the interpreting performance tests.47 To include different rates of speaking and dialectical
differences in the screening exam, modifications would have to be built in to the design, and administration
would have to utilize live readers/evaluators who altered their speech accordingly, or pre-recorded voicerecognition prompts that would simulate live questioning.
Finally, in considering the use of an oral proficiency assessment as a screener, it should be noted that the
administration of such a test could provide for more expansive testing in regard to languages, frequency,
and geographic locations. Oral proficiency assessments can be done over the phone with the candidate
speaking directly to an evaluator in the specified language, or in response to recorded prompts. Many
leaders in language testing provide such oral proficiency assessments in numerous languages, including
many of the designated and non-designated languages used in California courts. Therefore, oral proficiency
47 In the future, depending on the foreign language tested, regional variations may be included in the oral scripts used for interpreting
tests.
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Because oral proficiency assessments can be conducted over the phone between a candidate in California
and an evaluator located anywhere in the world, administration can be expanded to serve a potentially
larger population than the current written screener serves. Oral proficiency assessments require pre-test
scheduling and verification of candidate identification, both of which could be done as frequently as several
times a week on an ongoing basis, or at pre-determined times throughout the year. Scheduling of the tests
and/or verification of candidate identification could be done at specified courthouses or other determined
locations throughout the state, with all scheduling of evaluators, rating processes, and quality assurance
handled by the oral proficiency test administrator.
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as well as determine fluency in English and the foreign language for non-designated languages, in which,
currently, an English-only test is provided.
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Figure 7.1 Written Test Information
Test Segment

FCICE

Consortium

NAJIT

CCIP

NYSUCS

Format

160 multiplechoice:
80 English items,
80 Spanish
items.

135 multiplechoice items in
English.

161 items: 55
English/50
Spanish multiplechoice items; 56
items in translation
portion.

155 multiple-choice
items in English and
foreign language.

Spanish/English:
multiple-choice
with translation
component.

Sections/
Areas Tested

5 sections total,
including reading
comprehension,
usage, error
detection,
synonyms, best
translation of a
word or phrase.

Tests English
proficiency,
court-related
terms and usage,
and ethics.
Also includes
ten-sentence
translations from
English to foreign
language (usage
is optional).

5 sections
including
antonyms,
synonyms,
analogies,
grammar
and syntax,
and reading
comprehension;
additional testing
of translation,
idioms and
proverbs, and
ethics.

9 sections total,
including English
vocabulary, foreign
language vocabulary,
English grammar
and word usage,
foreign language
grammar and word
usage, reading
comprehension —
English, reading
comprehension —
foreign language,
English to foreign
language vocabulary,
foreign language to
English vocabulary,
foreign language
sentence translation.

Reading and
understanding of
written material,
grammar and
language usage,
vocabulary,
and idiomatic
expressions and
legal terminology.

Cut-Off Score

Must obtain
75% correct in
all sections, both
English and
Spanish.

Must pass
with 80%.

Must pass all
sections, both
English and
Spanish. Must
get 117 answers
correct.

Must pass
with a scaled score
of 70 in both English
and the foreign
language.

Rank ordered.

All other languages:
75 items/English
proficiency.
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Test Segment

FCICE

Consortium

NAJIT

CCIP

NYSUCS

Simultaneous

120 words per
minute: English
to Spanish; 160
wpm: Spanish to
English

120 wpm:
English to foreign
language

140 wpm: English
to Spanish
and Spanish to
English

120-140 wpm:
foreign language
to English

One-voice English
and foreign
language; twovoice English

Consecutive

English to
Spanish and
Spanish to
English

English to foreign
language and
foreign language
to English

120-125 wpm:
English to
Spanish

English to foreign
language and
foreign language
to English

English to foreign
language and
foreign language
to English

Sight Translation

English to
Spanish and
Spanish to
English

English to foreign
language and
foreign language
to English

English to
Spanish and
Spanish to
English

English to foreign
language and
foreign language
to English

English to foreign
language and
foreign language
to English

Cut-off Score

Must obtain 80%
(45-47 errors
allowed) correct
items from the
pre-selected 220
scoring units.

Must score 70%
on each part. In
addition to scoring
units, holistic
evaluation is
performed.

Must pass
oral sections
by getting 136
scoring elements
correct.

Pass/Fail
determination.
Must obtain
holistic passing
score of 3 plus in
all areas, except
consecutive,
which must score
a 4; candidates
for which there
is no oral
interpreting exam
must pass the
English Fluency
exam.

Spanish
candidates ranked
in order of highest
scores.

Uses scoring
units comprised
of: grammar, false
cognates, general
vocab., technical
vocab., idioms,
numbers, names,
dates, modifiers
for emphasis,
register and style,
special position
of words, and
slang/colloquial
language.

Other than
Spanish
candidates rated
on a pass/fail
basis.
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According to the Test Construction Manual published by the Consortium for State Court Interpreter Certification,
scoring units are “special linguistic characteristics that interpreters must be able to render to deliver a
complete and accurate interpretation” (2000). For the purposes of testing interpreter ability, scoring units are
pre-determined words or units of meaning that are underlined in the rater’s version of the examination texts.48
As the rater scores a candidate’s interpretation of the source message, the rater evaluates the candidate’s
ability to render these underlined units correctly.
When used for rating exams, scoring units can help provide more objectivity. Rather than only listening
to a candidate’s performance and judging it from a global perspective, scoring units allow raters to follow
a defined guideline of pre-determined elements that a candidate must render correctly. Although some
subjective judgment is used to determine whether a scoring unit has been rendered correctly or not, key
word tables of acceptable and unacceptable renderings are used as reference tools so that high inter-rater
agreement can be achieved.
To assess language and interpreting ability, scoring units should be designed to measure a range of linguistic
aspects,49 including (but not limited to):
Grammar: verbs, pronouns, articles, etc.;
Vocabulary: general and specialized (legal, medical, other);
n
Idiomatic expressions/slang;
n	Numbers, names, and addresses; and
n
Language-specific pitfalls: false cognates, difference in verb tenses, pronoun differences, etc.
n
n

Scoring units should be distributed throughout the texts in a pre-determined manner. To the extent possible,
various types of units should be used throughout the exam components. To standardize test versions across
languages, the distribution of units should be regulated, with all language versions following the defined
guidelines or template as closely as possible. In distributing similar “types” of units in similar numbers
throughout exams across languages, defined cut-scores can be created across languages as well. Passing
levels can be determined based on the percentage of scoring units rendered correctly, and these passing
levels can remain the same across languages and test versions.
Because it is possible for a candidate to “hit” the scoring units correctly while still lacking interpreting skills
such as overall speed, transference of meaning, or clarity, scoring units must be supported by a holistic
score. The holistic score is then used to confirm or contest the key word unit score. In cases in which a
discrepancy occurs between the key word unit score and the holistic score, the test administrator can follow
an appropriate course of action, such as discussing the discrepancy in detail, or having the candidate tape
rated by another rater.

48 Information provided here is modeled after test construction principles outlined in the Test Construction Manual (National Center for
State Courts and Consortium for State Court Interpreter Certification, 2000).
49 In designing scoring units that cover a range of linguistic aspects, rote memorization of key word units may be more difficult
since the scoring units would measure a candidate’s use of the language, rather than only renderings of names, dates, and other
vocabulary.
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Throughout the research conducted in previous deliverables, trends found in interpreter and stakeholder
interviews, quantitative survey results, independent linguistic reviews, and supporting literature have illustrated
that the performance of accurate simultaneous interpretation within defined time limitations currently deemed
appropriate for the court may be significantly more difficult for interpreters of asymmetrical language pairs.
Although trends in findings should be considered exploratory, consideration should be given to how such
linguistic differences may contribute to the complexity of simultaneous interpretation for some language
pairs, and how this complexity may result in lower test passage rates for candidates of specified language
groups, as well as contribute to the level of difficulty of accurate simultaneous interpretation in the courtroom
for these language groups. To fully understand how and to what extent linguistic differences may contribute
to the complexity of performing the simultaneous mode, it is important to recognize the overall skills needed
by all interpreters in performing simultaneous interpretation, as well as the individual language components
of specified languages that could compound complexity.

What skills are needed for simultaneous interpretation?
Simultaneous interpretation is a highly skilled function that requires the ability to communicate the meaning of
discourse from one language to another as the information is being said. To do this, interpreters are continuously
processing a stream of incoming information in the source language, analyzing and comprehending that
information so as to recode it and recreate an outgoing message in the target language, while listening to the
continuous stream of new incoming messages and monitoring the accuracy of all outgoing information.
It is widely noted by experts in the interpretation field that various strategies are employed by interpreters in
order to perform this complex process, including, but not limited to, the use of analytical skills, segmentation of
units, and predictive thinking.50 Because it is essentially impossible for the interpreter to speak simultaneously,
or at the same time, as the source speaker, the interpreter is constantly employing these noted skills as
he/she listens to incoming messages, while producing outgoing messages. In using analytical skills, the
interpreter is analyzing the message heard, focusing on the essential meaning of what is being said, rather
than translating verbatim the incoming message. Segmentation of units goes hand in hand with this analysis
process, allowing the interpreter to listen to the words as they come through, and “chunk” segments, making
sense of the segments, so as to reformulate them into the target language in a sensible manner. To keep
pace with the source speaker, interpreters must also use predictive thinking to assist with the simultaneous
interpretation process. In doing so, interpreters essentially listen to the incoming message and begin
reformulating the message into the target language based on anticipation of the meaning and content of the
message. Prediction of the content and meaning of the incoming message can be based on several factors,
including the interpreter’s prior knowledge of the subject matter, overall familiarity with the topic and/or
language used, and the knowledge of the grammatical and structural clues found in the source language.
In looking more closely at the use of such strategic skills in court interpretation, it is important to note that the
simultaneous mode is used in court proceedings that require English to foreign language

50 Research presented here is limited to the scope of simultaneous interpretation as it applies to court interpreting and possible linguistic
differences that may contribute to complexity for certain languages when performing simultaneous interpretation. Discussion of the
skills and strategies utilized in simultaneous interpretation are presented in relation to this study, and should be viewed accordingly.
A more comprehensive treatment of this topic requires further study and discussion.
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interpretation.51 Therefore, to employ the strategic skills noted above, a comprehensive knowledge of English
syntax, structure, and nuances is a must, regardless of the target language into which the message is being
interpreted. Additionally, to utilize predictive thinking, an interpreter will be better equipped to anticipate a full
message if familiarized with the subject matter, linguistic style of the speech, and grammatical structure of
the language.
How do linguistic differences contribute to the complexity of accurate simultaneous interpretation for some
language pairs?
As stated here, all court interpreters performing simultaneous interpretation must have a thorough
understanding and command of English, and should have familiarity with routine court language, including
customary patterns of speech, legal terminology, and courtroom jargon. Because the source language in
simultaneous interpretation is most often English, interpreters of all languages should be expected to have
the requisite cognitive and linguistic skills associated with the comprehension of English.
However, some evidence indicates that the reformulation process used in simultaneous interpretation can be
more difficult for languages that lack symmetry with English due to linguistic factors which include, but are
not limited to:
n
n
n
n
n

Syntactic differences;
Differences in word order;
Differences in morphological structures;
Difference in use of relative pronouns; and/or
Lack of equivalents for words/specific terminology.

For some foreign languages, a lack of symmetry between English and the target language requires the
interpreter to wait for a longer lag time, so as to “chunk” relative segments of the English message in order
to reorganize the intended meaning into an accurate and sensible version in the target language. Because
the interpreter must wait longer to obtain enough of the segment that the message can be grammatically and
logically reorganized into the target language, the interpreter must employ more short-term memory skills,
often compared to the memory skills used in the consecutive mode. Although it may be argued that some
manipulation of language is required by all interpreters performing the simultaneous mode, it should be noted
that, for some languages, the linguistic manipulations needed are significant, constant, and may require
interpreters of specific languages to have higher levels of competency than interpreters working with more
symmetrical language pairs, as noted below:
…simultaneous interpreting between Japanese and English seems
more difficult than other structurally similar language combinations…The
typological features of the Japanese language mean that if interpreters try to
seek a formal correspondence in simultaneous interpreting between English
and Japanese, they are required to reverse word order in almost every
grammatical unit. This will put a heavier burden on the working memory of
interpreters than other structurally similar language combinations (Mizuno,
2005).
In looking at the various linguistic factors that may contribute to the overall complexity of performing accurate
simultaneous interpreting, it is important to emphasize the element of accuracy. Because court interpreters
are widely expected to use the simultaneous mode in proceedings in which the source language is delivered
at a rate of at least 120-140 words per minute (if not more), compensatory strategies may play a larger role
for languages in which a lack of symmetry to English requires more manipulation of the target language
message. In order to “keep up” with the constant stream of incoming messages while formulating the outgoing
target message, interpreters of languages with significant syntactic differences from English may be forced to
summarize, omit, or create ungrammatical sentences that could be incomprehensible in the target language.
Therefore, for some language groups, simultaneous interpretation is possible, but potentially at the expense
of comprehensibility and accuracy of the outgoing message.
51 Although simultaneous interpretation is sometimes used for the interpretation of witness testimony, requiring foreign language to
English interpretation, the simultaneous mode is most often used to relay proceedings in English into the native language spoken
by a court user with limited English proficiency.
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Trends in research indicate that linguistic issues may contribute to complexity of the simultaneous mode for
the following designated languages: Arabic, Cantonese,52 Japanese, Korean, Mandarin, Russian, Tagalog,53
and Vietnamese. Trends were determined by responses provided through interpreter, stakeholder, and
rater interviews, survey results, and independent linguistic reviews. Supplemental literary references, in
addition to reports prepared for ALTA, were found to support reported trends in Arabic, Chinese, Japanese,
Korean, Russian, and Vietnamese. Although research should be considered exploratory, warranting further
investigation, initial trends found in obtained responses and supported by reports illustrate the following
issues for these noted languages:
English/Arabic simultaneous interpretation: Problematic linear arrangements found between Modern
Standard Arabic and English “force the English-into-Arabic simultaneous interpreter to lag behind the speaker
for a time that excels his mean time lag… [leading to] departures, hesitation, and/or lack of comprehension”
(Al-Rubai’I, 2004). According to this reference, the lag time required for English-Arabic simultaneous
interpretation may affect accuracy of the message.
English/Chinese simultaneous interpretation: Difficulties pertaining to the placement of the head
noun, in which “the English-to-Chinese interpretation cannot start until the whole relative clause becomes
comprehensible to the interpreter…Since the head noun is always at the final position in Chinese, there is
a chance the interpreter [will] forget the denotation of the English head noun which is always uttered at the
beginning position” (Leung, 2007).
English/Japanese simultaneous interpretation: “…When interpreting/translating from English into
Japanese, the verb in the English sentence construction (subject-verb-object) needs to be remembered until
the object has been dealt with so as to conform to Japanese sentence structure (subject-object-verb)…this
transformation process is too complex, and therefore places too great a burden, not only on the interpreter/
translator, but also on the listener/reader” (Uchiyama, 1991).
English/Korean simultaneous interpretation: “While listening to (subject-verb-object) English and
interpreting it into (subject-object-verb) Korean, the interpreter must hold the English verb that he perceived
early on until he utters TL [target language]. This will impose some constraints on memory and impede the
whole information processing” (Lee, 2002).
English/Russian simultaneous interpretation: Difficulties found in English/Russian simultaneous
interpretation point to differences in word length for equivalent statements, as opposed to word order. “The
English-Russian interpreter may have a harder time with a galloping speaker than does his Russian-English
counterpart, since the sheer length of Russian words and the structure of the language make English-Russian
interpretation thirty-three percent longer than Russian-English” (Visson, 1999).
English/Vietnamese simultaneous interpretation: English and Vietnamese use the same word order
(subject-verb-object); however, other linguistic factors require reorganization, or verbatim translation that
may be ungrammatical or incomprehensible. “Simultaneous English-Vietnamese translation of utterances
that are heavily embedded with nominalization and relative clauses is also possible,54 though not very readily
comprehensible in some cases” (Dang, 2007).

52 Literary references illustrating possible difficulties of simultaneous interpretation often refer to Chinese, and/or lack of symmetry
between Chinese and English, and do not often address specific issues found in the Cantonese or Mandarin dialects of Chinese.
53 Anecdotal information has indicated that possible linguistic differences between Tagalog and English may contribute to the difficulty
of performing accurate simultaneous interpretation in this language pair. However, no literary references were found to support
reported claims.
54	Nominalization refers to the use of a verb or an adjective as a noun. With regard to Vietnamese, nominalization refers to “the process
whereby Vietnamese translators automatically render English nouns into Vietnamese nouns…In doing so, the risk is run of sounding
ineffective or nonsensical” (Trinh, 2000).
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How may such linguistic differences impact test passage
rates and performance in the courts?
Examination of these linguistic differences illustrates that although simultaneous interpretation can be
performed in various language pairs, it may require higher levels of competency to do so, and the interpretation
may still lack complete accuracy or comprehensibility. As opposed to conference interpretation, in which
the interpreter may have more flexibility to alter messages so that they are grammatically comprehensible,
court interpreting requires the interpreter to accurately convey all elements of a message, without altering or
omitting any part of the message:
Although precision and accuracy are facets of conference interpreting, the
goal is to communicate on the macro or global level rather than on the
micro level as do court interpreters. Relaying the conceptual message in
conference interpretation is sufficient, while court interpretation demands
that all facets of the original message be mirrored, thus realizing the legal
equivalent (Gonzalez, Vasquez, Mikkelson, 1991).
In regard to test performance, candidates of languages in which linguistic factors may complicate the
simultaneous process may experience more difficulties in producing accurate interpretations that are
holistically comprehensible, while also “hitting” the pre-determined scoring units. By requiring these language
groups to perform at a standard that may only be appropriate for more symmetrical language pairs, candidates
of these languages are being expected to perform at an exceptionally high level of performance, which may
contribute to lower passage rates.
Additionally, interpreters of determined languages may face more challenges performing the simultaneous mode
in court, which may lead to omissions, alterations, or other concessions. Because simultaneous interpretation
is generally used to communicate English messages into the foreign language, interpreted messages do not
create the record, and, therefore, may be difficult to monitor for inaccuracies or incomprehensibility. However,
given the linguistic factors that may contribute to complexities, it can be expected that interpreters of these
languages may utilize various compensatory strategies when performing simultaneous interpretation under
time constraints, including alteration of the message, summary interpretation, or delivery of a grammatically
incorrect message that may be incomprehensible to the listener.

What efforts can be taken to accommodate for linguistic
differences in determined languages?
Consideration should be given to modifying the current test structure or scoring system used in the assessment
of the simultaneous mode for particular languages. Further research may indicate the need to change the test
structure, so that instead of simultaneous interpretation, the ability to produce an accurate running summary
is assessed.55 For the federal certification of Navajo interpreters, running summary was tested instead of
simultaneous interpretation because “…linguistic and conceptual differences between Navajo and English
render simultaneous interpretation as it is practiced in court by Spanish-English interpreters impossible [for
Navajo interpreters]”(Gonzalez, Vasquez, Mikkelson, 1991).56 If alteration of the test structure is not feasible,
consideration should be given to modification of scoring guidelines, so that the rating of the simultaneous
mode accounts for the various complexities that complicate the process for particular language groups.
In addition to changes in test structure or scoring, modifications should be made accordingly on the job.
If test structure is changed to assess running summary, an option to perform running summary instead of
55 It should be noted that summary interpreting is widely considered unacceptable for use in legal proceedings. However, running
summary interpretation was initially used in the federal certification process of Navajo interpreters. According to information regarding
training provided by the 2007 Navajo Institute, running summary interpretation is taught to Navajo/English bilinguals seeking to be
certified to interpret for New Mexico State Courts and Arizona State Courts (http://nci.arizon.edu/navajoinstitute.html).
56 As noted in the Fundamentals of Court Interpretation, linguistic differences between Navajo and English include “a lack of one-toone equivalents on the semantic or word level, and certain ideas are impossible to express on the conceptual level” (Gonzalez,
Vasquez, Mikkelson, 1991). Although not reviewed in this report because it is not a designated language in California, Hmong also
lacks one-to-one equivalents to English. As reported in the Handbook for Teaching Hmong-Speaking Students, “Hmong simply
doesn’t have any commonly accepted terms for many of the objects and concepts that are familiar to people living in the American
culture” (Bliatout, Downing, Lewis, Yang, 1998).
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simultaneous interpretation should be given to interpreters of asymmetrical languages. If such a modification
is not possible, interpreters of asymmetrical language pairs should be provided as much preparatory material
and information as possible regarding the subject matter or language of a proceeding, so that predictive
thinking strategies can be better utilized during the interpretation. Regardless of the operational decision
made, judicial officers and other court personnel should be trained on linguistic differences that may impede
simultaneous interpretation for some language groups, as well as how to work effectively with interpreters of
noted languages.
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Figure 10.1 Written Test Information
Test Segment

FCICE

Consortium

NAJIT

CCIP

NYSUCS

Format

160 multiplechoice:
80 English items,
80 Spanish items.

135 multiplechoice items in
English.

161 items: 55
English/50
Spanish multiplechoice items; 56
items in translation
portion.

155 multiple-choice
items in English and
foreign language.

Spanish/English:
multiple-choice
with translation
component.
All other languages:
75 items/English
proficiency.

Sections/Areas
Tested

5 sections total,
including reading
comprehension,
usage, error
detection,
synonyms, best
translation of a
word or phrase.

Tests English
proficiency,
court-related
terms and
usage, and
ethics. Also
includes
ten- sentence
translations
from English
to foreign
language
(usage is
optional).

5 sections
including
antonyms,
synonyms,
analogies,
grammar
and syntax,
and reading
comprehension;
additional testing
of translation,
idioms and
proverbs, and
ethics.

9 sections total,
including English
vocabulary,
foreign language
vocabulary,
English grammar
and word usage,
foreign language
grammar and word
usage, reading
comprehension
—English, reading
comprehension
—foreign language,
English to
foreign language
vocabulary, foreign
language to English
vocabulary, foreign
language sentence
translation.

Reading and
understanding of
written material,
grammar and
language usage,
vocabulary,
and idiomatic
expressions and
legal terminology.

Cut-Off Score

Must obtain
75% correct in
all sections, both
English and
Spanish.

Must pass
with 80%.

Must pass all
sections, both
English and
Spanish. Must
get 117 answers
correct.

Must pass
with a scaled score
of 70% in both
English and the
foreign language.

Rank ordered.

Administration

Total time
allowed: 2.5
hours.

Total time
allowed: 2.25
hours

Total time allowed:
3 hours and 25
minutes.

Total time allowed:
4 hours and 15
minutes.

Offered on
biennial basis
in select cities
throughout the
nation.

Retake
policies vary
by state.

Total time allowed:
3 hours for Spanish/
English;
1.5 hours for
English proficiency.

There is no limit on
how many times a
candidate can take
the written test.
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Offered on an
as-needed basis,
except the test for
competitive Spanish
positions, which is
offered every four
years; candidates
who fail cannot
retest for a minimum
of three months.

Sight Translation — English to Foreign Language
Test Segment

FCICE

Consortium

NAJIT

CCIP

NYSUCS

Time Allowed

5 minutes

6 minutes
(includes prep
time)

5 minutes

6 minutes
(includes prep
time)

5 minutes
(includes prep
time)

Length of
Passage

230 words

200-225 words

250 words

290 words (avg.)

225 words

Number of
Scoring Units/
Elements

22

25

27-33

25

10

Percent of Total
Test

10%

11.6%

15%

22%

9%

Description of
Passage

Police or
investigative
reports

Police or
investigative
reports

Formal language
(high register)

Legal vocabulary

Legal documents
(e.g., court orders,
affidavits)

Sight Translation — Foreign Language to English
Test Segment

FCICE

Consortium

NAJIT

CCIP

NYSUCS

Time Allowed

5 minutes

6 minutes (includes
prep time)

5 minutes

6 minutes (includes
prep time)

5 minutes
(includes prep
time)

Length of Passage

230 words

200-225 words

250 words

280 words (avg.)

225 words

Number of
Scoring Units/
Elements

22

25

27-33

25

10

Percent of Total
Test

10%

11.6%

15%

22%

9%

Description of
Passage

Correspondence,
affidavits (formal
language)

Correspondence,
affidavits (relatively
formal language)

Formal
language
(high
register)

Correspondence,
affidavits (relatively
formal language)

Legal
documents
(e.g., court
orders,
affidavits)
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Figure 10.2 Oral Test Information (cont.)
Consecutive Interpretation
Test Segment

FCICE

Consortium

NAJIT

CCIP

NYSUCS

Time Allowed

15 minutes

22 minutes

15-20 minutes

20 minutes (approx.)

23 minutes

Length of
Passage

865 words
(approx.)

850-950 words

3 to 5 pages

900-1,000 words

1,200 words

Length of
Utterances

1-50 words

1-50 words

No information
provided.

30-40 words
(approx.)

1-60 (approx.)

Number of
Scoring Units/
Elements

30 (English to
foreign language)
46 (foreign
language to
English)

40 (English to
foreign language)
50 (foreign
language to
English)

57-63

50

40

Percent of Total
Test

34.5%

41.9%

30%

33%

35%

Description of
Passage

Witness Testimony
(direct or cross
– Federal Court)

Witness Testimony
(direct or cross
– State Court)

Question/
Answer (civil,
financial, medical,
legal)

Witness Testimony
(direct or cross
– State Court)

Witness
Testimony (direct
or cross – State
Court)

Simultaneous Interpretation — Monologue
Test Segment

FCICE

Consortium

NAJIT

CCIP

NYSUCS

Time Required

7 minutes

7 minutes

5 minutes each

3 ½ minutes

3 minutes each

Length of
Passage

840 words

800-850 words

560 words each

470 words (avg.)

350 words each

Rate of Speech

120 wpm

120 wpm

140 wpm

120-140 wpm

120 wpm

Number of
Scoring Units/
Elements

65

75

37-43 each

50

15 each, 30 overall

Percent of Total
Test

29.5%

34.9%

40%

22%

26%

Description of
Passage

Opening/Closing
Argument

Opening/
Closing Argument

Medical, legal,
financial ( 2 parts,
English to Spanish &
Spanish to English)

Opening/ Closing
Argument

Jury instructions,
Opening/Closing
Argument (2 parts,
English to Spanish &
Spanish to English

Simultaneous Interpretation — Witness Testimony
Test Segment

FCICE

Consortium

NAJIT

CCIP

NYSUCS

Time Required

4 minutes

N/A

N/A

N/A

4 minutes

Length of
Passage

600 words

500 words

Rate of Speech

Varies – up to 150
words per minute,
with pauses
between Q&A

125 wpm with pauses
between Q&A

Number of
Scoring Units

35

25

Percent of Total
Test

16%

22%

Description of
Passage

Witness
Testimony (in
English)

Interaction between
attorney(s) and/or
judge (in English)
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Figure 11.1 Written Test Information by State
State

California

New Jersey

New Mexico

New York

Washington

Languages
Tested

English/Arabic,
Cantonese,
Eastern Armenian,
Japanese,
Korean, Mandarin,
Portuguese,
Russian,
Spanish, Tagalog,
Vietnamese,
Western Armenian
(Khmer and
Punjabi in
development).

All languages.

No written
test is
offered.

English/Albanian,
Arabic, Bengali,
Cantonese, Greek,
Haitian Creole,
Italian, Korean,
Mandarin, Polish,
Portuguese,
Russian, Spanish,
Vietnamese.

English, Arabic,
Cantonese, Korean,
Laotian, Russian,
Spanish,
Vietnamese.

Format

The examination
contains 155
questions, with
sections including
vocabulary,
grammar and word
usage, reading
comprehension,
and sentence
translation.
Sections are
offered in English
and the foreign
language.

Uses Consortium
format; 135 multiple
choice items; tests
English language
proficiency, courtrelated terms and
usage, and ethics
and professional
conduct.

No written
test is
offered.

Spanish only:
based on Civil
Service Exam
—120 multiplechoice questions
with translation
component.

Uses Consortium format;
135 multiple-choice items,
tests English proficiency,
court- related terms and
usage, and ethics; also
includes ten- sentence
translation from English
to foreign language;
for languages in which
certification does not exist
(registered languages),
candidates must take
the 135 multiple-choice
portion of the exam but
do not complete the ten
sentence translation
portion.

Scoring
Process

Must pass
with a scaled
score of 70 in both
English and the
foreign language.

Must pass with
85-100 to qualify
for Master level;
must pass with
80-84 to qualify for
Journeyman level;
and 70-79 to qualify
for Conditionally
Approved.

No written
test offered.

Spanish
candidates ranked
in order of highest
scores.

Must pass with 80%.

Administration

Time allowed:
4 hours and 15
minutes. There
is no limit on
how many times
a candidate can
take the exam.
Offered a few
times in various
state locations
throughout the
year.

Total time allowed:
2 hours and 15
minutes; offered
several times a year;
candidates who
wish to retake the
written test, either
because of having
failed it or wishing to
reach a higher level,
must wait twelve
months before being
allowed to take the
exam again and
candidates may take
the exam no more
than four times ever.

No written
test offered.

Spanish
candidates have
60 minutes. OTS
candidates have
90 minutes.

Offered at least one time
a year.

OTS: 75 multiplechoice items to
assess English
language
proficiency and
legal terminology.

Spanish written is
offered once every
four years. Other
languages are
offered on an asneeded basis.
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Figure 11.2 Oral Test Information by State
State

California

New Jersey

New Mexico

New York

Washington

Languages
Tested

English/Arabic,
Cantonese, Eastern
Armenian, Japanese,
Korean, Mandarin,
Portuguese, Russian,
Spanish, Tagalog,
Vietnamese, Western
Armenian (Khmer
and Punjabi in
development).

English/Arabic,
Modern Standard,
Arabic, Egyptian
Colloquial, Arabic,
Levantine Colloquial,
Bosnian, Cantonese,
Croatian, French,
German, HaitianCreole, Hmong,
Italian, Korean,
Laotian, Mandarin,
Polish, Portuguese,
Russian, Serbian,
Somali, Spanish,
Turkish, Vietnamese.

English/
Spanish,
Navajo.

English/
Albanian,
Arabic, Bengali,
Cantonese,
Greek, Haitian
Creole, Italian,
Korean,
Mandarin, Polish,
Portuguese,
Russian,
Spanish,
Vietnamese.

English/Arabic,
Cantonese,
Korean, Laotian,
Russian, Spanish,
Vietnamese.

Format

Simultaneous (English
to foreign language);
consecutive (English
to foreign language/
foreign language
to English); sight
translation (English
to foreign language/
foreign language
to English). For
languages in which
an interpreting
test is unavailable,
candidates must take
an oral proficiency
exam in English only.

Qualifying
simultaneous
exam (English to
foreign language);
consecutive (English
to foreign language/
foreign language to
English) and sight
interpretation**
(English to foreign
language/ foreign
language to English),
if applicable.

Qualifying
simultaneous
exam
(English to
Spanish
only);
consecutive
and sight
translation
(English to
Spanish/
Spanish to
English), if
applicable.

One-voice
simultaneous
(English);
one-voice
simultaneous
(foreign
language);
two-voice
simultaneous
(English);
consecutive
question and
answer (English
and foreign
language); and
sight translations
(English to
foreign language/
foreign language
to English).

Simultaneous
(English to foreign
language 120 wpm);
consecutive (English
to foreign language/
foreign language
to English); sight
translation (English
to foreign language/
foreign language to
English);
For languages
in which an oral
interpreting test
is unavailable,
candidates must take
an oral proficiency
interview in English
and the foreign
language.

Scoring Process

General rating of 15 for both language
proficiency and
interpreting skills.

Tiered system;
candidate must score
50% in simultaneous
to be eligible for
other parts of the
test; can obtain
Master, Journeyman,
or Conditionally
Approved status
based on score.

No
information
provided.

Spanish
candidates
ranked in order
of highest scores.
Scoring units
used and global
scores applied
based on fluency,
clarity, and
accuracy. Global
rating is based
on a scale of -10
to +10.

Must pass with 70%
on each section; for
languages in which
an exam does not
exist, candidates
must score
“Superior” on an oral
proficiency interview.

Candidate must score
4 or above in all
language proficiency
component ratings.
Candidates must
score 4 or above in
all interpreting skill
components or 4 or
above in three of
the four components
and 3+ in any one
remaining component
except the consecutive
section.
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State

California

New Jersey

New Mexico

New York

Washington

Administration

Uses pre-recorded
simulations of
courtroom activity;
offered at least once
a year.

Tests are scheduled
on an ad hoc basis
whenever there a
sufficient number
of examinees to
warrant scheduling
a test date. Test
dates are scheduled
approximately
every three weeks
throughout the
year. Candidates
who score as
“Conditionally
Approved”
must complete
a professional
development plan
to become eligible
to be retested; and
candidates do not
have to take any
portions of the exam
in which they have
passed with a score
of 80% or higher.

Oral exam is
offered in two
steps: first
round —
simultaneous,
second
round —
consecutive
and sight
translation.
Candidates
must pass
the first round
before being
eligible for the
second round
of testing;
pre-recorded
material is
used and
exams
are tape
recorded.

Simultaneous
and consecutive
interpreting
testing is
video-based
and candidate
performance
is recorded on
audio-tape.

Uses pre-recorded
simulations of
courtroom activity;
offered at least once
a year; candidates
who passed two of
the three sections
and scored at least
65% on the third
section will be invited
to retake the oral
exam in the same
year.
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Arkansas
Uses a standard Consortium written test.
n
Candidate must attend an orientation session.
n	Must translate English to foreign language.
n	Must have 80% on all four parts of test.
n	Must take Beginner’s Workshop.
Candidate who completes these steps is considered a Candidate for
Certification and can interpret in the courts.
For certification:
n
Candidate must test in all three modes of interpretation (Consortium test).
n	Must have a passing score of 70%.

Delaware
Uses Consortium tests.
n
Conditionally Certified (known as “Delaware Certified”): interpreters who
score 50% or better on each section of the oral exam and do better than
60% on overall test.
n
Certified Court Interpreters (or “National Center Certified”): score a
minimum of 65% on each test part and an overall average of 70%.
n
Eligible Uncertified Interpreters: complete an orientation program and fill
out a registration form. They should be contacted if a certified interpreter
cannot be found or used. Have a pay differential based on certification
status.
Interpreters on the “Certified Court Interpreters” list should be contacted first.

Hawaii (still in development stages)
Uses Consortium test.
n	Must attend orientation.
n	Must pass written test with 80%.
n
Conditionally Approved (Interpreter 2): must have 55% overall, 50% by
component, and at least 45% on sight translation.
n
Certified (Interpreter 3 ): must have 70% on each component (65% on sight
translation).
n
Certified Master (Interpreter 4): requires 80% on each component (75% on
sight translation).
Will also have Alternative Credential Recognition (ACR) exam for languages
that are in high demand in Hawaii, but are not included in the Consortium test
battery.
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Uses Consortium tests.
n
Class A: must pass certification tests with minimum scores.
n
Class B: certified in another (less stringent) state, or completed a court
interpreter training program with a 3.0 GPA or higher, or took an approved
certification exam and achieved scores that fall short of the certification
criteria.

Kentucky
Uses Consortium tests.
n
Qualified Level 1 Interpreter: must pass the Kentucky English Written Test
and take orientation workshop.
n
Certified Interpreter: must also pass the Kentucky Oral Test with 70%.
n
If an interpreter’s first total score on the oral test is between 59.9% and 50%,
the interpreter will be classified as provisional Qualified Level 1.

New Jersey
Attend seminar.
	Must pass with 85-100 to qualify for Master level; 80-84 to qualify for
Journeyman level; and 70-79 to qualify for Conditionally Approved level.
n
Take qualifying (simultaneous) exam and score 50% or higher to become
eligible for the rest of the exam.
n
Anyone who scores below 50% will have to take one or more pertinent
courses before being allowed to submit for another exam.
n
If candidate passes the qualifying exam, can take the sight translation and
consecutive portions.
n
n

Has three classifications based on scores:
n
Conditionally Approved: 70%-79% on the written exam; 50% or higher on
each performance part and an overall average of 55%.
n
Journeyman: 80%-84% on the written exam; 70% or higher on simultaneous
and consecutive modes; no lower than 65% in each subpart of sight
translation.
n
Master: 85% or higher on the written exam; 80% or higher on simultaneous
and consecutive modes; no lower than 75% in each subpart of sight
translation.
Candidates who score as “Conditionally Approved” must complete a professional
development plan to become eligible to be retested and, if they are not retested
and reach the Journeyman or Master level within two years, they are no longer
eligible to work in Superior Court, but may continue to work in Municipal Courts.
Once reaching the Journeyman level, candidates may retest attempting to reach
the Master level after working one year at the Journeyman level; candidates do
not have to retake any portions of the exam in which they have passed with a
score of 80% or higher.
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Pennsylvania
Uses Consortium tests.
n	Must take orientation.
n	Must pass written test.
n	Must pass oral test.
n	For languages in which there is not a test, must take oral proficiency exam
in foreign language and pass oral English proficiency interview and/or the
TOEFL.
Can be classified as:
n
Master: 85% or higher on the written exam; 85% or higher on simultaneous
and consecutive modes; no lower than 80% in each subpart of sight
translation.
n
Certified: 80% or higher on the written exam; 70% or higher on simultaneous
and consecutive modes; no lower than 65% in each subpart of sight
translation.
n
Qualified: 80% or higher on the written exam; 60% or higher on the
simultaneous and consecutive modes; no lower than 55% in each subpart
of sight translation.
n
Conditional: 80% or higher on the written exam; 50% or higher on all other
modes.

Tennessee
Uses Consortium tests.
n
Can be a Registered or Certified Court Interpreter.
n	Must attend orientation.
n	Must pass written test with 80%.
n
Registered: must pass oral proficiency interview (OPI) with LTI, get
“superior” rating.
n
Certified: interpreter must pass Consortium oral exam with 70%.

Registry of Interpreters for the Deaf (RID)
Must pass written test.
Certification consists of three tiers:
n
NIC Certified: scores standard on interview and performance.
n
NIC Advanced: scores standard on interview and high on performance.
n
NIC Master: means high on interview and performance.

State Department
Three levels (these do not equal certification):
n
Escort Level: consecutive interpretation ability required.
n
Seminar level: consecutive and simultaneous abilities required.
n
Conference Level: consecutive and simultaneous interpretation abilities
required.
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Research in previous deliverables has indicated support for changes to the current test retake policies, which
require unsuccessful candidates to retake the entire exam, whether written or oral, at every attempt, and to
retake the written exam again if the oral exam has not been passed within 48 months of passing the written
exam. Trends in responses obtained during the interview and survey processes suggest possible changes,
including:
	No requirement to retake the written exam after passage, regardless of performance on the
oral exam;
n	No requirement to retake passed components of the oral exam; and/or
n
Lower fees for test retakes attempts.
n

Although recommendations regarding fees associated with retake attempts are beyond the scope of this
study, consideration should be given to the other operational suggestions included here. Of interest is
the current policy that requires candidates to retake the written exam if oral components are not passed
within a specified period of time. As a screening tool, the written exam is used to identify candidates who
exhibit sufficient knowledge to proceed to the oral exams. It has been designed to “screen in” candidates
with minimum fundamental skills and “screen out” test-takers without such skills. To require candidates to
retake the written exam if they do not pass the oral exam in a specified period of time implies that repeated
failure of the oral exam indicates a lack of fundamental skills or a regression in fundamental skills assessed
through the written screener, therefore requiring candidates to “prove” such skills again through retesting.
However, failure of the oral interpreting components is likely attributed to a lack of interpreting skills, or a
lack of language proficiency in both languages. Therefore, it may be a better solution to implement an oral
proficiency screener that would identify bilingual proficiency skills during the screening process. In using an
oral proficiency screener, determination of bilingual speaking skills could be made in the screening process.
If a bilingual candidate proceeds to the interpreting performance test and continues to fail, failure could then
be attributed to a lack of interpreting skills. Candidates who have demonstrated bilingual proficiency in the
screening process should not be expected to retake the screener even after multiple failed attempts at the
interpreting exam, since it is unlikely that true bilingual proficiency would change or regress in a matter of 48
months.
In regard to retesting in the oral interpreting components, several different options should be considered,
including:
n
n
n
n
n
n
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Requirements to retake only components failed;
Requirements to retake only components failed, if at least two of the three components are passed;
Requirements to retake only components failed, if particular passing points are achieved;
Time limitations between retesting;
Limitations on total retesting attempts; and/or
Proof of progress before retesting.

As indicated in survey and interview responses, some interpreters, test-takers, and stakeholders recommended
that retake policies should require candidates to take only those oral components failed. Requirements that
enforce retesting in only components failed are based on the idea that a candidate may be stronger in one
interpretation mode than others. By not having to retest in all modes, candidates can focus on strengthening
the weaker areas before retesting. However, some raters have stated that borderline candidates may do
well in one component even if the test-taker is a weak interpreter overall. Therefore, an option that would
require candidates to pass at least two of the three components (consecutive interpretation, simultaneous
interpretation, and sight translation) could be considered. With this option, candidates who pass only one
component would still have to take all components at the next retake attempt, while those who pass two of
the three would only have to retake the third (failed) component.
A third option would be based on passing points, with candidates who score higher on particular components
being excused from retaking those sections. For example, if a candidate passes a component with scores of
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4 or 5, he/she would not have to retake that portion since these scores reflect minimum or above-minimum
requirements.57
In looking at Figure 13.1, the options provided can be illustrated with test-taker scores.58
Figure 13.1 Rater Results
Consecutive
Section

Sight Translation
Section

Simultaneous
Section

Final
Results

Consec.ELP

Consec.FLP

Consec.IS

Eng.
SightFLP

Eng.
SightIS

Foreign
SightELP

Foreign
Sight- IS

Sim.FL

Sim.IS

Pass/Fail

4

4

3

4

4

4

4

4

3.1

F

4

4

4

4

4

4

3.1

4

3

F

Language
A:
Rater 1
Language
B:
Rater 1

*Results illustrate two distinct languages. Results are for one candidate per language.
ELP= English Language Proficiency
FLP= Foreign Language Proficiency
FL= Foreign Language
IS= Interpreting Skill
F= Fail
3.1= 3+ score
If retesting policies require candidates to retake only portions failed, the candidate in Language A would be
required to retake only the consecutive mode, while the candidate in Language B would be required to retake
the simultaneous mode. If retake policies require passage of at least two components, the candidates in both
Language A and Language B would qualify for the retesting policy, since both passed two components.59
However, if retesting policies require passage of a component with a score of 4 or higher, the candidate in
Language A would pass only the sight translation portion, while the test-taker in Language B would pass only
the consecutive mode. With this method, both test-takers would have to retake all other components.
As mentioned in completed deliverables, other testing bodies also reinforce time limitations, limitations on
total attempts, and/or proof of progress before retesting. Time limitations that require candidates to wait a
specified amount of time between attempts, as well as limitations on the total amount of times a candidate
can ever take the exam, may encourage further preparation and training and minimize memorization of
tests. Additionally, proof of attendance of a training program or completion of other related coursework may
reinforce test preparation before retesting.
However, it should be noted that perceived bias may be associated with time limitations. If rating practices
continue to emphasize subjective scoring, time limitations, and especially limitations on the total amount of
times a candidate can take the exam, may be perceived as unfair. For many test-takers, such limitations
may be perceived as efforts designed to prevent new interpreters from entering the field, therefore keeping
competition down in particular languages. Additionally, proof of progress may be perceived as discriminatory
since very few, if any, interpreter training programs exist for many of the designated OTS language groups.

57 If scoring practices are changed to emphasis objective scoring units, passing levels would reflect percentages of scoring units
rendered correctly.
58 Scores used for this example illustrate the ratings of one evaluator per language. For actual use, rater agreement would have to be
established and the agreed upon scores would be used to determine retesting requirements.
59 Passage is based on current rating procedures which deem one score of three-plus as passing.
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As presented in this report, the option of scoring individual components of the oral exam, as opposed to
rating global performance, would allow candidates to demonstrate particular strengths and weaknesses in
interpreting skills. From an operational standpoint, scoring individual components also allows for changes in
test retake policies, as well as for the possible assignment of interpreters in tiered placements.
Although no recommendations have been made in regard to tiered placement, a tiered scoring system could
be used to identify candidates who may not exhibit mastery of interpretation skills, but who demonstrate
abilities that would qualify them for supervised employment or training positions. Such candidates would be
deemed qualified for specific assignments and would be supervised and mentored with the goal of eventual
mastery-level certification.60
In considering the purpose of tiered scoring and placement, two options can be defined: tiered assignments
to provide more interpreters for the courts and tiered scoring to identify candidates to be trained for eventual
work in the courts. In using tiered placements to provide more interpreters for the courts, candidates who
demonstrate minimum skills would be provisionally certified and assigned to specific court proceedings
considered to be routine, and therefore more predictable, or proceedings involving lower stakes. These
provisionally certified candidates would need to be supervised and trained throughout the proceedings or
assignments, so that quality and accuracy can be ensured for the litigant, and opportunities for improvement
in interpretation skills can be provided to the candidate.
Tiered scoring used to identify candidates who could improve with training would place test-takers with
appropriate skills in settings outside of the courtroom, such as Justice Centers, Legal Aid or public defender
offices, or other organizations. In assigning candidates with defined skills to such settings, candidates could
gain additional interpretation skills and experience while providing services to clients with limited English
proficiency. As with tiered placements in the courts, supervision and training would need to be implemented
to ensure quality services for clients and opportunities for growth for candidates.
Regardless of how tiered placement interpreters are used (inside or outside of the courtroom), eventual
mastery of interpreting skills should be expected. As practiced by other testing bodies that utilize tiered
placements, candidates qualified for tiered placement should be required to retest in all components or in
failed components after defined time limitations and/or after demonstration of progress. Eventual passage of
the certification exams should be expected.
To determine candidates for tiered placements, various options in scoring should be considered, including:
n
n
n
n
n
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Placement based on passage of at least one exam component;
Placement based on passage of at least two exam components;
Placement based on passage of a particular exam component;
Placement based on particular scores achieved; and/or
Placement based on passage of an oral proficiency screener.

As demonstrated here, placement based on passage of oral exam components can vary, with options ranging
from passage of one component to passage of a particular component. As reported in Appendix 13, some
raters noted that borderline candidates may pass one component despite being weak interpreters overall.
Therefore, to ensure that a candidate has strong enough skills, it may be preferable to require passage of at
least two exam components.
Placement based on passage of a particular component is predicated on current rating procedures which
require a score of 4 in the consecutive mode, while one score of 3+ is permissible in any of the other
60 Interpreters working in tiered placements should be required to retest in necessary components after defined time limitations and/or
proof of progress to obtain mastery-level certification.
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components. This scoring practice infers that the consecutive mode requires “better skills,” possibly because
this mode is most frequently used in producing the record for litigants with limited English proficiency.61 If the
current weighting of the consecutive mode is used because the candidate must demonstrate stronger skills in
this area, tiered placements should also adhere to this, possibly requiring candidates to pass this mode with
a score of 4 or higher in order to be considered qualified for an interpreting task or training position.
Placement may also be decided by pre-determined scores in sections. As reported in the California Certified
Interpreter Oral Performance Evaluation Guide, a score of 3+ “indicates that the candidate’s performance
is predominantly at the level 4 but not sustained all the time. The candidate demonstrates limited periods of
performance at the 3 level” (2006). Although current rating guidelines indicate that a candidate is permitted
only one score of 3+ in any component except the consecutive, consideration may be given to granting
provisional certification in the courts or on-the-job training outside of the courts to candidates with more than
one score of 3+, but no lower scores.62
In Figure 14.1, various tiered scoring options and placements can be exemplified with test-taker scores.63
Figure 14.1 Rater Results
Consecutive
Section

Sight Translation
Section

Simultaneous
Section

Final
Results

Consec.ELP

Consec.FLP

Consec.IS

Eng.
SightFLP

Eng.
Sight- IS

Foreign
SightELP

Foreign
Sight- IS

Sim.-FL

Sim.- IS

Pass/
Fail

4

4

3

4

4

4

4

4

3.1

F

4

4

4

4

4

4

3.1

4

3

F

3

4

3

4

3.1

4

3.1

4

3.1

F

Language
A:
Rater 1
Language
B:
Rater 1
Language
C:
Rater 1

*Results illustrate three distinct languages. Results are for one candidate per language.
ELP= English Language Proficiency
FLP= Foreign Language Proficiency
FL= Foreign Language
IS= Interpreting Skill
F= Fail
3.1= 3+
If tiered placements are based on passage of one or more components, candidates in Languages A and B
would qualify. However, if placement requires at least a score of 4 in the consecutive mode, only the candidate
in Language B would qualify. Additionally, if tiered placement is based on scores of 3+, with a requirement
that no lower scores could be received, neither of the above candidates would qualify for tiered placement.
Finally, another option is the assignment of individuals with identified bilingual proficiency in settings outside
the courtroom. If the use of an oral proficiency screener is adopted, individuals who pass with native-like
proficiency in both English and the foreign language could be assigned to training opportunities outside of
the courtroom. These candidates would not have demonstrated interpreting abilities through testing, and

61 No evidence was found to indicate why the consecutive mode has a different weighting system.
62 It should be noted that the examples illustrated are based on current scoring systems that utilize holistic assessments of performance
as the foundation. If scoring systems are modified to emphasize the use of objective scoring units, tiered scoring would have to be
based on defined cut-scores that represent percentages of key word units rendered correctly.
63 Scores used for this example illustrate the ratings of one evaluator per language. For actual use, rater agreement would have to be
established and the agreed upon scores would be used to determine placement.
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therefore should not be assigned to interpreting positions. However, bilingual individuals could be placed in
supervised assignments in Justice Centers, Legal Aid offices, or other appropriate placements that would
provide candidates exposure to legal language and specialized terminology, while providing service to clients
with limited English proficiency.
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Figure 15.1 Training Programs Offered in Other States

Program

Bellevue
Community
College
(Washington
State)

Brookdale
Community
College (New
Jersey)

Hunter College
(New York)

New York
University
(NYU) School of
Continuing and
Professional
Studies

Rutgers
University (New
Jersey)

Type of
Certificate

Translation and
Interpretation
Certificate
Programs

Translation
Certification
Program

Certificate in
Translation and/or
Interpretation

Certificate in
Court Interpreting,
Certificate
in Medical
Interpreting,
Certificate in
Translation

Certificate of
Proficiency in
Translation/
Interpreting

Languages

Various languages
according to
student demand.

English/
Spanish

English/
Spanish

English/
Spanish

English/
Spanish

Admission
Requirements

Submit written and
oral (taped) work
in both English and
other language.

Fluency in both
Spanish and
English languages.

Fluency in English
and Spanish with
strong writing skills
in both languages.
Students must also
take a placement
test and pass an
oral interview.

Must pass an oral
proficiency test
in both English
and Spanish.
Must successfully
complete a course
in Fundamentals of
Court Interpreting
with a grade of B or
better.

Everyone who
is not a Rutgers
University student
is required to write
two short essays
(about 400-500
words, doublespaced), one in
Spanish and one in
English.

Length

30 hours of
instruction (1-2
years)

3 courses and
12 hours of field
observation

One year

6 courses

19-21 credits

Cost

350.00 per course
or $2800.00 total

Application fee of
$60.00.

Individual
certificate$2,250.00.

Fundamentals of
Court Interpreting
course costs
$1065.00
(information
not available
for total cost of
certification).

$255.40 per course
for New Jersey
residents. Total
cost depends on
classes chosen
throughout the
certificate.

Combined
certificate in
translation and
interpretation$2,975.00.
Other

Offers workshops in
exam preparation.

Advanced training
for exam is offered.

Concentration on
legal and medical
settings.
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Offers specific
course in court
interpreting.

Figure 16.1 University of California Training Programs
UC Los Angeles Extension

UC Riverside Extension

UC San Diego Extension

Programs
Offered

Legal Interpretation and
Translation Certificate Programs

Interpretation and Translation
Certificate Program

Interpretation and Translation
Certificate Program

Languages

English, Korean, Mandarin, and
Spanish

Spanish/English

Spanish/English

Admission
requirements

A BA degree is preferred.
For languages other than
Spanish: Successful completion
of a written exam ($50.00) in
the following areas: reading
comprehension, spelling and
grammar, writing, listening
comprehension, dictation, short
translations, speaking fluency, and
diction.
For Spanish: 1) One page cover
letter in native language along with
a translation of the cover letter. 2)
Must also submit a 30-minute CD
or cassette tape in the non-native
(weaker) language. If equally
fluent in both English and Spanish,
submit a 60-minute CD recording,
30 minutes in each language.
Begin each 30-minute recording
with a 10-minute autobiographical
statement, including place
of birth, the number of years
speaking non-native language,
how it was learned, and academic
background. Follow this with a 6minute reading of a text of choice,
and a 6-minute analysis and
discussion of the text. Conclude
with an 8-minute spontaneous
speech on a topic of choice.

Pass a qualifying examination
(offered in summer, $50.00)
to determine fluency in both
languages; submit an audio
tape for review by the instructor;
and have completed two years
of college work, be a certified
interpreter, or have prior approval
from the department.

Spanish/English Entrance
exam consisting of an oral and
written assessment to evaluate
listening and speaking skills,
the use of vocabulary, reading
comprehension, and spelling. If a
student fails the entrance exam
they can retake it after six months.

Length

One-year programs

5 courses offered over the course
of one academic year

One to two-year program

Cost

Courses range from $250-$415,
and do not include textbooks.

$275.00, including materials.

$310.00, not including materials.

Program also provides for a career
as a forensic interpreter.

Students have up to five years to
complete all of the courses in the
certificate program.

Total cost is $3000.00 for the
one-year program, not including
materials.
Other

Offer a court internship in legal
interpretation (students must have
completed all previously required
courses with a grade of “C” or
better).
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Figure 16.2 California State Interpreter Programs
CSU, Fresno,
Extension and
Non-Credit
Programs

CSU, LA, Office
of Continuing
Education

CSU, Northridge,
Division of ESL

San Diego State
University

CSU, San
Francisco
State Extended
Learning

Programs
Offered

Interpreting
Certificate
Program

Legal Interpretation
and Translation
Certificate
Programs

Court
Interpretation
Certificate
Program

Certificate in
Interpretation and
Translation Studies;
Certificate in Court
Interpreting

Interpretation
Certificate
Program
(specifically
designed
to prepare
participants to
pass the court
interpreter exam)

Languages

Spanish/English

Spanish/English

Spanish/English

Spanish/English

Spanish/English

Admission
requirements

Written
examination (100
questions in both
Spanish and
English), $15.00.

Completion of a
minimum of 54
quarter units (36
semester units) of
post-secondary
education or
equivalent
knowledge and
experience to
demonstrate the
ability to perform
upper-division
course work.
Successful
completion of a
bilingual placement
test ($20.00)
in the following
areas: reading
comprehension,
spelling and
grammar,
writing, listening
comprehension,
dictation, short
translations,
speaking fluency,
and diction.

No minimum
educational
requirement. A
potential applicant
needs to have
good bilingual
skills.

Demonstrate
writing proficiency
in both Spanish
and English by
completing a
Rhetoric and Writing
Studies class with
a grade of “B” or
better (or pass the
Writing Proficiency
Assessment) and
Spanish 301,
302, and 350 or
by demonstrating
similar written
language
proficiency. The
student must
also complete an
interpreting skills
admission test with
a grade of “B” or
better.

Two years of
college, bilingual
entrance exam
(sample questions
available online),
must pass the
first course in the
program to be fully
admitted.

Length

One year

18-month program

18-month
program

15 units of
coursework

6 courses

Cost

$395.00

Courses range
from $387 - $516,
and do not include
the textbooks.

$349 - $359
Total cost is about
$2300.00

Other

Must complete
beginning and
intermediate
interpreting
courses in
order to earn
a certificate of
completion.

Applicants with
California State
Administrative
Hearing
certification may
take courses
or complete
the program
without taking the
proficiency test
by providing a
photocopy of their
certification.

Offers a test
preparation
workshop as an
elective course.

$3100.00 plus
a $50.00 nonrefundable
application fee.
Upon successful
completion of all
course work with
a “B” or better, a
student must pass a
comprehensive exit
examination that is
graded pass/fail.
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Special admission
waiver for
Administrative
Hearing
interpreters.

Monterey Institute of International Studies

Southern California School of Interpretation

Programs
Offered

M.A. zin Translation and Interpretation; M.A. in
Conference Interpretation

Administrative Hearing, Court Interpreting, Medical
Interpreting, and Telephonic Interpreting Programs

Languages

Chinese (Mandarin), English, French, German,
Japanese, Korean, Russian, and Spanish

Spanish/English

Admission
Requirements

An Early Diagnostic Test (EDT) is used to evaluate
language proficiency, and is reviewed by members
of the faculty; U.S. bachelor’s degree; minimum GPA
of 3.0.

Take an online admissions test, write a one-page
essay, or attend a free three-hour introductory
course.

The EDT is taken by the prospective student at
home, within a two hour time limit, and involves
some translation, and speaking into a cassette
recorder or digital recording device.
Length

Two-year M.A. degree or one-year Advanced Entry
M.A. degree

172 hours for the court interpretation program

Cost

One academic year = $27,750.00

Courses vary between $198 - $595
Total cost of the court interpretation program =
$2461.00 (including most of the materials)

Other

Professional examinations are administered after the
fourth semester of study. The exams are required for
graduation.

Distance Learning (online) programs are also offered
at the same cost as onsite programs.60

64

64 It should be noted that the Southern California School of Interpretation reports the highest pass rate of certified interpreters in the
states of California and Nevada. Although ALTA did not correlate passage rates to particular programs in this study, trends in survey
and interview responses illustrate that a considerable number of Spanish/English interpreters who have passed the exams attended
training at the Southern California School of Interpretation.
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Figure 16.3 Private Universities and School Programs
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Information was collected to illustrate interpreter training, test preparation, and/or prior court interpreting work
that may contribute to passage of the exams. Figure 17.1 illustrates that approximately half of the respondents
reported attending interpreter training programs and an additional 37% cited studying independently for the
exams. Of those test-takers who reported attending interpreter training, 34% passed the written test, while
66% failed. Of the candidates who reported practicing self-study techniques, almost half (49%) passed and
a little over half (51%) failed. Fewer respondents reported taking college courses in interpretation (15%)
or obtaining a college degree in interpretation (6%). However, of these respondents, passage rates were
somewhat higher than those associated with interpreter training programs.
In regard to prior court interpreting experience, over half of the entire pool (56%) reported having some prior
court interpreting experience. Additionally, a total of 32% of the respondents reported working more than 100
days in the court, while slightly more, 38%, stated that they had never interpreted in the courts. Interestingly,
of the test-takers who reported working more than 100 days in the court, nearly half (49%) passed the written
exams, while a little over half (51%) failed. Very different results are seen when examining passage and
failure rates of those with no prior court interpreting experience. Only 25% of those with no court interpreting
experience passed, while the majority (75%) failed.
Finally, the majority of test-takers reported taking the written exam only once, with 65% of the respondents
indicating that this was their first test cycle. Of these first-time test-takers, 39% passed and 61% failed. When
asked about the difficulty of specific sections of the written exam, responses varied. For those who passed,
sections were categorized in a range from “somewhat challenging” to “challenging,” with the Foreign Language
Vocabulary section having the highest percentage of responses indicating “very challenging.” Candidates who
failed the exam reported sections being “challenging” to “very challenging.” Areas cited as “very challenging”
included the English Vocabulary and Foreign Language Vocabulary sections.
Figure 17.1 Written Exam Results/Prior Training and Work Experience
Total

% of
Respondents

Passed

% Passed

Failed

% Failed

Respondents

328

100%

121

37%

207

63%

Interpreter
training program

163

50%

55

34%

108

66%

Self-study

120

37%

59

49%

61

51%

College courses
in interpretation

50

15%

22

44%

28

56%

College degree in
interpretation

21

6%

12

57%

9

43%

100+ days of
prior court
interpreting
experience

106

32%

52

49%

54

51%

No prior court
interpreting
experience

126

38%

31

25%

95

75%

Have taken the
exam once

214

65%

83

39%

131

61%

As with the written exam results, responses from oral exam test-takers indicate that most respondents (65%)
have spoken English for more than ten years and have acquired non-native language skills through high school
and college education, as well as life experiences abroad. Passage rates do not vary much in correlation to
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As illustrated in Figure 17.2, a large percentage of respondents reported attending interpreter training
programs, as well as studying independently for the exams. However, results illustrate that preparatory work
may not correlate to passage of the oral exams, since only 7% of those who reportedly attended interpreter
training, and 6% of those who practiced self-study methods, passed the oral exams. Similarly, even though
over half of the respondents (55%) reported working more than 100 days as court interpreters, very few (7%)
passed the oral exams.
Figure 17.2 Oral Exam Results/Prior Training and Work Experience
Total

% of
Respondents

Passed

% Passed

Failed

% Failed

Respondents

251

100%

16

6%

235

94%

Interpreter
training program

165

66%

12

7%

153

93%

Self-study

127

51%

8

6%

119

94%

College courses
in interpretation

50

20%

4

8%

46

92%

College degree
in interpretation

26

10%

1

4%

25

96%

100+ days
prior court
interpreting
experience

138

55%

10

7%

128

93%

No prior court
interpreting
experience

49

20%

3

6%

46

94%

Have taken the
exam once

56

22%

4

7%

52

93%

Have taken the
exam more than
three times

63

25%

5

8%

58

92%
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language background. A range of 5-7% of the candidates passed the oral exams, with an additional 93-95%
who failed, regardless of the ways in which non-native language skills were developed.
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